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0 - READ THIS FIRST!!!

Okay, what you are about to read is EXTREMELY OLD AND CRAPPY.
This was an experiment of how my writing skills would evolve over the span of two years, and how my
masterpiece story would turn out with my old, REALLY BAD writing skills.

Now, if you want to see QUALITY WRITING, I am currently re-writing this story with my MUCH BETTER
writing skills. http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56710.html

Please read that instead.

However, if you're interested in how bad my writing skills were back then, then you can read on. But I
warn you, it starts REALLY BADLY, and doesn't get good until about chapter 30 when Act 3 begins.

Anyway, I suggest you read the REDONE version, because I am very proud of how it is so far. and
because I'm not coming back to this experimental old version to fix all the typos and errors.

Anyway, I'm Overlordlaharl, and I bid you good luck in reading this old version of my masterpiece. (if
you have any comments, leave it for the REDONE version, since I won't read them if they're on this old
version.)

Or go to that link http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56710.html and read my redone version as new
chapters are uploaded.

Later, dudes and dudettes.

http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56710.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56710.html


1 - The beginning of their adventure...

our story begins when a young teen,Eric Psyria,steps out of his house to meet his friends...
 
"Bye,mom!" The teen said as he stepped out the door and ran down the block.This is where our story
begins.Eric is extremely smart.A's in all classes,and recommended for colleges while in 5th
grade.Still,he loves being a kid and just hanging out.Today he promised his friends he'd meet at the
basketball court near the kids playground.He ran until he reached a small trailer park and slid as
he turned directions in it.The place was like a maze,one turn after another.and that's just how his
friend,Brandon Forshire,liked it.As soon as he reached for the door at the right trailer,he stepped to
the right and a couple seconds later a teen jumped out riding a skateboard all over the tops of the
trailers and all around the place.
 
He eventually stopped in front of Eric and said "Yo,Psy!ready to go?"
 
"yea,i'm set.i think little miss stick has the ball so let's go and pick her up."of course he was referring to
his friend,May Ferrial,who clings to every little posession she has.So they both headed over to her
house,Brandon skating and Eric trying to keep up by running.Eventually, they got there and knocked on
the door.The door opened and May's friend and theirs,Christina Kylie,appeared in the doorway.
 
"Hey boys.Here for the ball?" They nodded and she opened the door more gesturing for them to come
in.Christina was really nice,and loves to support her friends.Still though,she often gives people the cold
shoulder."It's over by the coffee table.i'll get my shoes on." it was a saturday and Christina slept over
on friday.The boys walked over and grabbed the ball while hearing some footsteps coming down the
stairs.May saw all of them and ran right over to Eric and Brandon.
 
"Good!you guys are here already!hey,you won't believe what i found the other day!" She held
up a little dog(but not a puppy)."A CUTE LITTLE DOG!" "Ruff!" the dog barked strangely,practically
saying "ruff" like it was a word.
 
"You found a dog?" Eric said scratching the dogs head.
 
"Yep,and i love him!so,are we ready to go?" she said squeezing the dog in her arms.
 
"Yeah,let's go.no more waiting." Christina said already heading out the door.
 
Everybody then immedietly walked out the door with May locking it behind them with her key.They all
then headed to the basketball court next to the toxic waste dump area and the kids playground.(even
May's new dog,Ruff)They all played basketball for a while and then the basketball was thrown far over
towards the dump.(you can guess what happens but in case you can't,i'll shorten it for you)
 
 
(toxic waste falls on all of them[even the dog])
 



-------------------------------------- 
 
BLANK SPACE,COMMENT WHAT YOU THINK.
*Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.* 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 - the beginning of their new lives...

in a temple very far from the teens' area...
 
"ugh,my head." A girl said as she arose from some rocks on the ground and looked around.
 
"hello?" (where is everybody?) she thought to herself and walked outside.she gasps and wonders where
she is and where her family is.she starts to worry too much and looks downward and sees a stone
tablet."huh?" she says and picks it up to read it.
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
"don't get into trouble."
 
"we'll be back,mind the place,now, ///// /. (the name is etched off)"
 
i could care less what you do,i'm leaving,don't come looking."
 
goodbye(all are different handwriting except "goodbye".that's written by the second one's writing.
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
"g-...goodbye?" *gasps* she then runs around everywhere looking for the civilians....she finds
none."wait," she says as she removes some dust on the tablet and coordinates are shown. "maybe
they're here.i gotta find them."she then proceeds to walk aimlessly staring at the tablet like a map.
 
meanwhile...
 
*snores* *snores* (a dream starts and we can see Eric standing in the street at night time with shadows
creeping towards him and darkness engulfs him and he wakes up sweating."what was that?a
nightmare?i never have nightmares.and since when do i talk to myself.oh no,that shows signs of
introspectiveness."
 
"honey?are you awake?"his mother was calling him.
 
"what?yeah,i'm awake." Eric said rubbing the back of his head.He felt...different today.
 
"your friend Brandon is here.he says it's urgent."
 
"alright,i'll be down in a second." he got up and got dressed and immediately headed downstairs
knowing it probably wasn't a real emergency."what's wrong?"
 
"Psy!you're not gonna believe it,but some kid has been skating all over the town like he's some pro!"
 



(yep,i was right) "and you needed to get me up,why?"
 
"oh,well,i know this might seem crazy to you and illo-illogi-illo-"
 
"illogical?"
 
"yea,that's it.but check this out.(fires a spike at the wall to the side of him from his hand)
 
"i...i'm speechless.how did you do that?"
 
"i don't know,i woke up,stretched and fired out a spike from my hand at my ceiling."
 
"is it from yesterday with the radiation leak?"
 
"i think so.so anyway,you wanna go check this kid out?"
 
"no,this is amazing.i've never heard of people getting abilities in anywhere but comic books."
 
"why are-"
 
"because i love to see what i'd have.and no,we don't have any more pie left."
 
"did-"
 
"yeah,i think i just read your mind.i must be phychic!but...i can't remember some things.like when i first
met you,or how i got here,or even where i am."
 
"let's see,you're eric Psyria,this is your house,we met when we were 3 and been best buds ever
since,and we got here after the radiation.you seem bugged dude,so i'll see you later." so, Brandon
heads out the door leaving Eric completely puzzled,so he begins his new routine of sitting in his
room,thinking.
 
 
--------------------------------------------------
 
comment.
 
 *Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.*



3 - Their meeting

The girl walks towards Eric's house and puts the map in her pocket.

???:This is the place.Whatever's in there,it's what these people wanted me to find.But what if it's a
trap?I'll take my chances.
And the girl walks to the door.

Eric:Maybe i should find the others.They probably have this problem me and brandon have.

Eric walks downstairs to the door and both ??? and Eric open the door simultaneously and find the
other.They both stare into each other's eyes and a huge flash of memory goes into ???'s eyes.

She sees her screaming,a huge battle,and blood spewing around.

???:You!

??? Tackles Eric and holds him to the ground.

???:You have something to do with it!

Eric:Ow!Something to do with what?Get off of me!

Eric struggles to get up,but he is pinned to the floor.Eric looks her in the eyes and they both see a flash
of her memory.

??? Is walking with a young boy,and the boy is attacked by a monster.Then,they see another memory of
the same boy older,scarred,and walking away from a person dead on the floor.

??? Is then catapulted off Eric against the wall of his home with a green force.

Eric:What-...What was that?

???:Ugh...

The girl goes unconcious and Eric walks over to her.

Eric:I have to tell the others.

Eric picks up the girl and walks out side,closing his door behind him.



Meanwhile,

-----------------------------------

Sorry it's been half a year,but i've been really busy with my schoolwork.

*Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.*



4 - A Strange Kid

"I think he knows about you now."
A seductive voice calls through a dark room.We can only see two black figures.
"Good." A man replies and a black figure is seen sitting on a throne.
"Now...We Wait."As he says "wait" the shadowy figure seems to grow very
big.

Meanwhile,

Brandon was skating along the sidewalk of the city and saw just up ahead that the Kid he was talking
about was still doing tricks on the half-pipe.He sped up,angrily, until May walked out of the mall in front
of him and a boy was walking with her.Brandon skates into them and they all fall to the ground.

"Whoah,sorry about that May,and...Who's this guy?"
Brandon Points at the boy,who's silent and has already gotten up from the fall and is reaching his hand
down to May.
May blushes and says. "Thanks." May gets up,brushes herself off,and replies to Brandon. "I don't really
know who he is.I woke up this morning and he was in my bed with me."
"WHOAH,WHAT!?!?"
"He hasn't said a word all day."
Brandon walks up to his face.
"He does look like the silent type.Hey!"
Brandon starts to hit the kid on the back of the head.A metal banging noise happens and Brandon brings
his hand back.
"OWW!May,He's a robot!"
"A robot?...Cool!I've always wanted a robot!"
"...Yeah,well,just make sure it doesn't take over the human race."
"Well,it hasn't yet,plus i take it you've read WAY too many comic books."
"Yep.Later,May!"
Brandon rides to the half-pipe and May holds hands with the boy who's now a robot.
"You know,your hand isn't cold,i say we go get some ice cream!"
May skips down the street while the robot simply walks in a straight line.

--------------------------------

Sorry,again,i never have correct timing to type these chapps out,and my family keeps hogging the
comp.GOTTA GO!

*Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.*



5 - A first Conflict

This one should be ALOT BETTER than previous chapters.

--------------------------------

Eric is stil carrying the girl with him and walking along the sidewalk.Eric thought to himself..
"Just who is this girl?And what was it that i saw?
Eric looked at her to see her sleeping peacefully.He blushed a little.
"She is kinda..."
The girl's eyes began to open and he turned away so nothing bad would happen.
"Are...Are you,carrying me?"
"Well,yeah.I mean,you were knocked unconcious,so i figured i shouldn't have you...lying there."
He let her out of his arms and she stood up next to him.
"Who-...Who are you?" Eric asked the girl now looking at her eyes.
"I wanna know who you are first...and why you triggered some of my memory."
"I'm Eric...Eric Psyria.I'm not sure what happened,but...How did you know where i lived?"
"Oh,Well i found this when i woke up."
The girl held out the tome she was carrying with her and showed it to him.
"Interesting."
Eric grabbed the tome to take a look at it.

Suddenly,Eric had a headache as memory's started pouring through his head.He held on to his head
with both hands and dropped to one knee.
"Who-....Who are these people running through my head!?" Eric said aloud.
People on the other side of the sidewalk began to stare and some walked over to see him.
"A...Agent-"
The girl gasped at the mention of this word and covered his mouth,and Eric's headache instantly
stopped.The people around them left to continue with their lives.
The girl quietly whispered to him,"Who were you seeing?"
"I...I don't know." Eric looked at her as he began to stand up.
Her eyes were purple.

Meanwh-(NO,SCREW THIS CRAP)SOMETHING HAPPENING ELSEWHERE(....ok that was
worse.).....Meanwhile,(sorry,it's a classic)

One of the dark figures watched a monitor showing the girl and Eric staring at eachother.The woman



figure giggled and began to speak,
"What's your plan now?"
We can see both figures now and both are together in a bed.
"He's starting to learn,but he is no match as he is now."
"Then why don't we just go after him like this?"
"...Heh,He won't put up a fight by himself."

Meanwhile,[again]

A young boy skating jumps off the half-pipe and begins to wave at the crowd,who is clapping
IMMENSELY for his performance.Brandon skates up there,stops his boardand walks up to the kid
angrily.He stops,and speaks,
"Hey kid,what makes you think you're so good?"
The kid smiles "Because i could skate circles around punks like you.
Brandon reacts,and replies "Bring it on!"

Both are standing on top of the half-pipe with the crowd cheering as the boy has just finished his turn
with a 900.
"Face it,you can't beat that."
Brandon was mad,but calmly asked,"Who are you anyway?"
The boy grins,kicks his skateboard into the air,then backflips up to it,kicks it to the ground.The board
then lands exactly on the nose and the boy lands on top of the nose with perfect balance on one foot.
"They call me...Skate."
The crowd is cheering wildly now.
"Fine,it's my turn now."

After a couple tricks,Brandon jumps into the air and suddenly spikes protrude from his feet and impale
the skateboard.Brandon decides he can use this.
Brandon then starts spinninf wildly in mid-air and the crowd begins to count the spins.
"180!,360!,540!,720!,900!,"
Skate thinks this is a bad situation and jumps up to punch Brandon.
JUST before Brandon hits 1080,he sees Skate coming to attack hm so he turns around.Accidentally, a
spike shoves out his elbow and impales Skate.Skate coughes up blood and shouts,
"I'll get you for this!"
and Skate falls hard to the ground,(dead).
Brandon stops and lands next to him and the spikes go back in his body.Brandon walks over to him to
see if he's alright.The crowd is very scared and people start to yell and scream at Brandon.
"He's a freak!"
"He killed that boy!"
"Let's get him!"
Brandon high-tails it out of there and accidently walks face-first into Christina,who coincidentally went to
check out the yelling.



They both fall to the ground,but Brandon is frozen in a block of ice.
"Brandon?" ("...This is bad")
Christina pushes Brandon over the sidewalk fast to avoid any riots breaking out.

-----------------------------------

Well,Much better right?BTW i apoligize,because for some reason,half of this chapter got MAGICALLY
DELETED(the skating tricks part).I'm serious,i had a new internet explorer and i was off it for 10 minutes
and when i came back i discovered it was missing.Oh well,anyway,wait for chapter 6!

*Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.*



6 - All Collide

Now,i hope you all are enjoying my story so far(*cough* NextGuardian,*cough*/Shoutout),and i'm glad i
finally have time for these.Here's chapter 6!

Christina has Brandon in her house now being covered with blowdryers and the temperature at 110.
"C'mon,unfreeze already!"
Suddenly,Spikes protruded from ALL over Brandon's body and broke the Ice Block into pieces.
"Woah,awesome spikes Brandon!"
Brandon looks at Christina irritated as the spikes return to his body.
"Yeah,but you froze me in a block of ice!"
Christina looks at him and begins to giggle.
Brandon looks at her confused and asks "Why are you laughing?"
Christina trys to stifle an outburst of laughter and tries to reply
"Your,um,....your spikes..." She then laughed insanely.
"What?" Brandon said then looked at himself to see he was now shirtless,and his pants were on the
brink of falling(now covered in holes).
"AHHHH!I'm half-naked!"
Christina continued to laugh for a while until Brandon picked held her up.
"Get me back to my trailer,NOW!!!!!"
Christina slowly stopped laughing and grabbed her car keys out of her pocket.
They both got in the car and Christina took another look at Brandon and began to laugh again.
Brandon replied "Shut up." And Christina started driving.

May is licking her ice cream near a store and stops when she sees the boy/robot just staring at his.
"Just open your mouth,and lick it with your tongue."
The boy stares at it,opens his mouth and then dumps the ice cream,cone and all,into his mouth,then
shuts it.May stares at him with disbelief and says nervously "Well,i guess you can still eat it like tha-"
May was interrupted when the boy spoke "It's good."
May was very surprised at this and smiled."Hey,you talked!"
The boy looked at May."Me.....Ruff."
May looked scared at this point,but replied nervously,"Ruff?The dog i found yesterday?"

The boy looked at his arms and legs,then a noise came from behind them.The boy blocked May and his
hand transformed into a pistol.He shot from where the noise came from to see both Eric and the girl
ducking on the ground.The pistol transformed back to a hand.
Eric replied,scared "What the hell!?"



May grabbed the boy from behind him."Hey!Don't shoot my friends!"
The boy looked back at her and asked "What...is this?" while putting a hand to his chest.
"Are you alright?" May asked letting go of him and Eric walking over to them with the girl.
The boy looked into her bright blue eyes,and simply stared at her.

After a little while,they all had met up at Brandon's trailer park and they all looked at eachother
wondering about their predicaments.Eric was standing with the girl both looking at the others.May was
hugging the boy,who was standing still,looking at her.Brandon was wearing a red shirt,a baseball
hat,and long pants,while Christina looked around and asked "Sooooo,...what happened with you guys?"
Everyone seems to stare at Eric and the girl,wondering what her story was first.
She held her shoulder and replied "Well,i don't remember much,but..."She looked over at Eric "he has
something to do with me."
Everyone looked at Eric,confused,and Brandon smirked and said "Ooooooh,Psy's got a girlfriend."
Christina chuckled at this.
Eric and the girl blushed.Eric said "Well,why do you two seem so buddy-buddy?"
Brandon looked at Christina,mad,and replied, "Buddies?She froze me into a brandon-sicle!"
Eric pondered and replied "Ice...Spikes...Psychic...That only leaves what happened to you two." Eric
pointed at May and the boy.
May hugs the boy tighter and says "i haven't noticed anything about me.Go ahead and tell them who you
are."
Everyone looks at the boy,waiting for a reply.
The boy looks around at everyone and simply holds may in his arms back.
Everyone seems to wonder just what is going on with him when Brandon walks over to May and says to
the boy "Just what's your problem,cyborg!?" and begins to try and pul May off of him.
The boy glares at Brandon,but lets go of May.
May replies after Brandon lets her go "Awww,but i like him.He's cute for a robot."
The girl stares strange at the boy and says "A robot?How is that possible?...May,is it?Just how did you
obtain this robot?"
May replied to the girl "He was in my bed with me this morning when i woke up."
Eric thought about this and asked the boy "If you're a robot,may i check your memory banks,and who
your creator was?"
The boy nodded,and then pointed to May.
Christina says "May?She couldn't play jenga."
May replied angrily "Hey!I could build a robot if i wanted to."
Eric thought about this but replied "No,May must've been the first person he saw when he was
rebooted.So,he naturally thought that she was his creator."
Brandon replies to this "Man,Psy you are quick on the up-take."
The boy hears something and transformed both his arms into 2 colts,jumps in front of May,and says to
her "Something is coming this way."
Steps are heard coming through the trailer park maze towards the teens.

It is night-time,and we see a small figure,limping towards a large building in the middle of no-where.The
figure enters the area,to find no lights in the room except one dangling from the ceiling."Welcome," An



anonymous voice calls from the darkness."Have you come for what is desired by many?" The voice calls
back at the boy now seen to have something on him.
"Can you give me what i want?" The boy calls back at him.
"In time..." The figure steps into the light and we can see it's a boy,impaled through the stomach with
part of a spike,and various cuts and bruises.
"...Skate."

------------------------------

DUN DUN DUN!!!

OH MY GOD I AM DOING SO AWESOME NOW!I bet you can't wait to find out what happens
next.Chapter 7 coming soon!,real soon if i think about it more.

*Don't worry, this entire story is a prototype, later chapters are much better.*



7 - An Interesting Guest

I'm proud of myslef,being able to submit a chapter almost everyday.Well,anyway,here's 7!

"Something's coming this way." The boy said to May and the others.
True,steps were heard coming through the trailer park maze and toward the teens.
Brandon bravely called out "Who's there?" and the steps stopped.After a couple seconds a woman with
red hair,heels,and a black dress stepped out from the trailer in front of them.
"Well,hello.Quite the club you have here." The woman says and looks around at everyone.
The boy holds up the colts at her "Who are you?"
The woman walks up to him and puts the guns down, and says
"You don't wanna shoot me,i'm here to help you."
The boy's guns reform into his hands.
"Good boy,now,let's all tell me a little about themselves." The girl looks at the group and one boy is
missing. "Hey,where'd the cute one go?"
"I'd like to know a little about you too." Eric called from behind her,then placed his hand on the back of
her head.

Eric's head flooded with memories of big fires,wars,and catastrophies but suddenly his mind blanks and
he passes out.
"Eric!" Christina says and runs over to catch him from falling.
Brandon looked confused and asked the woman "Just what the hell was that!?"
"He must've bitten off more than he can chew.Will he be alright?" The girl asks the woman.
"He just passed out,he should be fine when he wakes up."
The girl asked the woman "Who are you?,and why are you here?"
The woman looked at the girl confused,and replies "You don't remember?I helped your brother."
The girl aksed "My....Brother?"
"Of course,i was one of your friends,helping you through the hard times.That was,before you were
buried of course." The woman said shocking everyone.
"Bu-buried?" May asked,scared of the girl.
"Wait a second,how could she be buried and not be a rotted corpse by now?" Christina asked
skeptically.
"Well,i can't explain everything.I thought she was dead,everyone did.I welcome you back though."
The girl looked at herself "I was...buried?"
The woman looked around and said "I brought a friend to help explain. Come on out." The woman
gestured to the trailer behind her.
A young boy came out from behind the trailer and he pointed at Brandon and said "Remember me?"
Brandon looked shocked and said "Holy Crap!Skate?Didn't you die?"
"I was going to thanks to you.I had a little minor surgery done on me,but i feel better than EVER!!!!"
Skate then skated by each of them around a circle with incredible speed.He ended up back in his
place.It is then revealed that he has claws and that everyone except the woman and him have claw



marks across their chests.They all fall unconcious.The woman smiles evilly and closes her eyes "I'm
sure we'll see you all again later."

"You FOOLS!" The woman said in a large booming voice,unlike her own."You were not meant to give so
much information. Come to me,your debts will be repaid in time." The woman hovers over the ground
and floats into a seperate room.
"Geez,why are we takin orders from this jerk?"
A boy said and is quickly smacked on the back of his head by the wall,which proceeds to grow a mouth
and speak in the booming voice, "Do not question my authority, BRAT!!" and the mouth disappears.
"I owe my life to him,and you owe your life to me,so i suggest you follow his orders." Another man
speaks,in a distorted tone.

They all wake up in Eric's family room set in front of a family dinner in chairs.
May looked around and asked "Where are we?"
Eric called out "Mom!?Did you make all this?"
"Oh good,you're all awake." The mother said in a very nice voice.
Brandon found in front of him some sort of green gloop,while all others had delicious meals in front of
them.
Brandon asked "What is this...barf?"
The mother came out from the kitchen,and all saw she was EXTREMELY ANGRY.
"WHAT DID YOU SAY!?!?!?!?!?" The mother said in a loud and angry booming voice.
"Calm down,mom.He's never eaten here,before."
The mother calms and replies "Okay dear,just try it,Brandon honey."
Brandon looked very scared and whispered to Eric "What was THAT man?"
Eric leaned over and whispered "She doesn't like insults to her cooking.No matter what it looks like,it's
always good though.Take a bite,you'll love it....and don't forget to compliment her."
Brandon gulped nervously,closed his eyes, and took a bite.He opened his eyes and began to eat like
crazy.
Christina says to him "Whoah,slow down Brandon."
The mother walks over to him,and says "I'm glad you like it dear."

Can't leave you with suspense this time,but don't worry,next should be CRAZY!.....maybe.



8 - Discussion

Eric and everyone all sat down in the living room.After being told what happened after he fell
unconcious,Eric began to speak to them.
"Alright,we need a plan to be ready if either..." Eric points to a crude drawing of the woman and Skate
"This woman or Skate shows up again.Any ideas?"
They all thought for a moment but Eric called to Brandon "Brandon,what do you know about Skate?"
Everyone looked over at him and Brandon nervously replied "Well,i...accidentally...killed him."
Everyone gasped at this and Brandon said "Whaoh,let me explain."

(Flashback,Brandon is narrating)

In order of flashes: 1.Skate skating all over the half-pipe. 2.Skate insulting Brandon and Brandon
replying in his face. 3.Skate pulling off a 900. 4.Brandon spinning in mid-air sideways. 5.Skate going to
punch him,getting impaled through his stomach,and falling to the ground.

(1.) I was skating up to the skate park when i saw him skating like a pro.(2.)I asked him about his
skills,and he challenged me.(3.)Skate was INSANELY good at skating and he finished with a 900 and
pulled off this CRAZY move i don't even remember.(4.)My spikes held me to my board,and i used 'em to
spin like crazy in the air.(5.)Skate got pissed that i was winning so he went up to punch me,but he got
shanked in the stomach when a spike went out of my arm by accident.He yelled that he'd get me
back,and...

(Flashback ends)

"I guess now he is."
Christina began to yell at Brandon "Great!You've doomed us all Brandon!"
Brandon yelled back "It's not my fault the kid's full of himself!"
Eric tried to calm them "Guys,focus.He's all our problems now,so we have to work together."

"Alright,now,i know we all got hit with the toxic waste 3 days ago.And i know it affected us with
powers.I'd like to make a list of our powers so we know what we're doing." Eric pulls out a notepad from
his pocket. "I know i'm Psychic...(Eric writes down [Eric=Psychic])What about you Brandon and
Christina?"
Brandon spoke up "I can shoot spikes,and spikes can come out of my body."
Eric writes [Brandon=Spikes] and Christina speaks up
"I froze Brandon when i walked into him,but i don't know what else."
Eric writes [Christina=Ice] and says "What about you,May?"
May says "I haven't really noticed anything different."
Eric says "Are you sure?...Oh well." Eric writes [May=Unknown]. "What about your robot friend?"
The robot looks at May and May says "It's alright,just don't hurt anybody."
The robot nods and holds up his hand.It transforms into a psitol,then his arm turns into a shotgun,then



his hands turn back.He then removes his leg part and it transforms into a sniper rifle,it then reforms into
a leg and he re-attaches it.
Everyone stares until May breaks the silence and says "He's so cool!"
Eric still looks in disbelief,but then writes [Robot=Weapon Limbs].Eric then says to May "Go ahead and
nickname him,May."
May thinks it over and looks at him,"Well,he has a lot of guns so...Tank."
[Tank] Smiles and says "....Tank.....I like that." while looking at May.
Eric makes a change to Tank,and is about to speak when Christina interrupts.
"That only leaves the [Mystery Girl]."
Brandon smirks and says "A.K.A Psy's Girlfriend."
The girl looks around and sighs "Well,i suppose if i'm going to be here long....My name...Is Agent X."
Eric gasps and says "So that's the name i was remembering."
Brandon says "For what?Like the government Agents?"
The girl sighs and says "I wish i didn't have to tell you this.No,There's a story that needs to be told."
Everyone leans in to hear it.

The woman comes out of a room,zipping up her dress.And The shadowy figure comes floating in
after.The figure sits on a throne in front of Skate,the woman,and another man.Skate says to him
"Finally,you two take forever in there."
The figure gets angry and replies "Silence.They are growing stronger as we speak.I've called you all
here to talk about the future,and what you...Skate have come for.A simple word...Revenge."
The man speaks to the figure "I am greatful you have taken me in,what will be our first order of
business?" in a distorted tone.
The figure replies "Good.We've already given them a scare thanks to Skate.So now our first thing to do
is recruit to match their numbers.I have a new member coming fourth in 2 minutes.So i want everyone to
be ready.Also,(the figure points to the man) you must be ready for advances that need be made if the
member so requires it."
The man replies in a distorted tone "Yes,my master."

Suddenly,a man stepped into the building and fell immediately to the ground.
Skate asked "Lemme guess...that's him,right?" The woman hits him on the back of the head.The man
runs over and looks at his wounds."....He will be ready in 2 days,master."
"Very well,begin immediately." The figure says and leaves into the other room.
"Come...She-Devil." The figure says from the other room and the woman walks over to the door and
says "You sure are fiesty,today."
Skate says in dusgust "Ugh,that's it,i'm sleeping at my own house tonight." and skates out of the building
on his board.
The man then drags the man off into a seperate room.



Holy crap,this turned out EVEN BETTER than i thought it would.Plz tell me how awesome that was.



9 - Agent X and Bull's Story

Sorry i couldn't update yesterday,i was busy at the beach getting THE WORST SUNBURN OF MY
LIFE.It REALLY hurts but i'll suck it up to supply you with an important plot point.

Everyone leans in to listen.

(Storytime)
"I was once a proud member of an ancient race of people known as agents.We were around since the
beginning of time.I was born by my mother and father,Agent Z and Agent A. A was the leader so i never
saw him much,but i loved my family." Agent X then gasps and opens her eyes WIDE. "I remember now.I
had a little brother,Agent Y.But let me focus.We never age or grow old,so that's why i still look like
myself.We were a peaceful race,until i heard of a war breaking out between us and God's soldiers.But i
was in a cave searching for my brother when the cave collapsed on me."
(Story's over)

"So i just recently woke up for some reason."
Everyone gawked in amazement, and simultaneously said "No...Way.".

*VILLAIN SUB-PLOT*

She-Devil is walking outside onto a grassy plain and reaches the top of a hill.She puts her hand on her
hip and looks to the bottom.
"I suppose i've given him enough time." She says.

The shadowy figure walks into a room filled with test-tubes,a burning candle,and the man from
yesterday,flat on an operating table.The figure speaks "Bull,have you started on the suit?"
Bull replies "Yes,master.I'm working on conforming it to his body.I'll add the necessary attachments
tomorrow." in his distorted,almost animal-like tone. The figure says "Very good.I'm glad you've taken to
working for me so easily."
Bull begins to think.

(Flashback)

A man is standing wearing a red cape in a coliseum with thousands of people cheering.A bull came out
from the side and prepared to charge.The bull charged at the man and the man quickly moved out of the
way. The bull noticed,stopped,and charged again.The man then moved in a fast circle around the
bull,dizzying it for awhile.The man turned to his audience and bowed.The bull shook off it's
dizzyness,and saw the red cape and began to charge.The man rose from the bow,heard the
charge,turned around quickly,but it was too late......The bull impaled him through the stomach and the



cheering immediately stooped as the man fell to the ground,almost dead.

The man was rushed to the hospital and after an hour of operation,a nurse walked into his room and
said "You have a visitor." and leaves.Soon,a shadowy figure carrying a breifcase walks into his room(no
lights are lit) and says "I can help you.You need help this normal medicine can't provide." The figure
opens the breifcase and sits the man up to see it's contents.The figure then closes and locks the
door.The man sees several tools for an operation but other things too.
".....Get started."
The man then operates on himself for awhile,in turn replacing 40% of his body with robotics.

After awhile,we see the man walking through a cattle ranch with robotic hands carrying scalpels.He
eventually finds one with a piece of red cloth on its horn.The bull is horrendously murdered by first
having one scalpel shoved through it's neck,then using the other scalpel to remove it's horns and bleeds
to death.

(End Flashback)

So,here i am.Wearing my red cape and i now have the bull's horns infused on my head.I sometimes
think about how much of a monster i'm becoming...But i'm here....and that's all that matters.

Amazing,right?I typed this one out on my Wii Internet Channel.
Bull Biography
Gender:Male
Age:26
History:Bull was once a famous matador.But he soon met his end(almost) at one of his matches.He was
supplied with several tools to operate on himself and hence had 40% of his body replaced with
robotics.He found the bull later and cut off it's horns to attach them to his head.This made him more
animal-like and he is slowly becoming a monster.
Favorite Song:Animal I Have Become by Three Days Grace



10 - IFRIT Part 1

This one should be very good.I'm introducing IFRIT.Yes,his name is spelled with all capital letters.

"I've been working on project:IFRIT for a full day now and master hasn't told me exactly why i'm doing
this.However,This should turn out well,if i could simply conform the suit to his exact mesurements." Bull
leans over to the man with a ruler over his forehead and the man opens his eyes slowly.The man jumps
off of the table,points at Bull and yells "What the hell do you think you're doing,Freak!?!?"
Bull did not like hearing such a word but responded saying "Relax,i am Bull,i was ordered to have you
advanced before you officially became a member."
The man quited down and said "Hmph,a member of what?"
Bull replied "Well,let me put it this way,my master told me to perform an operation on you to better your
abilities to fight for our side.My master hasn't told me anything else about you.So please,inform me."
The man begins to think and looks away.As he looks away,Bull slowly grabs something from behind
him.When the man notices this he looks over to find that Bull has sprayed him with sleeping gas,and the
man falls unconcious.

She-Devil walks down the hill towards the bottom and sees a farmer dropping seeds into the ground and
burying them.He sees her and welcomes her "Well,Hi there little lady!" She looks at him and stops when
she is close.The farmer looks her up and down "We,uhhh...We don't get many folks like you around
here."
She says back "I'm sure you don't.Now," She changes her tone darker and holds him up by his collar
"Where are you hiding him?"
The farmer looks confused and asks,nervously "Who are you talking abou-" He is stopped when his
head is dog-slapped and it is smacked around to the other side(Supernatural reference:Season
3,Episode 9,Malleus Maleficarum).She then drops him and walks towards his barn,but stops when she
hears "What's wrong?Back for more?" She looks up to see a young boy standing on the edge of the
barnhouse and looking down at her.
"There you are...Agent Y."

I'm sorry about cutting this short but i have to get off of the comp now.I'll use my wii internet chapter to
finish with a part 2.



Cut that crap!i'm on my wii so i'll give you a little biography before i end this chapter!

She-Devil Biography
Gender:Female
Age:?
History Part 1(I can't give you too much information):She-Devil has been on the evil side since it's
creation,and is a demon.She likes to stay in her human form, however.It is some-what implied that
She-Devil is the "shadowy figure's" girlfriend,but this might not be true.
Favorite song:"Getting Off" by KoRn



11 - IFRIT Part 2

okay,here with part 2 as i promised.

The man began to dream while he was unconcious.

(Flashback...kinda)

The man is walking away from a house with a small flame.Then he lights a match and it disappears.The
house then bursts into flames.The man stops and looks back in awe.He is then tackled by a police
officer,which he is then raised and his hands behind him,cuffed.A woman comes out from a police car
and walks over to him.She talks to the cuffed man "When will you give this Arson stuff up?.....Just try to
get out on good behavior." The man replies "Don't worry,Ash.I'll be fine,...By the way,your shoes are
untied."
Ashley looks at him and says "Nice try," and steps out a small flame in front of her "but I know all your
tricks.".She then says to the driver of the car "Have the firefighters here soon."

After 2 days of being in jail,the man was staring up at the ceiling at night.A shadow crawls into his cell
through the window,and reforms into a figure.The man whispered "Who are you?".
The figure replied "You don't like prison,do you?I can offer you a way out."
The man asked skeptically "How?I don't have any matches." Just as he said that,the figure tossed a
matchbox at the ground near him.The man saw this and asked "Why are you helping me?" The figure
gave him a piece of paper with an address on it. The figure said "Come here,and you will know what to
do." and the figure disappears.
The man thinks and says to himself ".....Okay.".

He then lights 2 matches and they disappear and re-appear outside of the bars.He then lights 3 matches
and holds the lighter and matches near his mouth.He then blows air out of his mouth towards the fire
and bars to spew fire at the bars,which ignites the matches on the outside,creating a small fire.After
about 3 seconds,the bars melt, and he climbs out the window and runs away.He looks at the address
and is attacked by guard dogs.He throws his lighter at the first,which creates a fire and the one dog runs
into the other setting them both on fire.He used this time to escape.
After a while of walking/limping,he reached the building,opened the door,and fell unconcious.

(End Flashback)

"No......Way."
Eric speaks "So if that's true,where is your family now?"
Agent X replies "I don't know,they might've been killed in the war." Agent X begins to cry at the thought
of this.



Eric begins to console her "Don't worry.I promise that everything will be all right."
Agent X slowly stops,looks at him and replies "You really think so?"
Eric says,staring into her eyes, ".....I know so."
Agent X smiles and Brandon breaks the silence by saying "Hey,why don't we just forget about our
problems for the day and go see a movie?"
Everyone thinks and replies "Okay." except Agent X.
Who asks "What's a movie?"
Everyone except Tank looks in disbelief until Christina says "Wow,you really ARE thousands of years
old."

MUCH better than part 1.

IFRIT Biography
Gender:Male
Age:22
History:IFRIT has used Pyrokinesis to cause many of arson cases.He was caught by his girlfriend
Ashley(Nickname:Ash),who is a police officer.He was visited in the night and was offered a way out of
prison.He broke out,and joined the evil side to repay his debt and to burn as much of the world as he
can.
Favorite Song:"The Flame In All Of Us" by Thousand Foot Krutch



12 - Agent Y

I know this is seeming more like "The Story Of Villains" recently,but i just wanted to get Bull and IFRIT's
backstory's out right away.This one gives more backstory to Agent Y,but there is a surprise in this
chapter. :3 just wait for it.
Also,WOW! 3 chapters in one day.I'm AWESOME!!!

Agent Y jumps down from the shed and walks towards She-Devil.
"What now? You leave me be for a couple thousand years and now you wish to challenge me?"
She-Devil smirks as he stops in front of her.She replies "Look,i came to offer something in return for
helping you.I mean look at you now," She-Devil disappears and re-appears around Agent Y "Knowledge
beyond your years,and an intense...physique." and She-Devil puts her arms around from behind him.
and whispers into his ear "If you refuse,we can do this the hard way."
Agent Y pushes her off of him and replies "What exactly are you talking about!?"
She-Devil says "Just join me.Or rather,join US."
Agent Y was intrigued by this and asked "Us?Who has previously joined you?"
She responds by summing the group up "A mastermind,a man/animal/robot,a kid skater, and an
Arsonist.I say we just need you to even us out."
Agent Y says "I would not willingly join your group of idiots."
She-Devil responds "Fine,we'll do this the hard way.How about we fight for it? I win,You join us.I lose,i'll
leave you alone for eternity."
Agent Y thought to himself (Hmmmm,the odds seem to be in my favor.) and said "I Accept."

They both stood on a grassy plain as wind goes by.
"Think about it,It's a great way to get stronger."
"I'll have to confirm that through this battle."

(FIGHT!!! Mortal Kombat theme metal cover by Ryashon[go look them up and donate so they can make
a cd here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_Dhb9YyPs ] plays)

She-Devil lunges at Agent Y as her tail and horns grow in(Her demon form).She throws a punch but
Agent Y grabs her fist and tosses her behind him.While she is in mid-air,Agent Y appears in front of her
and kicks her onto to ground.She sprouts her wings and flys about 40 feet in the air. She-Devil yells to
him "You're in trouble now!". She then raises her arms to the sky and yells "RISE!!". A pit in the ground
opens next to Agent Y to let out 2 flying demons and four claws that grab Agent Y's feet and hold him to
the ground. She-Devil and the flying demons dive bomb at him while he struggles.As they are very
close,everything goes in slow motion.
Agent Y gets 1 leg free,and sweep-kicks to free the other one. He then jumps right above She-Devil and
kicks her,and the demons, into the pit.He then walks over and waits.

She-Devil bursts out carrying a large ball of fire.She then yells "HELL SAYS HI!!!" and throws it at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_Dhb9YyPs


him.He tries to hold it back but it engulfs him in flames and holds him inside it. She-Devil then flew to it
and kicked it into the barn.It crashed and burned the whole farm and set the place ablaze.
"Give up yet?" She says and waits for a response.
"..............Y!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
A loud scream comes from the farm and a large Y-shaped force is emanating from the barn.All the fire is
cleared and Agent Y is standing in the middle of the farm.He undergoes a transformation(a mouth
mask,a Y emblem on his forehead, shoulder/fist/and leg armor) and replicates into 5.They jump into the
air and attack She-Devil with incredibly fast punches and kicks.They then stop and perform a finisher as
the MK music gets louder.
"I!..." The first clone kicks her higher up into the air, "AM!..." The second kicks her diaganally north-east,
"AG-!..." The third kicks her back to the second, "ENT!..." The fourth(next to the second) punches her
diaganally north-west, ".......Y!!!!!!" All say simultaneously as the real Agent Y axe-kicks She-Devil back
into the pit,which closes up.(if you connect all these the shape creates a Y) Agent Y floats down to
earth,the clones reform,and the armor disappears.He then says "I......Win." and falls unconcious.

We zoom into the ground to see the pit re-opening and She-Devil (human form) stepping out "Actually,...i
won.". She then summons 2 more flying demons to carry Agent Y's body. "C'mon,boys.We got a long
way to go."

Bull and IFRIT walk towards the figure's room and he opens the door.Bull says "Project:IFRIT is
completed,master." and bows.
The figure replies "Very good,Any questions from our new member?"
IFRIT asks "....Who are you,anyway?"
".......I go by.......Midnight."
The midnight toll is heard outside and Midnight closes the door.

WHEW!! This one was hard.I really had to work hard on that action scene.My thumb hurts,so i'm goin on
vacation.

Forgot to add this.
Agent Y Biography
Gender:Male
Age:?(Appearence:10)
History:After the war,Agent Y left in search of power.Over Mankind's history,he has accessed all forms
of knowledge.So he speaks in a dignified tone and has a very high iq.He doesn't like it when people
degrade him because of his appearence.
Favorite Song:"I'm Still Here" by Johnny Rzenik



13 - Public Service Announcement

Eric walks into a large white room from the left and Midnight walks in from the right.
"Hello everyone,I'm Eric Psyria or my superhero name [BIO] as you will know me from Part II."
"And I am Midnight,i need no detailed intro due to my entrance in the series already."

"We,as the main Protagonist and Antogonist,have been sent by the Creator OverlordLaharl(Or Kyle,as
that is his REAL name) to regrettably inform you that there will be no new chapter's for 2 weeks for
several reasons."
"For 1,The creator is currently involved in a long-time activity that we cannot disclose. 2.He knows that if
he left off with something different for the end of Part I,it would not have been good enough and you
would have been delayed more. And 3.To offer you a preview of Part II,as well as this message."
"Roll The Reel,Jimmy!"
Both characters leave the room as a projected video clip appeares behind them.

3...2...1.
"Pain" by Three Days Grace plays during the video.

Millions of soldiers are charging against a small army in slow-mo.The view zooms out to see She-Devil
on a mountian behind them laughing.
The view switches to Tank firing shots at Bull who's taking cover behind a rock.It looks like Bull yells
something and Tank stops shooting.
The view switches to Brandon firing spikes at Skate,who's running EXTREMELY fast.
View switches to all characters standing in the villains' building/warehouse.All are facing the
camera/viewer,and BIO smiles as the music pitches up.

After the music goes to verse 1,BIO is seen crashing into the building,alone.
View switches to Brandon and Christina,simultaneously arguing about their costumes.
View switches to Agent Y holding back Skate's fist without any real effort.

Music goes into Chorus and we see Agent X crying on the ground,back at the cave she woke up in.
View switches to IFRIT using his flamethrowing hands at targets in a training room.
As the Chorus ends,we see the moon at night and May's face is apparently in front of the viewer,smiling
from high in the air.

The reel runs out,and the character's return,Midnight now holding a coffee and looking very angry he
whispers offscreen,
"Are we still doing this?" and Bio tries to be professional and says "Well,look forward to Part II,coming
August 7,2008."
"Also,we realize this was somewhat of a cop-out,but we're really too busy with reason #1,here.So,"

All characters(from left to right:Agent Y,Bull,IFRIT,Skate,She-Devil,Midnight,BIO,Agent



X,Brandon,Christina,May and Tank) conclude by saying "SEE YOU LATER!"

Now,that i'm back,i need to tell you guys.I am so proud of this.it may seem like a story to you guys,but i
think i might send it as a movie when i become a scriptwriter.I'll keep my script and ideas just in case.



14 - Part 2:Recap

It's been awhile,but i have the first chapter of Part 2 here as i/Bio and Midnight promised.Each Part will
have an intro rehashing everything.HERE WE GO!!!!!!!

A teenage boy,Eric Psyria,and his friends,Brandon Forshire,Christina Kylie,and May Ferrial(and her
newfound dog) were all splashed with radiation one day.The next day,A teenage girl wound up at Eric's
doorstep and the two "bonded". After Brandon met May's new robot friend,he checked out the skate park
and challenged the kid skating there(aptly named Skate). After Skate was jealous of Brandon about to
win because of his powers,Skate jumped to punch Brandon but was impaled by Brandon by accident
and supposedly died swearing revenge. He apparently showed up at a building with a shadowy person
inviting him. The teenagers recapped what happened,but were ambushed by Skate and the shadowy
figure's second in command,She-Devil.They woke up the next day and began plotting for their next
action as the girl explained who she was. Her name was Agent X,and she existed millions of years ago
on the earth with the other Agents and God's soldiers.Apparently,She had a brother who is the only
other one alive.The villains had recruited Bull and IFRIT,a matador and pyrokinesis arsonist,onto their
team while She-Devil tracked down Agent X's little brother,Agent Y.After losing to him She-Devil rose
from the ground,knowing all about the Agent's weakness,and took him with her. After IFRIT was fixed
up, he asked the shadowy figure his name and it was the ominous "Midnight" as the clock struck 12.

She-Devil walked into the building to find Bull and IFRIT sitting on a couch repairing themselves,and
Skate walks up to her angrily "Well,look who's here!"
She-Devil stopped to look around and saw the building was heavily damaged and Skate's board was
broken in half.
She-Devil smirked and replied sarcastically "What happened?"
Skate replied throwing his board at the ground "Those jerks attacked us when you left!It was 4 to 6 over
here!"
Bull replied,correcting him "Actually,it was 4 to 5,due to May not fighting us."
Skate yelled back "Shut up,Smartass!!" Skate turned back to She-Devil and said "Anyway,Midnight
drove 'em away.So where the hell were you!?"
Agent Y walked into the building with everybody looking at him and stopped to look at Skate."So this
must be the loudmouth of your group."
Skate yells back "And just who's this brat!"
Agent Y looks disgusted and angry,but calmly replies "I am no such brat.I suggest you get your eyes
checked,you ignorant fool." Skate is about to yell back when Midnight comes out of the back room
completely unharmed. Agent Y and Skate look back at him and Agent Y says "I see he's the only
competent member of your group."
IFRIT and Skate yell at him simultaneously "WHO'RE YOU CALLING INCOMPETENT!?!?"
Midnight walks over to him and says "Quite an attitude on him.However,he might be useful due to his
high intelligence.What's your name?"



Agent Y smirks and responds "Well,a gentleman with a superior IQ like myself.(Agent Y holds out his
hand and Midnight handshakes as a gesture)I am Agent Y.I am known as the last living Agent."
Midnight grabs a remote for the tv and points at it as She-Devil laughs.Midnight presses a button but
nothing happens.We now see the TV has a large crack on the screen and is unable to work. Midnight
throws the remote across the room and says calmly "Oh,i forgot about that.Anyway,your older
sister,Agent X,IS still alive and is working for the heroes."
Agent Y was taken aback by this and asks "She's alive!?"

He was taking the information in and Skate asks "What,you're surprised?I thought you guys lived
forever." Agent Y got very angry at this but sighed "Not until the war." She-Devil said "That's right,you
lost everyone because of it.And all because your mother and sister didn't help.But now you're
here,gaining more power and revenge."
Agent Y thought ".....Revenge."

"Is everyone alright?" Eric said and everyone moaned back,except for May and Tank.
Agent X said "Wow,our first super fight."
Brandon said "Man,these costumes May made are lame."
May replied "Your mean Brandon!"
Tank said to May "I like my costume,May."
May replied happily "Aww,thanks Tank."
Eric said to Agent X while blushing "I didn't know you were so...agile."
Agent X blushed and replied "Well,i had a lot of practice when i was younger."
Christina asked "Agent X,what was with that invisible sheild that appeared on you?"
Agent X replied "That's our defensive sheild's.It can't be broken by normal attacks,but there is a flaw."
Eric asked "Like what?"

Whew,there goes.I'm back,baby!!Expect the next one up soon!!



15 - Weaknesses

Here earlier now that i'm back in the game and inspired by Ryashon's awesome music.Seriously,go
google them and donate,THEY HAVE TO MAKE AN ALBUM!(in case you didn't know,its just 2 guys
doing all that awesomeness)So here's chap 15,i'm like a 1/3 of the way there depending on views.

Eric asks "Like what?"
Agent X replies and goes up to the drawing board(literally) in the middle of the room.She draws
herself,in amazing detail,putting up somesort of purple sheild."We Agents are protected by this
sheild,which we call a [Wutos](pronunced Woo-Toas), it protects us from all attacks against us."
Brandon replies "Cool!,so your invincible?"
Agent X says "Yes,while the sheild is up."
Christina says "So there's no way to break the sheild?"
Agent X replied "No.There are two ways.Either God's light,the weapon of god's soldiers,or us forcing our
limits to break."
May says, confused "Your limits....Break?"
Agent X replies "Yes,we must break our limits to increse our strength." She begins to draw on the board
"There are 3 phases.Our normal,with full Wutos power.Our hidden power transformation,This makes us
more powerful but weakens our Wutos to be able to be broken by normal attacks.And our limit break
phase,we break our Wutos to unleash our full power and destroy anyone with our immense power." on
the board we see an arrow point from her drawing to a drawing of her transformation and the Wutos
being blue.Then another arrow points to her with full power and a large X in the sky.
Eric says "Hmm,well i'll think about that,but we need rest for tomorrow."
Brandon asks "What's up tomorrow?"
Eric says "You'll see."

IFRIT,Bull,Skate,and Agent Y are all standing in a room with Midnight and She-Devil outside watching
from a window pane.Midnight speaks to them from a microphone "Alright,recruits.It's time to test your
might against me.You'll need to get much stronger than you are now."
Bull interjects "How will you fight us out there,Master?"
A shadow sneaks into the room and forms itself into Midnight.It says "He won't,I will.Now,the object is to
knock me out."
Midnight explains from the mic "This is a Shade.I copied myself into these lesser beings earlier to ward
them off for lost members.It fights exactly how i would,and all you have to do is beat it.You can gang up
on him,attack him seperately,or just go for a finishing move.Until you can prove yourselves,no one
leaves this room."



The mic turns off and Agent Y and Bull begin to contemplate.Skate,however, charges at the Shade with
claws ablaze riding his now-fixed board. The Shade makes a small shadow on the ground in front of him
and gestures Skate to attack him. Skate yells "Nice Try!,but i'm not falling for the old hole trick!" Skate
jumps over the hole and off his board and suddenly a Black hand comes out of the hole and grabs
Skate's leg to bring him to the ground.The Shade says "I can fight like my creator,so i suggest you watch
yourself,Fool!"(note:The shades are much more cocky and confident then Midnight.This is probly due to
him never being overconfident) Another hand comes out of the hole and both proceed to beat the crap
out of Skate. The Shade replies "What,you're not gonna help your friend?"
IFRIT,Bull,and Agent Y have been huddled around and finally break out with a plan.First,IFRIT shoots
fire from his hands and the Shade melts,he replies sarcastically "OH NO!I'm melting,i'm melting!" The
Shade then absorbs the hand and shadow hole on the ground to fill in his missing limbs.Bull then throws
Agent Y at The Shade and Bull proceeds to run at him.Agent Y kicks the Shade in the face and lands
behind him.Bull reaches the Shade and punches him in the stomach while Agent Y sweep-kicks him.The
Shade breaks into an ink-like liquid and then reforms saying "Is that ALL you got?" He sweep-kicks both
of them and his shoulders grow arms with uppercut both of them and they fall to the ground.The Shade
then turns to IFRIT staring in awe and it says "That just leaves you,human torch. Come on," The Shade
forms a bullseye target on his chest "Hit me with your best shot."
IFRIT begins to charge a fireball when he gets a tap on his shoulder.He turns to see that the extra arms
on the Shade's shoulders had extended from the ceiling to right behind him.The right arm knocked him
out cold as the Shade said "Blammo!!"

Agent Y had appeared behind the Shade and said "You may be strong,but there's always a weakness."
The Shade turned to look back at Agent Y who had recieved no bruise from the uppercut."What the?You
got some sort of regeneration?"
Agent Y began to speak and remembered parts of the fight "As i said,you have a weakness,but it's not
your limbs.It's your..." Agent Y kicks the Shade's head off his neck and it rolled to the corner and
continued "Head," The shade responded "Hey!,How am i supposed to fix that!?" Agent Y continued
"Your head reforms your lost limbs and creates new forms and shadows.and your biggest
weakness,"Agent Y then kicks his chest/torso and the Shade's heart came flying out "Your heart." all the
parts thenformed into a shadow and returned to Midnight.Midnight and She-Devil walked in and
She-Devil ran over to him and hugged him "Good job,keep up the good work,Y." Then she got off as
Midnight asessed everyone "You did very well,you observed him,and figured out his weakness because
of it.A+.Bull,You formulated a good plan,but unfortunately the distracting Agent Y and Yourself's attack
wasn't enough to stop him,having a sufficent shadow to regain himself and attack both of you at the
same time.B-.IFRIT, knowing is half the battle,and you should have been more attentive of what your
opponent was doing rather than trying to finish him instead due to a simple taunt.C.Now that leaves
Skate,the fool.Charging headfirst into a battle was stupid,but your distraction helped the team
so...D-.Now,Agent Y,I'm wondering how you managed to survive without being hurt at all."
Agent Y begins to explain "It's called a Wutos.It's a sheild that protects me from normal attacks."
Midnight was intrigued by this "Hmm,come with me.I would like to hear more about this.She-Devil,bring
these recrutis to the hospital rooms."
She-Devil replied "Alright,but don't expect anything when i get back."
Midnight had already closed the door on her.



Yes,the building the villains reside in is actually a hospital.Here's some backstory.

Evergreen Care Facility
History:Bull was admitted here and after he was treated,Midnight took over and "Took care of" everyone
inside.After She-Devil had joined their group,she brought a group of Miskas,demons who must work off
their sins by doing jobs for higher ranked demons, to clean up the place and use it for injuries of the
team.The demons wrecked the place over the months and it is highly worned down because of this.The
villains discussion room is the staff room,and sometimes the main lobby.



16 - May's Experience

Hay,everybody!Glad to be back from my hiat-i mean vacation.Ignore what i said cause i've got 16 for
you,and it opens up another huge detail!!!This is mostly a May chapter as i'm starting to like her more
and more.

May was outside walking by herself,sometime late at night.She was very lost in the downtown area of
the city.It was very dark,and she looked around and she couldn't see anyone.She asked "Hello?Is
anybody out there?" She could see a silhoutte coming towards her slowly and she backed into an alley
afraid.She eventually tripped and looked up to see who it was.
May gasped but relaxed and said "Oh,Tank.Thank god,I have no idea where i am.Can you help me to
my house?" Tank leant over her and got close to her face.May blushed and said while looking away from
his dark blue eyes "Wha-What is it Tank?" Tank lifted her chin and small arms came out of the ground
and held her down. May struggled to get away and Tank said "May,May,May,Don't you like me?" as his
robotic voice changes to a womanly voice. May looks over scared to see She-Devil smiling evilly at her
and said very scared "You,You're that woman from before." She-Devil said "Don't worry,this'll all be over
soon."
and laughed. May quietly said and then yelled "no,NO!!!!!" and a bright light emanated from her.

She-Devil woke up panting and asked "What the?It didn't work?That's not possible.Unless..."

May woke up from her bed and screamed.She looked to her side to see Tank in Sleep mode and she
tried to calm herself."It...It was a dream.It must've been God that saved me." May got up from
the bed and knelt down on the side.She began to pray "As always,i must thank you,glorious God for
protecting me and my dreams.Whenever i'm in trouble i know i can count on you.Amen." She then
climbed back into bed and looked over to Tank.Then she hugged him and drifted off to sleep.

Everyone was in Eric's garage and Eric's mom was just just leaving after dropping off a plate of cookies.
Eric begins to start off saying "Alright,we now know for a fact that the villains have a very powerful
leader,and we can't face him as we are now.And i think we need to get stronger if we're ever going to
charge at them again,right,Brandon?"
Brandon replied apolagetically "Yea,yea,i know."
Christina says to May "May,if we're gonna be a better team,i gotta ask.Why didn't the Toxic waste affect
you?"
May replied "I don't know,maybe the guardians in the sky didn't want me to get hurt."
Brandon said moaning "Here we go again."
Agent X was confused but asked Eric "What's going on again?"



Eric replied "May's really religious.She believed God's been watching her whole life."
Agent X says angrily "Yea well,they better have been doing a good job after what happened to the
Agents."
May says very happily "Of course!I've been blessed with good luck."
Brandon said "Well,why don't you pray for powers?It'd be the coolest thing i would pray for.Well,i could
think of a few other things.Hehe heh-OWW!!!" He is interrupted by Christina smacking him over the back
of his head.
May replied "Well,if you think it will help.Alright everybody,stand back."
Everyone takes a medium-sized step back as May does the same.

May knelt down on one knee and prayed "Oh lord in heaven,hear my prayer.I wish that i had something
to aid my friends with their situation.If anyone can hear me,let my prayer be known!"
At first nothing happened until a bolt of lightning came out of broad daylight,struck through the roof of the
garage and hit May.Everyone looked shocked as Eric looked up and saw a storm had started above his
house only.May began to rose into the air with arms spread and parts of her clothes were
ripped.Then,suddenly a booming voice called to her inside her head "YOUR PRAYER HAS BEEN
ANSWERED!!!" Suddenly May began to sprout enormous white wings like an angel.She held her
shoulders enduring the pain.When they had been fully sprouted they blew a large force of wind to the
ground and she slowly floated down into Tank's arms.She looked up to see him,and that the storm had
gone away,and fell unconcious.
Everyone stared in shock until Brandon broke the silence saying "No...fracking....Way."

Several hours Later,
May slowly opened her eyes to see she was back in her bed,with her sheets wrapped around her and a
different outfit on.She sat up and looked to see Tank next to her bedside and had been looking after her.
"Tank,am i okay?" She felt her back to feel how feathery her newfound wings were and to assure her it
wasn't a dream.Tank replied in a calmer robotic voice "Yes,you seem to have sustained no wounds from
the wings you've obtained.I've looked after you for the past 6 hours."
May looked at the outft she was wearing and then looked over at Tank and said "You...Changed me?"
while blushing.
He responded "Yes,Is there a problem?"
May smiled "No...No problem at all." and hugged him tight.He hugged her back,and smiled.

Wow,this chapter turned out much better than i thought it would be.I'm really getting into May(this is
probably due to me NEVER exploring May's character in my early version of this story.She had no
backstory,etc.),and to show this,i have a biography here.

May Ferrial Biography(Nickname:Angel,as you'll see in next chapter)
Gender:Female
Age:16
History:May Ferrial is one of the nicest girls you'll ever meet.She's been very religious ever since her
childhood.She doesn't have any parents,because she was found at the doorstep of an old lady's house
one day.She was taken in,but by the time she was 2,the old lady died and no one knows who was taking



care of May all that time.Many years later,she met Eric in a park one day when he was hanging out with
Brandon.Eric appreciated how nice she was and made her a good friend.Now she has sprouted wings
after being very loyal to Heaven and never asking for anything all these years.
Favorite song:What Child Is This? by William Chatterton Dix(this is beacause it was a lullaby for her as a
baby)



17 - Angel

Uhhh,it's a new chapter.

May was outside during the daylight flying around,enjoying her new perspective on the city.She was
looking down behind her to see that Tank was following her by jumping the buildings she was flying
over.She stopped and dived at him as he stopped at looked at her.She tackled him and caught him in a
hug and they flew with Tank holding on to her arm.May said to him "Ahh,the world is so beautiful,don't
you think so,Tank?" Tank looked around, then looked at May and responded "Yes,Yes it is quite
elegant." May also said "You know,you're not really that heavy for a robot." May began to land on top of
a building andfloated down.However she missed a step and May fell on top of Tank.May laughed about
it as Tank was looking at her and said "Are you enjoying your new freedom,May?" May responded
looking at Tank and smiling "Yeah,it's so fun to fly through the sky now.It was hard at first but i got the
hang of-" She stopped as she heard a rock fall next to them.She got off of Tank and stood up as Tank
did the same.May went over and picked it up "Someone threw a rock up here?" May dropped it and
looked down from the side of the roof.Tank went over to look,too.

Three little boys were looking up and the one with brown hair said "I know i saw something,guys." The
one with dirty blonde hair and glasses responded "Yea,right.If you saw something,then where is it now?"
The other quiet one threw a rock to the top of the building and heard it land. The one with glasses aske
"What did you throw a rock for?" They all suddenly heard a girls voice from above say "Someone threw
a rock up here?" The quiet one walked into the bank and the brown haired one asked "Where are you
goin' Geoff?" The other two walked in with him.May and Tank looked down but didn't see anyone.May
said "That's weird." Tank replied "Is something wrong?" May spread her wings and was about to jump
until Tank held her back. Tank said lets just use the stairs." May wasn't sure about it but replied
"Okay,Tank.I feel kinda tired anyway." Both headed towards the rooftop door and Tank opened it for her.
May said "Thanks." and huddled her wings into the space.Tank entered also and closed the door behind
them.

The boys entered the elvator and the brown haired one asked "Geoff,What are you doing?" Geoff
answered "I'm goin to check out what's up there." The elevator closed,and Geoff pushed 7th floor.The
one in glasses asked "We can't go up there." Geoff didn't reply this time.The elevator reached the floor
and they all stepped out and looked around.It was a large office and Geoff saw the door leading to the
stairs and walked towards it.As he reached for the door handle it opened in front of him and May
stepped out and was talking to Tank "You're quite the gentleman,Tank." She spread her wings and
some papers nearby were blown out of the way.May felt something moving near her chest and looked
down to see a young boy. The boy looked up to her face as she smiled and said "Well,aren't you cute?"
The boy looked up to see her smiling face and large,white wings flowing behind her.Everyone in the
office and the two boys were staring,completely shocked.Tank broke the silence by closing the door
behind him and saying to May "I believe they're staring at you,May." May looked around,confused and
said kindly "Hello,everybody." The boy with brown hair said "Who is that girl?" The one with glasses



responded "It's an Angel." The whole room was Extremely quiet.No phone's ringing,no one talking,just
everyone staring in shock at May.Geoff backed up a little and May asked "Were you the one who threw
the rock?" and Geoff silently nods. May ran her hand over his head and said "It's not nice to throw
things.You almost hit me and Tank."
The one with glasses stepped up to her and asked "Umm,excuse me,but...Are you an Angel?" Tank
heard this and said to May "Angel...I like that name,May." May responded to him "You do?Well,you can
call me that if you want.Now we both have nicknames!" May went over and hugged Tank as he stood
looking at everyone.He looked back at May and told her "Angel,I think we should leave." May stepped
back and looked at Geoff.She knelt down to him "Alright,From now on,don't throw anymore rocks,okay?"
Geoff spoke and said "Okay," May grabbed Tanks hand and begun to walk back out the door when
Geoff interrupted "Wait,...will I ever see you again?" May stopped and looked back and said to Tank
"Aww,He likes me." She turned back to him and said "Watch the skies,and i'll see you again." May
giggled as She and Tank ran out the door,up the set of stairs and onto the rooftop.Geoff and the boys
followed and saw her about to jump.May said to them "Bye." She then jumped high into the air and
began to fly.Geoff stared at her flying and carrying Tank until the brown haired one said "Don't even
think about it,Geoff.She's got a boyfriend."

There we go,pretty good if i do say so myself.I got a little something else for you too.I'll have Chapter 18
for you too shortly.



18 - Our Fire Burns

I have to tell you guys,i just found out about this band "The Used",they're frickin awesome! But enough
about my commercial whoring,i have to really think about this chapter.

Ashley was sitting at her desk in the police office with her partner,Carlos.She began to speak "I don't get
it.Where did he go?" Carlos tried to help her "Don't worry.Wherever he went,we'll find him." Ashley tried
to take this as good news,but it only reminded her that he had been gone for a few days now. Ashley
began to remember when she first met IFRIT.

(FLASHBACK)
Ashley was about 20(this was a year ago) sitting down in a cafe in her police uniform.She was sipping
coffee and looking at a wanted poster for a certain criminal.That's when IFRIT walked in wearing black
pants,a ripped red shirt,and a red cap.Ashley noticed him walk in and he sat down next to her.He caught
her looking at him and asked "What's your name?I feel like i've seen you before."
Ashley responded "Ashley,Ashley Parker.Who are you?"
IFRIT responded "It doesn't really matter,i don't like my name."
Ashley asked persisting "Why? What's wrong with it?"
IFRIT said,changing the subject "Hey,can i have a sip of that?"
She replied "Sure,i'm not gonna finish it."
IFRIT took a sip then placed it down in front of him and asked "You wanna see something cool?"
Ashley wasn't sure what he was talking about but responded "Okay."
IFRIT took out his lucky lighter and lit the top corner of the coffee cup.He then moved his finger around a
circle above the cup and it made a ring of fire.Ashley was confused but then he rose it into the air and
made it into a heart in the middle of them.He snapped his fingers,and it disappeared.Ashley was
amazed and asked "How did you do that?" while some people were clapping.He simply answered
"Pyrokinesis.I was born with it for some reason."

After about an hour of talking about themselves and showing her some more tricks.He decided he had to
leave "Well,i gotta go.See ya,Ash." "Bye." She responded and watched him go out the door.She looked
back at the paper to discover it was his face.She was shocked at first,but then simply threw the paper
into the garbage can and thought to herself (I'll let him slip this time.)

(END FLASHBACK)

Ashley banged her fist onto the desk and said "We have to find him."



IFRIT was training in the room against a shade by himself.The shade constantly moved himself out of
the way of IFRIT's fire by saying "Woops!Missed me!Keep trying!TOASTY!".IFRIT was getting very
annoyed at this and simply flew at the shade and held him to the floor.IFRIT yelled,grabbed out his
lighter and punched it into the shade's stomach.The shade spoke "Uh-oh." as IFRIT's hand lit up inside
of the shade and some sort of fiery burst exploded out of IFRIT in all directions,eliminating the
shade.Midnight had nothing left to absorb,and found this very odd.Midnight sent out another shade but
this one engulfed IFRIT. IFRIT couldn't breath and struggled to get it off.His body lit up and his entire
body was lit aflame.This eliminated the shade into thin air and IFRIT's fire slowly went out.He panted
and took in some air and tried to relax as Midnight came on the speaker again "Alright,this is interesting
how you manage to eliminate my shades instead of liquifying them like earlier.Let's try something
different." The mic turned off and Midnight sent in 3 shades in a circle around IFRIT.One shade jumped
at him,and IFRIT's fist set ablaze and back handed it into the wall.He then went to punch him with the fist
but for a few seconds,Midnight saw that IFRIT's hand flashed gold a few times and when he punched
the shade,it disintegrated into thin air.Another shade formed his hands into buzzsaws and ran at IFRIT.
IFRIT turned around,held his lighter in his hand and jumped into the middle of the room.The other shade
stretched his arms at him.IFRIT then looked at the flame intensely and shouted "Ignite!!!!" The flame on
the lighter sread into a bugger fire and connected with IFRIT's golden burning hand and set the whole
room in a huge golden fire.This disintegrated both the shades into thin air. All the fires went out when
IFRIT closed the lighter and snaps his fingers.Midnight walked into the room and said "I picked a good
choice.Go ahead and rest up,you've worked yourself very hard." IFRIT nods and walks out of the
room.He looks to see if anyone's around,and takes out a picture of Ashley kissing him on the
cheek.Agent Y says from behind him "Is that your partner?" IFRIT was shocked at his appearence and
jumped.He yelled at him "What do you know,Midget!?" Agent Y became very angry at this "Midget?"

Loud pummeling noises are heard.

Sorry,this one's a little short,but it's still pretty good.and i offered it on the same day as 17.So cut me
some slack.



19 - Bio Saves The Day

Here's a new chapter.

Eric was sitting on his couch alone at home,watching news reports and thinking.He said to himself
"Ok,Eric,you're a 17 year old teenager with psychic powers.Where would you start?" He began to flip
through the news channels until he saw something.He turned back and saw a reporter outside of a bank
speaking "If you're just tuning in,there is a robbery down on market street.The bank is being robbed by
three criminals and has taken the bystanders hostage.We're trying to reason with them as i speak.Let's
listen." We see a police officer with a megaphone speaking into it "What are your demands?" One of the
robbers holding a gun to a hostage said "...I'm robbing a bank,what the hell do you think are my
demands!?" The reporter was silent at this point and put down her mic to think.Eric sighed and said "I
guess this is it." He went to his closet and opened it to find his suit.

Ashley was at the scene at grabbed the megaphone "Alright,don't stress out,you want money,we got
it.You come out peacefully,surrender,and you won't get charged for anything." A female robber inside
the building talked to the one holding the gun "Ray,she's right.They'll go easy if we give up now." Ray
responded "NO!We've come too far to stop now." The female is taken aback by this,but the other robber
says "C'mon stop it,Ray.This was a terrible idea.I don't want to get in trouble." Ray didn't reply to this,but
instead looked back at Ashley and began to yell "I'm walking out of here with 80 grand and no one's
stopping me!" "Hold it right there!" Eric appeared in his Bio costume(Green shirt with black pants,and a
green orb as an emblem on the middle of the shirt) beside Ashley.She asked "Who are you?This is
official police business." Bio looked at her and responded "I'm Bio,i'm here to help diffuse the situation.I'll
be out in 10 minutes or less." Bio begins to walk towards the bank and the yellow tape in front of him rips
in half to allow his passage.

Ray asked "Who's this little punk!?" Bio walked into the bank and stopped in front of him as he backed
up,strengthening his grip on the hostage and the other robbers held up their guns cowardly and the
female one said "Who-...Who are you?Answer me!" Bio looked at her and responded "I am Bio.And i
know for a fact that you three don't want to hurt anybody.I'm simply here to stop you,and help you to the
correct officials." The female one lowers her gun a bit and says to Ray "Maybe we should listen to
him,Ray." The other robber says "frack that!I'm not going to jail!" and fires his gun at Bio.Bio replies "The
hard way is the injust way,but if you insist." Bio then moves his left arm towards the safe and the bullet
curved towards and hit the safe. Bio responded "No more bullets." And he rose his hands,and made a
crushing motion.The guns then broke into pieces. "Now,can we talk about this?" The female walked over
to him and began to talk to him "....Thanks.I'm going to turn myself in." she begins to walk away but Ray
shoots her in the back and through the heart.She falls to her knees,and then drops like a ragdoll.It is
then revealed that Ray had a pocket with another pistol.The other robber was shocked and said "Holy



shoot!Ray,what the hell are you doing!?" Ray points the gun at him but Bio lifts Ray into the air,who
drops the hostage and his gun.The other robber said "I'm gettin outta here!" and begun to ran towards
the door.Before he got there Bio flew his hand over his direction and the man fell unconcious. Ray was
in the air and said "Go ahead,Kill me!I've got nothing to lose pretty boy!" Bio got a strange look on his
face like he figured something out and replied "You're not Ray Fitzgerald." Ray responds "Bingo!When'd
you figure it out,Dipshoot?" Bio did the same to Ray and he dropped to the ground.Bio said to the
hostages "Tell the police to pick up these criminals.I've got bigger things to tackle." Bio walks to the
elevator and steps in.He presses top floor and uses his mind to make the elevator jet up to the top
floor.He opened the door telepathically and saw a shade standing on the roof.The shade was looking in
his direction,knowing he would come.

"So,Little Bio's a hero." The shade begins to clap sarcastically as Bio scowls.He stops as Bio speaks to
him "I knew you were possessing him.I guess your master is too afraid to fight me himself." The shade
smirks "My master knew i was enough to fight you.So i came here to off you myself." Bio got into a
fighting position until he started glowing green and said "What the?"

That's it,don't worry,fight scene next chapter.
Ashley Biography(Nickname:Ash)
Gender:Female
Ethnicity:Black(i don't normally have this,but...uhhh...what!?I'm not racist if that's what you're thinking!)
Age:21
History:Ashley is a police officer for the town,and is in a relationship with IFRIT.She met him in a coffee
shop one day where his looks and pyrokinesis got the best of her judgement and she decided not to lock
him up as a criminal.After he escaped from prison after an arson attempt,she's been trying to find him for
several days.
Favorite song:We Be Burnin' by Sean Paul



20 - Nightmares/Transformation

Double Title,Awesome,blah blah 2O chapters. Shoutout for anyone who notices the hidden thing in this
intro.I'll give you a hint:20 CHAPTERS!!!!!!

Agent X is walking over a grassy field and sees a young boy standing,covered in blood on the other
side.He's standing a bit hunched over and Agent X walks over to him slowly.The boy stands motionless
as Agent X stops near him and pokes him while saying "Are you alright?" The boy moves a little by the
poking but finally falls to the ground and it reveals his eyes are gone from his eye sockets and blood is
covered all over his face and he falls to the ground.Agent X is shocked and jumps back.She looks to see
a hill up ahead and runs over to it.She reaches the top and looks forward to see dozens of corpses
around what looks to be a battlefield.She is horrified until she hears a young boys voice from behind her
"You...You're the reason they're dead." She backs up and turns around to see Agent Y DRENCHED in
blood and completely hunched over.Agent X says "Agent Y...What happened?" Agent Y replied simply
"You're the reason they're dead,you weren't here to SAVE THEM!!!" He tackles her and holds her to the
ground by her neck. Agent Y says "How could you!?They all died because of YOU!!!" and began to
choke her. Agent X tries to speak but can't. Bio appears behind Agent Y and stabs him through his
heart.His voice changes to She-Devil and she replies "Mother-....fracker." and disappears.Bio reaches
his hand to Agent X silently,she grabs it,and he pulls her up.Agent X says shyly "Thanks for saving my
life...Eric." Eric leans a little closer to her,and she leans a little closer to him.Slowly they lean their faces
closer and they share a kiss.Agent X wakes up,mid-kiss,and looks around the guest room of Eric's
house(where she sleeps).She blushes,and lays back down on her pillow slowly.

She-Devil woke up with a hole in her stomach.She said "Oh,man.This dream crap is really hurting me." It
slowly regenerates as she speaks again "Let's try someone a little less...protected." She then lays back
down in her sleep,and channels into sleeping people in the vicinity.She finally found Christina's dream
and decided to enter.She then said beforehand "Bringing out people's fears is so...interesting.I guess
nightmares do come ture." laughs,and enters Christina's dream.

Christina is sitting on her couch and asks "Hey mom,can you make me a cheese sandwich?" Her mother
answers from the kitchen "Yes,dear.Of course." After a little while,Christina turns on the tv and a
sandwich on a plate and she says "Thanks mom." and grabs the plate.She looks to her mother to see a
spider on her shoulder and says "Uhh,mom.You got a little spider on your arm." The mother looks and
says smiling "Oh,it doesn't matter.It'll crawl off eventually." The spider then bites them mother's shoulder
and leaves a bite mark.It then crawls off and into the kitchen.Another biting noise is heard as Christina
looks at her mother as she is beginning to wobble and says "Are you alright,mom?You look a little



queezy." The mother began to grow hair all over her body,then she sprouted more arms and
fangs.Christina looked shocked at first but then said "Seriously.You're gonna be this cliche?" The spider
mom then says "What are you talking about,dear?" Christina then replied "Cut the crap,She-Devil.I know
it's you.May told me about how you invaded her dreams.I'm not stupid.And you DO realize this is my
dream,right?" The mother looked confused and said "What do you mean by that?" Christina replied
"Watch." and the mother turned into a turd.Christina then froze the turd with her ice breath.Christina then
said "Don't ever pull this shoot again,Or we're gonna have some problems." and she kicks the turdsicle
and it breaks into pieces.

Bio began to glow green and said "What the?I feel a huge rush of power.Maybe this'll help." "Oh no you
don't!" the shade said,then multiplied into a full 20 shade circle around Bio.Bio said "Strange,but i guess
i'll try it."

"Transform!Green!,BIO!!!!" Bio shouted as a transformation sequence begins as his transform music(fav
song,Are You For Real? by Zebrahead) plays in the background.

Bio's Emblem moves to his head and rapidly flashes green,his costume changes to a uniform and
covers his arms and stretches.Huge green emanates from him and his pupils turn green.

He now stands in the middle in a fighting stance with one arm raised in a fist and another with his fingers
put to his head.The original shade says "What the hell are you waiting for?Get him!" and all the shades
attack.

(FIGHT SCENE)

Bio punches one shade which connects into another and they liquify.He raises one in the air with his
mind then jumps up and kicks them down.He lands and liquifies 3 coming at him with his mind(they
explode into liquid),and he charges at the original now charging back with chainsaw hands.He dodges
the chainsaw motions in slow-mo and hits the shade directly in the stomach,liquifying it instantly.2
shades turn into wheels and run at him,he dodges and they run off the edge of the bank and fall.He then
says "Too many.I'll wipe the rest out." He holds both hands on his head and kneels down as he focuses
enormous pressure into his head psychically.The other shades run at him holding
swords,bats,maces,and shadow shots(turning into little balls and being thrown at him) and circle around
him completely.JUST as they are in range he yells "SHOCKWAVE!!!" and all the energy he stored
shoots out of him in all direction and immediately liquifies all the other shades.

All the shades reform into a giant troll with a spiked club.It says "Say goodbye,pretty boy!!" in a big deep
voice and slams his club at him.Bio dodges and continues to dodge the hits repeatedly and begins to
think.He jumps left,right,then jumps onto the club and then jumps at the trolls face.He thinks (I just gotta



grab on,and then release it.) and latches onto the trolls face with his hand.He then forces green energy
into it and controls his mind.The troll begins to walk over to the edge of the bank.The green energy then
leaves his mind as Bio walks over to the troll.The troll says "Oh crap." and Bio responds "Tell your
master to fight me himself." Bio then puts most of his energy into his foot and kicks the troll off the edge
and it splats on the ground into practically a pool of shade blood.It then forms into a beaten shadow and
returns towards Midnight.Bio kneels down and says "Damn,i can't follow it to his base.I've used too
much power.But i guess that's enough for one day." He jumps off the bank and slows his aerial
movement to float down to the ground.He then loses his green energy and turns back to his normal
costume self.He then walks home,upright and says "Man,i gotta get some sleep.I wonder what Agent X
is dreaming about."

Whew that took forever.Your frickin welcome.Again,shout out to those who could solve the hidden thing
in the intro.Here's a biography to hold you over

Eric Psyria(Nickname:Bio) Biography
Gender:Male
Age:17
History:Eric was once a very normal,smart kid.He had alot of friends,but that was until the radiation leak
and he met Agent X.He now is even smarter and has psychic powers.He seems to have a crush on
Agent X and is one of the main protagonists.
Favorite song:Are You For Real? by Zebrahead

EDIT:This isn't his full biography.A new one will be made in Part 3 when more things are revealed.



21 - Tag Team Part 1

WOO!I am getting so good at this.Uploading a chapter EVERYDAY!You ppl must love me for it.Begin to
kiss my toes,for awesomeness shall be yours in a few short seconds.

Bull was standing up holding a scalpel and fixing something in his chest.He closed the opening,put down
the scalpel and sat on his operating table.He held out his robotic hands and clenched them a few
times.He put them down,looked up,and grabbed two scalpels on his desk.He put them in his
pocket,along with a napkin,should he ever get blood on his horns,and walked out of his
laboratory/room.IFRIT was sitting on the couch,holding the picture of Ashley and rubbing the bruise on
his shoulder that he got from Agent Y.Bull saw this,and walked over to him.IFRIT noticed him and asked
"What's up?" Bull responded "That's your girlfriend,right?" and IFRIT replied "Yeah,Ashley.I miss her
but...I'm really bored,can't we go out and do something?" Bull said "Well,there's always chaos to
spread.We could also go and get rid of those miserable teens." IFRIT replied "I don't wanna kill the kids
today.Let's just go burn some places." Bull found no problem with that and said "Okay.It's your specialty
anyway." Bull and IFRIT got up and walked out of the hospital.

Brandon woke up and stretched,firing another spike at the ceiling by accident.He looked up to see at
least 10 spikes all over the ceiling.Brandon didn't care about this though,and walked downstairs after
getting dressed to see his father making breakfast as usual.Brandon asked him "Hey dad,what day is
it?" and his father responded "Tuesday,Brandon.Oh,and your mother told me that if you don't get the
spikes off your ceiling you're gonna have to sleep on the couch." Brandon replied,groaning "Fine,i'll do it
later tonight.I gotta go meet May and Christina at the mall." His father noticed this and had a gleam in his
eye.He then said "Well,have fun on your [date]." Brandon replied "WHAT!?No,Christina told me people
have been hitting on May lately and people don't take her seriously,so she asked me to hang out with
them." Brandon's father lost his gleam and said quietly "Whatever,just don't get in trouble." Brandon
walked out of the door carrying his skateboard,closed the door behind him and thought (I'd rather eat at
the food court then stick around in an awkward conversation.) He then hopped on his skateboard and
rode it on the sidewalk.

May and Tank were standing at the front entrance to the mall.Waiting for Brandon and Christina.A lot of
people walking by noticed her large Angel wings and stopped to look at her confusingly.May was a bit
shy,and didn't like all these people looking at her.A tall teenager walked over to her smirking as Tank



glared at him.He spoke to her "What's your name,baby?" and she responded shyly "M-May." he rested
his arm on the wall above her head and said "You're kinda cute.What do ya say we go back to my place
and-" He stopped when he had noticed Tank had a pistol pointed at his chin.Tank said "Don't bother
Angel." The guy proceeded to back away slowly and walk into the mall.Tank's hand changed back and
May said to Tank "I wonder what that guy wanted.Anyway,thanks for coming with me,Tank." and hugged
him again.Everyone saw what had happened and decided to continue with their lives.Tank responded
"Your welcome,Angel."
The three boys from yesterday showed up walking towards the entrance of the mall.One saw a smoker
looking to the left side of the entrance and wondered(What's he looking a-) until he noticed May hugging
Tank on the left side.He stopped in his tracks and held the other 2 back whispering "Hold on guys,look
over there.It's that angel from yesterday." The one with brown hair and Geoff looked and saw her.Geoff
was happy to see her and walked over to her.Tank noticed him and told May "Angel,it's those boys from
yesterday." May heard him and let go to see Geoff and the other two walking towards her.Geoff said
"Hi...Angel." and May replied "Hi...Umm,i kinda forgot to ask for your names." The boys each said "I'm
Brian/I'm Kevin/and I'm Geoff."
May responds "It's nice to know your names.I'm May,and this is my friend Tank."
Brian says "Tank?That's a cool name.When were you born?" May says "Oh,Tank's a robot." The three
kids then looked completely shocked and Kevin said "An Angel and a Robot.We have the coolest lives
EVER!" May giggled at this.She then looked around and decided "Looks like they aren't coming,Tank.I
have an idea.How would you guys like to walk with me in the mall?My friends aren't really showing up."
The boys simultaneously said "Yes!" and May laughed and responded "Okay,let's go." They all then
walked into the mall as Geoff admired her huge white wings.

I have to split this up.Sorry.But,uhh,....Later!(runs)



22 - Tag Team Part 2

This one's even better.You can thank me with the comment box.Biggest chapter so far!

Bull was sitting on a park bench and watching IFRIT as he burned down several trees while people ran
in fear.Bull asked "Why do you have such a fascination with fire?" and IFRIT replied "Well,if you have an
incredible ability,you use it.I wouldn't just lie around all day if i can manipulate fire.Plus,i consider it an
artwork.Here,let me show you." He turns to face Bull and grabs his lighter out of his pocket.He lays it on
the ground after lighting it and raises his hands over it.He rises his hands slowly and the flame becomes
bigger and rises.He raises it all the way up to his hand,and stops.He admires how big it is,about 12 feet
long,and holds his hands on both sides of it.He then seperates his hands slowly as the fire pulls on both
sides and seperates into two flames.When he continues to pull,more and more fires are created until
there are 5.When there are five,he stops and begins to shape them with his mind and his
hands.Eventually,He spells out his name in fire in front of Bull and himself.Both Bull and him admire it
until IFRIT closes the lighter,and amazingly every single fire goes out.Bull says "It is quite the ability you
have there,i hope my modifications are making it easier for you." IFRIT knew what he was talking about
and replied "Of course,now that i can touch fire without being burned things have become easier.Now
come on,i think we're all done with the park here.Let's go cause an eruption at the mall." Bull and IFRIT
smirked at this,Bull got up,and both walked East.

Christina and Brandon were sitting in her car and driving towards the mall.When they got there,they saw
that May wasn't there and Brandon asked "Where's May?She's supposed to be at the front door,right?"
Christina was about to say something when she was interrupted by a voice from behind them "Looks like
we got company." They turned around to see Bull and IFRIT 4 feet from them.Brandon asked "What do
you freaks want?" Bull replied "If you're an enemy of my master,then you're my enemy." and grabbed a
test tube from his pocket.Christina asked "What's that?" Bull replied looking at the purple liquid
"Something i had been developing over the past few days,should we ever meet in combat.I suggest you
cover your mouths." He then tossed the tube at the ground in front of Brandon and Christina and
disappeared,only to reappear on top of a nearby tree.The tube broke open and spewed purple gas
around the area, and IFRIT asked "How did you get up there so fast?" and Bull replied "Instincts,my new
body is 60% faster than my old body.Now i suggest you get up here before you breath that in." IFRIT
agreed,and ran up to the tree and started climbing.Brandon and Christina covered their mouths with
their arms for a while as Christina thought (What is this?Poison?).After about 3 minutes the smoke cloud
still hadn't gone away and IFRIT reached the top of the tree as Bull said "Finally,what took you so long?"
IFRIT replied angrily "I had to climb the frackin thing!" Bull helped him to stand and watched as it looked
like the teens were still covering their mouths but there was no smoke cloud anymore.



IFRIT asked "What gives?Why are they still holding their mouths?" Bull said "It finally took effect.It's not
a poison,it's a hallucinogen.It makes you hallucinate and it gives us the upper hand in the battle." IFRIT
said "Hey,that's a good idea.Make some more of those when we get back." Bull and IFRIT jumped off
the tree and walked towards them.Brandon and Christina noticed the cloud go away and Bull and IFRIT
walking back towards them.They uncovered their mouths as Brandon yelled "Ha!Your stupid thing didn't
do anything!" Bull replied "Didn't it?".Bull then appeared to have disintegrated into stips of himself and
disappeared to the right.He then appeared strip-wise from the left behind Brandon and knocked him
down.Brandon stood up on his knee and said "What the hell?,Crap i must've breathed some in through
my no-" he was interrupted as IFRIT kicked him and knocked him on his side.Christina said "Brando-"
but stopped when she saw Bull right in front of her. Christina tried to freeze him with her ice-breath but
he disappeared in strips again.IFRIT continued to kick Brandon in the stomach and he grabbed out a
lighter and lit a match.IFRIT then said "Looks like you're gonna be some of my best art kid." and he was
about to drop it on his back when Christina froze IFRIT and the fire went out.Bull replied "Foolish
IFRIT,shouldn't have stayed in one place.Oh well." Bull then continued to circle around
Brandon,Christina,and the frozen IFRIT at extremely high speeds.It looked like there were hundreds of
him so Christina couldn't tell where to freeze. Brandon slowly stood up and looked around to see him
circling them.Bull then appeared punching Christina in the stomach,then disappeared and appeared
sweep kicking Brandon and tripping him.Then,before he dropped he was kicked a short distance out of
the circle and he began to glow Orange.Christina was then punched a lot on her back and shoulders and
said "Oww,i feel like i'm getting stabbed...That's it!" We now see a small silver light coming from an exact
spot in the circle.She thought (He's not punching us,he's stabbing us.).True,in slow-mo we can see Bull
throwing scalpels at her.She begins to glow blue and drops to the ground.Bull stops and says "It looks
like you two are finished.I suppose i should help IFRIT." he said and looked at IFRIT.He walked towards
him,put his hands on the block of ice,then head-butted it and it broke open.IFRIT said "Brr,it was cold in
that.Hmm?" IFRIT said as he looked over to see Brandon and Christina slowly standing up with a few
bloodied wounds on Christina,and a few bruises on Brandon as he bleeds from the mouth.Brandon
spoke slowly "We'll never lose to-" and Christina continues "Asshats like you." Bull turned to see them
and glared at them.Brandon said "Looks like we're gonna have to try whatever this glowing light is." and
Christina responded "Alright.Let's go."

Their transformation scenes start as their favorite song plays in the background.Brandon first,Christina
second.

"frack The System" by System Of A Down plays in the background.
"Transform!,Orange!,Spike!!!" Brandon now has an orange uniform overlap his clothes and he stretches
out.He gains gloves with a hole in the palms,and his pupils turn Orange.

"Motivation" by Sum 41 plays in the background.
"Transform!,Blue!,Crystal!!!" Christina now gets a blue unifrom overlapping her clothes and she stretches
out.She gains a crown made of pure crystals on her head,and pupils turn blue.



They both stand tall in fighting poses.Brandon holds out his arm and spikes stick out from hit quickly and
he smirks.Christina looks at the two enemies,and closes her eyes.Frost begins to gather around her in a
cricle.Her eyes burst open and the ground open her freezes instantly.Bull said "It seems they have to
ability to get stronger.No matter,they still should be no match for us." IFRIT agreed and held out two
matches,one in each hand.He lit both of them with his lighter and clenched his hands.He opened them
and the matches were surrounded with fire,turning them into capable fireballs.He then said "Looks like
things will be more interesting,though!" and tosses both fireballs at Spike and Crystal.Crystal yelled "Ice
Sheild!" and raised her hands up.As she did,ice rose from the ground and made a crystallized wall in
front of them to block the fireballs.It did and the matches hit the wall,the flame went out,and they
dropped to the ground.Crystal said to Spike "Use it as a sheild." Spike didn't know what she meant at
first but understood.He impaled his side of the wall,and held it out on his spike from his fist.It created a
sheild,and a spike protruded from his fist.He then went and charged at IFRIT and Bull,and began to
slash at them with the spike while blocking any fire and scalpels.Bull thought while dodging (This one is
quite the fighter,*pant*i can't fight him from far away,and the hallucinogen must've worn off.).IFRIT tried
to hit him with several flames but he kept blocking and the flames didn't seem to melt the ice sheild.
Crystal watched this for a few seconds until she got an idea.She began to rise on an ice pillar and up
about 20 feet in the air.When she reached that height,she aimed her head up,and began to breath frost
which started to form in a circle.Bull and IFRIT were too ocupied to notice.Bull began to headbutt Spike,
but he held up the sheild and Bull was strong enough to break it.Spike was shocked but was knocked
down by IFRIT shortly afterwards.Bull and IFRIT then charged at Spike,now on the ground,but when
they got to him,he protruded his spikes in all directions as a self-defense.It worked and gave a big slash
across Bull and IFRIT's chests.Spike began to stand up and wondered aloud "Hey,where'd Crystal go?"
He looked over to see a giant ball of ice finished on top of an ice pillar.Bull looked to see it,and IFRIT
said "Man,this kid's good.But we'll take him out,right Bull?" Bull folded his arms,and replied "Looks like
we've met our match." IFRIT asked "What are you talking abou-" IFRIT looks to see the ice ball and
Crystal standing on a pillar next to it.She says "Bow to Crystal,The Ice Queen!" and she flicks the ball
and it tips over the pillar.IFRIT trys to burn it but it falls on both of them.Crystal jumps off the pillar and
lands delacately on her feet,then she speaks to Spike "It seems,we are rid of them for now,my
cohort.However,i suggest we make our escape now." Spike asks "Why are you so-" He is interrupted
when May,Tank,and the three boys stepped out from the mall doors and May asked "Umm,What
happened?" Spike and Crystal saw her and Crystal said "Ah,May.Our winged friend.-" The glow went
away and Spike and Crystal turned back into themselves with their old clothes as Christina dropped her
royal accent and said in her tomboy-ish accent. "What,you went into the mall without us?Thanks a lot."
Brandon and May were confused,as were the boys and Then Tank said "Looks like an incident with the
enemies.Sorry we weren't here to help." Brandon responded cockily "Oh no,we handled those guys
easily." Christina then smacked Brandon on the back of his head and said "Don't you ever
learn,Brandon?"

Here's the Biography's making this my biggest chapter so far!

Brandon Forshire(Nickname:Spike) Biography
Gender:Male



Age:17
History:Brandon has been best friends with Eric since they were babies,and has known Christina for
several years.Brandon accidentally killed Skate by his spike powers,and has now gotten quite used to
them.Brandon is a very skilled skateboarder,and is highly offended if someone insults him.
Favorite Song:Really anything from System Of A Down

Christina Kylie(Nickname:Crystal) Biography
Gender:Female
Age:18
History:Christina is a tomboy,and hangs out with Brandon at concerts.She's been good friends with him
ever since they met at an Aerosmith concert.Christina is nice when she wants to be,but when Brandon
acts stupidly,she usually hits him to set him straight.She seems to act much more dignified and royally
when she is transformed,but this has not been explained...yet.
Favorite Song:Motivation by Sum 41



23 - Missing chapter, Info

Well, I forgot that I was missing a chapter after the news break so I thought I'd refill this in so no one gets
confused. I also thought I'd do you all a favor and provide the total biographies of the characters. Here's
all of them in order of appearence:

Bull Biography
Gender:Male
Age:26
History:Bull was once a famous matador.But he soon met his end(almost) at one of his matches.He was
supplied with several tools to operate on himself and hence had 40% of his body replaced with
robotics.He found the bull later and cut off it's horns to attach them to his head.This made him more
animal-like and he is slowly becoming a monster.
Favorite Song:Animal I Have Become by Three Days Grace

She-Devil Biography
Gender:Female
Age:?
History Part 1(I can't give you too much information):She-Devil has been on the evil side since it's
creation,and is a demon.She likes to stay in her human form, however.It is some-what implied that
She-Devil is the "shadowy figure's" girlfriend,but this might not be true.
Favorite song:"Getting Off" by KoRn

IFRIT Biography
Gender:Male
Age:22
History:IFRIT has used Pyrokinesis to cause many of arson cases.He was caught by his girlfriend
Ashley(Nickname:Ash),who is a police officer.He was visited in the night and was offered a way out of
prison.He broke out,and joined the evil side to repay his debt and to burn as much of the world as he
can.
Favorite Song:"The Flame In All Of Us" by Thousand Foot Krutch

Agent Y Biography
Gender:Male
Age:?(Appearence:10)
History:After the war,Agent Y left in search of power.Over Mankind's history,he has accessed all forms
of knowledge.So he speaks in a dignified tone and has a very high iq.He doesn't like it when people
degrade him because of his appearence.
Favorite Song:"I'm Still Here" by Johnny Rzenik

This is the building,no longer exists thanks to Tank :)
Evergreen Care Facility



History:Bull was admitted here and after he was treated,Midnight took over and "Took care of" everyone
inside.After She-Devil had joined their group,she brought a group of Miskas,demons who must work off
their sins by doing jobs for higher ranked demons, to clean up the place and use it for injuries of the
team.The demons wrecked the place over the months and it is highly worned down because of this.The
villains discussion room is the staff room,and sometimes the main lobby.

May Ferrial Biography(Nickname:Angel,as you'll see in next chapter)
Gender:Female
Age:16
History:May Ferrial is one of the nicest girls you'll ever meet.She's been very religious ever since her
childhood.She doesn't have any parents,because she was found at the doorstep of an old lady's house
one day.She was taken in,but by the time she was 2,the old lady died and no one knows who was taking
care of May all that time.Many years later,she met Eric in a park one day when he was hanging out with
Brandon.Eric appreciated how nice she was and made her a good friend.Now she has sprouted wings
after being very loyal to Heaven and never asking for anything all these years.
Favorite song:What Child Is This? by William Chatterton Dix(this is beacause it was a lullaby for her as a
baby)

Ashley Biography(Nickname:Ash)
Gender:Female
Age:21
History:Ashley is a police officer for the town,and is in a relationship with IFRIT.She met him in a coffee
shop one day where his looks and pyrokinesis got the best of her judgement and she decided not to lock
him up as a criminal.After he escaped from prison after an arson attempt,she's been trying to find him for
several days.
Favorite song:We Be Burnin' by Sean Paul

Eric Psyria(Nickname:Bio) Biography
Gender:Male
Age:17
History:Eric was once a very normal,smart kid.He had alot of friends,but that was until the radiation leak
and he met Agent X.He now is even smarter and has psychic powers.He seems to have a crush on
Agent X and is one of the main protagonists.
Favorite song:Are You For Real? by Zebrahead

Brandon Forshire(Nickname:Spike) Biography
Gender:Male
Age:17
History:Brandon has been best friends with Eric since they were babies,and has known Christina for
several years.Brandon accidentally killed Skate by his spike powers,and has now gotten quite used to
them.Brandon is a very skilled skateboarder,and is highly offended if someone insults him.
Favorite Song:Really anything from System Of A Down

Christina Kylie(Nickname:Crystal) Biography



Gender:Female
Age:18
History:Christina is a tomboy,and hangs out with Brandon at concerts.She's been good friends with him
ever since they met at an Aerosmith concert.Christina is nice when she wants to be,but when Brandon
acts stupidly,she usually hits him to set him straight.She seems to act much more dignified and royally
when she is transformed,but this has not been explained...yet.
Favorite Song:Motivation by Sum 41

Ruff/Tank Biography
Age:About 2 years old(so 14 in dog years)
Gender:Male
Desription:Tank was once a dog found by May and also splashed with the radiation. He grew human
parts and was found by Bull and engineered into a prototype for an android army. His instincts led him
back to May,as they both have crushes on eachother and protect eachother no matter what.
Favorite Song:"Riot" by Three Days Grace

Well, Here's a reminder, See ya JANUARY 1ST,2009!



24 - Mind Over Matter Part 1

Bio is seen storming into the evergreen hospital by breaking the glass with his mind and floating
inside.He immediately waved his hands to the left side and destroyed a few shades guarding Midnight's
door.The door flew into the room as Bio floated in and shouted "Where is she!?" and Midnight
responded from the darkness "Quiet Down,Bio.Do you know why I chose you?I want you to Join us.".
Bio bursted with a green aura and yelled "I don't care!I'll ask you one more time before I wipe you from
existence,Where Is She!?!?". Agent X ran out from the darkness and hugged Bio,crying and said
"Bio,I'm so glad you're here.They...They tried to change me.But it doesn't matter,now that you're here."
and she released her hug to look him straight in the eyes. She leaned close to him and he leaned in
closer to her. She kissed him and they shared it passionately for a while. Her eyes opened abruptly to
reveal Red Eyes instead of Purple and Bio looked into them. Midnight smirked as She-Devil came off
from the kiss and said as Bio felt a little woozy "You're mine now." and Bio falls unconcious.

May is seen walking with Agent X carrying loads of shopping bags.May asks "And you haven't seen him
since?" and Agent X replied "Yeah,I went into his room in this morning and he was gone from his bed.I'm
worried about him May,Can you help me find him?". May replie "Of course I can!Anything for my new
friend!". Agent X smiles and says "Thank you,May.What do you think happened to him?" and May
replied "I'm not sure.Bio's been kind of mysterious since we got our powers. He could be anywhe-" May
stopped when she saw Eric walking towards them from across the street.Eric walked and passed by
them without saying anything and Agent X said "Eric! Where were you?". Eric stopped and slowly turned
around to reveal his eyes were now white with red circles around them and he replies "I went to get an
early start on the day.Were you worried about me?" Agent X got a little embarrased and said "Well,no,I
just...It doesn't matter.As long as you're okay.(Agent X walks up to him and looks at him) You seem
different though." and Eric responds "I feel fine.(leans into her face and looks into her purple eyes)What
about you?" Agent X blushes a lot and replies "I'm-I'm fine." Eric said to her "I have something to do right
now.Don't follow me." and walks away. Agent X was worried but let him go.May interrupted her thoughts
and said "Come to think of it,I haven't seen Tank either.".

My fam's hogging the comp so I can't upload more.So,part 2 will be up tomorrow.



25 - Mind Over Matter Part 2

Tank wakes up in Bull's Lab chained/bolted to the wall.Tank struggled but heard "Well well well, looks
like i've got you, Tank." Bull walked towards Tank and stopped 5 ft in front of him. Tank asked "Who are
you? and How do you know me?"
Bull replied "There's a few simple answers to both those questions. Allow me to start with the first
question. I am simply named Bull,I work for Midnight,The person you consider an enemy.This means I
am also considered an enemy. The second question is relatively simple. You see Tank.........I Created
You." Tank's eyes widen.

(You/Audience gasps)

May said "Agent Y,You have to follow him. I have a bad feeling about him right now,but I have to find
Tank." Agent X replied "You're right, May. I have to follow him, so you go look for Tank.". May nods and
Agent X runs after Eric. May puts down her bags and kneels on the ground. She clasps her hands
together and prays "Oh gods and angels in heaven,grant me the location of my beloved Tank."
After a few seconds May stands and un-clasps her hands "The Evergreen Hospital!?", jumps into the air
and begins flying.

Tank asks "You Created Me?How?". Bull responds "I found you not long after Midnight told me to search
a toxic waste dump for the enemies. They were gone, but you started to grow. You were no longer a
dog,and began to grow into a fully fleshed-out human. I took you to my lab, as you hadn't grown correct
internal organs yet and were sure to die, and I begun to work on your body. I replaced what you were
missing with robotics, weapons, but I ran into a snag. Somehow you had grown a correct, working brain
with emotions and feelings. As the Android you are now you would've been made as a prototype for my
robotic army. Instead,without thinking, your instincts told you to seek out your owner. So, you did and
wound up in the bed of an angel. Now I have brought you back to remove your brain and clone you into
an android army to help my master with his plans."

Tank looked at himself,trying to absorb what had just been said. Tank then said "You bastard, I'll never
let you take me down.". Bull replied "Maybe I should just kill off the angel. She'd make a wonderful
specimen, don't you agree?". Tank was seriously angered by this and began to glow Indigo. He broke
from the chains and bolts and hunched over to reveal his eyes had turned Indigo. Tank said "No one
hurts Angel...NO ONE!!!"

"Riot" by Three Days Grace plays in the background during Tank's transformation scene and afterwards.
"Transform! Indigo!! Tank!!!!"



Tank began to grow top/bottom fangs on his teeth and began to drool/slobber. His outfit(black shoes,red
shirt,blue jeans) changed into an Indigo uniform with the sleeves ripped off. He began to stand on
all-fours and growled at Bull as the transformation ended.

Bull held the right side of his face with his hand and said "Growing feral, are you? Well,it seems you are
bringing out my inner rage.(Bull drops all scalpels from his pockets and goes on all-fours as well) Fine,
Then we shall settle this like the animals we are. I'll have you know I am an experienced matador and I
can easily take down a mutt.". Tank replies in a deep and gruff voice "We'll see about that, you horned
psychopath."
Both charge at eachother.

(FIGHT SCENE,Blunt and obvious so people can skip up to it.)

Bull landed the first hit and knocked back Tank a little,but disappeared and reappeared behind Tank to
shoulder-shove him into and through the wall to the x-ray room. Tank ran up to the hole in the wall and
jumped through to enter,but Tank tackled him back into his lab. Tank bit Bull,and Bull shoved him off and
punched Tank in the face. A clanking noise occured as Tank flew out of the lab, into the lobby and Bull
followed. Tank landed on his back,but stood up as his hands turned into semi-auto's and shot at Bull.
Bull ran through the area and bullets kept missing him as he ran in a circle around Tank. Finally, the
bullets stop as Bull impales Tank's chest with his horns. Tank feels a lot of pain and coughs blood
out,but points his arm (now a shotgun) at Bull's stomach and fires, pushing them both far back into the
corners of the room. Bull begins to cough blood as there's a gaping hole in his body, as there is with
Tank.

(End Fight Scene)

Bull says "You are a worthy opponent, truly a excellent prototype for my army." and stands up slowly.
Tank says (in the gruff voice) "You won't hurt Angel,and you can't make an army without me." and does
the same.
May bursts in from the above window and floats down towards Tank and hugs him "Tank!! You're
Bleeding!!". Bull said "Well, it looks like the angel has come to save you. Now, How about you come with
me so I can start the experiments?". May asked "Why are you hurting Tank?" Bull replied "I created
Tank, and he is the android prototype for my army that will help acheive my master's plan.". Tank said
"May, You need to leave. I-I'm not letting him clone me so he'll kill-" Tank coughed a bit more blood as
May said "No! can't let you keep fighting like this. We need to get away from here.". Tank says "I'm doing
this for your safety." and May's eyes tear up as she yells "I'm doing this for YOUR safety!". Tank looks
into her Bright Blue eyes and didn't like to see her cry. Tank turned back to normal(except for the Indigo
eyes) and said "You're right, May. Let's go." and May replied " Thank you, Tank.". Bull said "Hold it right
there. You two aren't going anywhere, because not even your fake god can help you against me." May
replied "What did you just say!?". Bull said "The theory of evolution clearly proves there is no god.".
May's eyes turned completely white and she began to float in the air "Now i'm angry. No one insults the
lord.". A lightnong bolt appeared in May's hand and she aimed at Bull as he said "Son Of A dog.". May
threw it at him and a HUGE thunderclap was heard.



Later,We see May and Tank on top of the Evergreen City Water Tower, with May bandaging up Tanks
wounds. Tank asks "May,Why do you care what happens to me?" May finished the last bandage and
replied "Because YOU care about me,Tank." Tank and May looked at the sunset and May said "It's very
romantic,I secretly always wanted my first kiss to be in front of a sunset.". Tank moved closer to her and
said "May...I...Love You." May looked into his deep Indigo eyes and replied "I love you,too Tank." and
they shared a kiss. They kissed a few more times as Tank leaned over her and she lied down.

Holy crap,This is my biggest chapter using the wii.I'm taking this really seriously as you can tell. Also,I
like how I hinted at the sex scene.Here's Tank's full biography for all you fans helping me stick with my
masterpiece.

Ruff/Tank Biography
Age:About 2 years old(so 14 in dog years)
Gender:Male
Desription:Tank was once a dog found by May and also splashed with the radiation. He grew human
parts and was found by Bull and engineered into a prototype for an android army. His instincts led him
back to May,as they both have crushes on eachother and protect eachother no matter what.
Favorite Song:"Riot" by Three Days Grace



26 - Mind Over Matter Part 3

This one's full of romance and plot,probly cuz TSOH:Part 2 is almost over. I'm pretty proud of my
masterpiece so far.Keep reading!

POWER STAR 4

Agent X walked out from the corner,depressed and drooping her head down.She saw the sunsetting and
May with her arm around Tank,and their clothes kinda shaken up. May sighed heavily and continued to
smile until she saw Agent X and said "Agent X! Did you find Bio?". Agent X was confused but replied
"No,I lost him earlier.....What happened to you guys?". May and Tank looked at eachother,May released
her grip on Tank,blushed and said "We kinda got into a fight with Bull,but Tank helped me." Tank smiled
and nodded in agreement. May perked up and said "Although I did remember hearing someone in the
Hospital where Tank wa-saved me.". Agent X said "Uhh,what's a hospital?" May replied "The
Evergreeen care facility is our city's hospial.A hospital is basically where they take injured people and
make them better with care." Agent X said "Oh,I know what that is.But where is it?". Tank began to
compute and trace back steps and replied "From your exact position:Left,left,right,up,up,left.". Agent X
replies "Thanks.I guess i'll check there.See you guys later." and ran off.

POWER STAR 4

Agent X burst into the hospital and walked towards Midnight's door.She looked down at the knob,and
heard sounds coming from inside and put her ear next to the door ".......Curious,are you?" a voice from
inside beckoned. She was suddenly pulled into a shadow portal on the ground below her and the hole
disappeared. A hole appeared on the inside of the room on the ceiling and dropped her to the ground.
She got up to see She-Devil with her hand on her hip,and Midnight sitting in a chair in the back.
She-Devil said "Well,aren't we the little Nancy Drew?I don't see why Eric wants you when he can have
all of this." and swayed a little from left to right. Agent X stood up and said "Where is he?",Midnight
responded "If you are referring to the boy,he is where you wouldn't expect when you walk into a
room.".Agent X wondered but turned around to see Eric punch her down to the ground. She bled a little
from her mouth,wiped it off,and begun to stand up as Eric said "I warned you not to follow me.What are
you doing here?". Agent X asks "What have you been doing to him!?". She-Devil responds "It's not easy
being a nimphomaniac.I'm horny all the time,and let's just say your boyfriend...satisied my desire." and
She-Devil smirked. Agent X BURSTED with a Purple aura and was EXTREMELY angry at this.



POWER STAR 4

"........X!!!!!!!!!!!" Agent X yelled and her Wutos(invisible sheild if you don't remember) broke in front of
her.Dust whirled around her as armor encased parts of her outfit.Purple shoulderpads,knee pads,a
sword in a case on her back,pockets for shuriken,a mouth mask,and an X-shaped emblem on her
forehead. She stood in a fighting pose and drew her sword "You'll pay for that,you wench!!" and ran with
incredible speed at She-Devil,who stood still in her demon form.

(Fight scene...kinda) POWER STAR 4

Agent X slashed left and right but kept missing as She-Devil doged them with ease. Agent X aimed to
slash at her head and tried with an overhead slash,but She-Devil grew her claws out and scratched at
the blade.This caused a clang and pushed back Agent X a bit,but she landed on her feet and threw
shurikens from her position. She-Devil stood completely still as a large shadow was cast in front of
her,blocked the shurikens,and threw them at the ground in front of her.They stuck,and Agent X saw
Midnight manipulating the shadow with his hand.She-Devil ran up to her and kicked her down.Agent X
disappeared and slashed at She-Devil's back with the sword,and continued to slash at her,leaving marks
and stopped after leaving many marks and She-Devil a little woozy.She-Devil said "Come on,Is that the
best you got?" and Agent X narrowed her eyes and pointed her sword at She-Devil.Agent X stabbed
She-Devil through her chest and She-Devil coughed up blood.She-Devil slowly said "Umph,Sorry.You
got so close.Just a little lower and you would've made a scratch.". She-Devil slowly pulled the sword out
and dropped it on the ground next to her. She-Devil grabbed Agent X by the collar and threw her at the
wall.

(end fight scene) POWER STAR 4

Eric held up Agent X against the wall by her throat and whispered in her ears "Face it,Agent X.In my
eyes,You're just a liability.". Agent X looked into his eyes,they were no longer white with red circles,they
were completely red. Agent X said "That's just it,Eric....They're not your eyes.". Eric looked angry at this
and raised his fist,but stopped when Agent X kissed him on the lips.His eyes were rapidly shaking and
changing until they turned back to his normal hazel eyes(Completely hazel though,no brown pupil). Eric
slowly lowered her from the wall as Agent X pulled away slowly. They realized what had just happened
and kinda took a step back and twiddled their fingers. She-Devil gasped and said "What the hell? This
isn't a romance novel,you know. I'm afraid you two aren't gonna get a happily ever after." She-Devil ran
at Eric as he slowly turned around. She-Devil lunged at him with her claws but (in extremely slow-mo)
Agent X appeared in front of her.dog-smacked She-Devil and she fell to the ground. She-Devil got back
up as Bio's eyes turned green,his right hand balled into a fist and glowed green energy and walked
towards She-Devil. She-Devil stood up and looked at the angry boy in front of her as he replied "You



brainwashed me,you lured Agent X here only to hurt us,and entered our dreams to try to kill us. You're a
pathetic,insane,and lust-driven freak,....and i've had enough of you messing with my life!!!!" He gave
She-Devil a straight punch to her face, the green glow absorbed the hit and knocked her unconcious.
Midnight began to clap as Eric calmed down and said to them "Very nice job,Eric. I guess now's the
perfect time to start my experiment." and Midnight raises his hand and it begins to swirl with black
energy.Agent X asks "What kind of experiment?" Midnight doesn't reply but 2 shades appear from the
ground and morph over Agent X and Eric. They cover their entire bodies and they fall to the ground like
statues. Midnight smirks and says "While you're gone,we'll see how your team does without you." and
laughs maniacally.

POWER STAR 4

Agent Y is walking outside,late at night,and thinking to himself."How am I gonna deal with this.Me and
my sibling are the only agents left on this planet,and....(flashback of agents impaled,sliced,and stabbed)
I have to find her. It was her fault that we died.". Agent Y looks down to Ashley,passed out on the ground
and his eyes widen as he says to himself "Agent M!?!?"

Heh,left on a cliffhanger. Don't worry,it will be explained sometime before the end of Part 2.btw,POWER
STAR 4,it's out on Sun-Studios and you HAVE TO WATCH IT.but watch 1-3 first so you know what's
happening.



27 - Old Friends

Hey everybody! I know it's been a WHILE but I'm continuing aren't I? I'm using a new format and being a
bit more descriptive,so thank Nextguardian for that. I thank you all so freakin much,and well...HERE WE
GO!!!

We see Agent Y and Ashley outside of a local starbuck's coffee shop in the middle of the day,both
drinking a cup of a coffee. Ashley asked sarcastically
"Aren't you a little too young to drink coffee?" and giggled a little.
Agent Y responded with a straight face
"Ha ha, very funny. It has been a while,Agent M. How is it that you're alive?"
She responded and we see a flashback of her youth as she narrates

(FLASHBACK)
We see Agent M back in the time of the agents,wearing a guard outfit and walking towards the battle,
scared out of her wits.
"If you remember, I was never a good fighter, so when the big battle came, I ran away from home."
She fled from the scene and disappeared.
"I came back a few months later to find that everyone had been killed....even Agent A."
She dropped to her knees and wept in front of him.

(END FLASHBACK)

Agent Y remembered the sight of all the agents dying, but responded
"He was a great man, and he would've been kept alive if Agent X would've-"
Agent M cut him off and said
"It's not her fault, she diappeared, remember?"
Agent Y replied
"But that's just it. She's alive, somewhere in this city. I'm going to find her, and get revenge for letting
them all die."
He begins to walk away, but Agent M pulls him back and says
"I'm not letting you kill your sister because of our family's demise. It's been several million years....Get
over it!"
She begins to cry and lets go of him. He responds
"I know you had feelings for my father, but I'm sure you have someone else to care for you."
Agent M remembered IFRIT, and her tears stopped. She wiped the tears off her face, and replied
"Yeah, I've been trying to find him, he went missing from the Evergreen Jail last week."
She handed Agent Y a picture of him, and he remembered his face
"This is that pyromaniac from training."



Agent M perked up and replied
"You know where he is!?"
Agent Y answered
"He should be back at our base,the old Evergreen care facility."
Her cell phone began to ring, the ringtone being "Fire Your Guns" by ACDC. She grabbed it out of her
pocket, and looked at the caller ID which showed "EVERGEEN CARE FACILITY". She answered it
"Hello?"
It was IFRIT on the line and replied
"Hey Ash, its me. Midnight wants to see you and the kid."
Agent Y heard this and thought (How would he know I was here with her?Unless...), and said
"Agent M, Bring out the Buttercup."
Agent M responded to IFRIT
"Is that really you?...Hello?" but he had hung up, so she did the same.
Agent M asked
"Why should I bring out the Buttercup? I'm not gonna blow my cover."
Agent Y responded
"Midnight's shades are following us. I don't like being followed."
Agent M thought it over, and said
"Alright, but I'm only doing this once."
Agent M pulls out one of the pistols she keeps on her uniform, and it turns into a bright yellow Machine
Gun.

IFRIT hung up the phone at the facility, and Midnight called out to him
"3 Agents,hmm? Interesting how that works,isn't it,IFRIT?"
IFRIT is abgry and replies
"You better not hurt her."
Midnight smirkd and said
"Don't worry, she'll just have to go through our...initiation.(snaps fingers) Skate, go and fetch our guest."
Skate opens the door and says
"Fine, I'll be back soon."
IFRIT asked
"Who are you talking about,Midnight?"
Midnight laughed and said
"Oh,You'll see."
Skate leaves and we see everything in the room get a bit darker.

A bit short, but its not a HUGE thing.Leave that to the end of PART 2.



28 - Breaking Bonds

Still going strong people! Part 2's almost over so pay close attention!
Wow, I just noticed the Naruto reference in there. ^_^

Skate is seen outside in bright daylight,around 2:00 pm, riding along the sidewalks and winding the turns
throughout the city. He is still remembering his experience with Brandon, and said aloud to himself
"That little punk. I swear if I see him again, I'll jam these claws through his throat."
He curved another turn, but he bumped straight into Bull, who stood still, not moving an inch as Skate
fell off his board and to the ground. Skate stood up, rubbing his head, and said to him
"Hey! What are you doing here,you jerk?"
Bull looked at him, ignoring that remark, and replied
"I'm here to make sure you don't mess up the mission. I was assigned to help capture the target
unharmed."
Skate was a bit mad at hearing this, and said
"I don't need you here. You'll just get in the way."
He got back on his board and started to ride away. Bull ran so fast that Skate couldn't see him but he
stopped Skate before he could get away. Bull replied
"Fine, I won't get in your way." and disappeared.
Skate thought to himself (That was way too easy, but hey, at least that dork is off my back.)

Skate arrived at the police station, and walked inside with his claws grown out. Everything was vary
peaceful, and no one noticed him for a few seconds. However, Skate walked up to the counter, and the
police officer, looked at him confusingly and asked
"Can I...Help you with something?"
Skate looked at the man and answered quietly
"Yes,you CAN!!"
Skate then sliced the counter down the middle with his claws. The man fell to the ground, and everyone
looked to see Skate had his right claw pointed at the man's face. Skate yelled at him, his voice echoeing
through the station
"Where is Carlos!?"
The man looked at his claws in fear,but glanced back at him and said
"Officer Carlos? He-He's out on his coffee break."
Skate lowered his claw, cursed aloud and said to himself
"Damn,leave it to a police officer to break for coffee."
Skate hopped onto his board and rode out of the station, leaving the entire room silent. A woman in the
back room came out carrying a clipboard and stared at the sliced counter in disbelief. She asked
"What did I miss?"



Skate rode down the street and frowning. Bull stopped him in his tracks when he appeared from
nowhere again. Bull asked him
"So, where's Carlos?"
Skate replied
"Shut up and leave. I told you I don't need you around,so get lost."
Skate started up again, and skateboarded past him. Bull turned to watch him ride, but said aloud
"I have already located our target."
Skate stopped, deeply sighed and asked without turning around
"Alright, Where is he then?"
Bull crossed his arms and answered smugly
"I have him tied up around the corner. Now, let us take him back to the base."
Skate turned and said angrily
"Fine, but I'm taking all the credit for him."
Skate then lifted his board off the ground and walked towards the street corner behind Bull. He pushed
Bull out of the way, making Bull reassemble himself, but then smirk and follow him. Skate went behind
the corner to see nothing there, and asked
"Hey, what the hell, Bu-"
Skate was interrupted when Bull covered his mouth with chloroform, and lowered him to the ground, as
he drift into unconciousness. Bull looked at him, thinking about how pathetic he was. He had pondered
many times to himself about the purpose of having a boy who could only skateboard around and bother
others. (Bull POV) "He was only lucky that I gave him what he wanted,power, and the chance for
revenge...still. I understand how lonely our lives can be. I was only a practitioning scientist, and on the
other spectrum, my matador career left me alone to animals that could kill me with a single dash. I at
least made sure that I haven't let anyone down, ever since I was a kid, I relied on no one but myself, so I
don't need anybody anway."
Bull left him alone, and walked towards a coffe shop.

Tank is sitting on May's bed in her room, holding his head in his hands, thinking about being an android.
May walked into the room, letting her wings slip through the door way, and saw him. She walked over to
him without a word and sat next to him. She wanted to say something, but stopped when Tank asked
her
"So,I'm just a robot. I wonder...If I was a dog again, would you still...love me?"
May wanted to know what he was talking about and said
"Of course. You may be a robot, but you'll always be MY robot. The same thing went when you were a
dog. I wouldn't ever let you go, Tank."
Tank looked into her bright blue eyes, knowing he couldn't resist them. He said
"I was created by a madman to destroy the human race. I'm only going to be used for his plans to kill
you all."
May didn't want to think about it, and replied
"Don't tell yourself that he'll win. If anything happens, you know that I'll be there to save you. You're not



mindless,you're not a killing machine, and you're not gonna let him kill us."
Tank ran that last sentence through his head, and repeated it quietly
"I'm not gonna let him kill you....I'm not gonna let him kill you."
Tank abruptly stood, and started walking out the doorway. May was concerned, and followed him asking
"Where are you going, Tank?"
Tank stopped next to her labtop in the middle of her family room, and a small reception antenna started
to come out of his head. It began to send out a signal.

Eric and Agent X were still cloaked over with the shades, but Eric's mind is still capable of connecting
thoughts. Eric connected his mind with Agent X's and he began to telepathically speak to her.
"Agent X, Can you hear me?"
Agent X could faintly hear him in her mind, and replied
"Yeah, what happened to us?"
Eric answered
"Our bodies are paralyzed, but I think I found the source of the problem. I need your help to break us out
of here, though."
Agent X replied
"I'll do what I have to do."
Eric thought more about his plan, and decided to start explaining
"Now, I'm going to need complete control over your mind for this to work, so I want you to empty your
head of all thoughts for a few moments."
Agent X asked nervously
"Why would I nedd to do that?"
Eric said
"I'm going to wipe our minds clean, and the resulting holds over us will be broken, but I need you to keep
your memories and brain function. Don't worry, once your mind is clear, you won't have to hold your
focus, I'll take over and do the rest."
Agent X knew that she trusted him, and meditated to clear her thoughts. Eventually, she was ready, and
Eric could tell that he could establish control. Eric knew this would be difficult, because he had to gain
control first. Eric entered her mind,which seemed like a long, empty road of paths,each leading to an
unkown path of her thoughts. Eric sighed and said to himself
"Well, I have to endure this, for both of us."
and began to walk down the center path.

Agent Y and Agent M arrived at the Evergreen Care Facility, breaking down the door. Agent M
immediately pointed two red revolvers at Midnight in the back. Midnight was the only one there it looked
like, but Bull, She-Devil, and IFRIT came out of the shadows. Agent M asked
"What do you want with me?"
Midnight disappears into the shadows, and a shade comes out of the shadows,a morphed version of a
person in a police uniform. The shade sits in the chair in the center of all of them, and they all hear



Midnight snap his fingers. The shade comes off the person, to reveal it to be an unconcious Carlos.
Agent M's eyes widened and said
"Carlos!? What kind of sick joke is this!?"
She-Devil said
"Oh this isn't a joke, it's your...initiation."

So,I guess this turned out REALLY well. Thanks to all you fans for waiting patiently for my return. and I
guess you can just take it all in now.I'M BACK BABY!!



29 - Forgotten Memories

keepin' it goin. I might fall asleep, I'm so tired right no-y U RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYROIJ
ROTIJHEROIYTHRWAOITHROTHREOSAFGKJDFJLKNDSKAGJLHKLKGJGHJNDHNFGKJNFGJNFG
HNDLFNHJNFGYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRG FV FV FV
FVVYBJGVBYVYGVBYGBUBUYYHNDIUFGHNFIGHGTHGHTRGHFTHGYUTRHGTHY

Brandon is standing in his room, practicing his aiming with a dartboard. Firing spikes out of the palm of
his hand, but still not getting that center bullseye. His cellphone rings in his pocket, and he reaches into
his pocket to answer it. He flipped it open and asked
"Hello?"
Tank was on the other line, using his radio to call Brandon. He responds
"Brandon, It is me, Tank. I have something very important to tell you, so i'll put you on hold while I reach
Christina."
Brandon wondered what he was talking about, and replied
"Okay, I'll wait."
Tank sent out a new signal from a defferent reciever, and this time connected to Christina's phone. She
heard it ring from her kitchen, and answered it the same as Brandon had
"Hello?"
Tank went throught the same routine, but this time merged their calls onto one line. Tank began to
speak in a serious tone, and told them both
"Listen closely, our leader is incapacitated and we are few in numbers, I request that we charge the
hospital to get him back."
May shivered at what he was saying but on the lines, Brandon answered
"Alright, finally some action." while Christina said
"I agree, We need to get Eric and Agent X back here."
Tank continued
"Gear up for the assault, we leave tonight."
Brandon was excited and shot another spike at the dartboard, perfectly hitting the bullseye. He replied
"You got it." and both he and Christina hung up.

Tank's receivers went back into his head as May walked up to him and asked
"You can't keep putting yourself in danger like that, Tank. I told you that I'll always be here to protect
you, but I don't wanna see you get hurt."
Tank stared at the floor, and replied



"May, I won't let you or anyone else get hurt again. I'll make sure of it. Don't worry about me so much."
May retorted back at him
"Don't Worry? Tank, whenever you go somewhere I'm worried out of my mind. But it's only because-"
May was stopped when Tank hugged her tightly, feeling safe in his arms. May knew he wasn't just an
android, so he shouldn't be treated like a mindless killing machine. May continued her sentence quietly
"Because I love you."
Tank was thinking about her all day long as well, and he knew that he couldn't face the destiny that his
creator set for him. Not him or his clones would kill Angel...No one would as long as he lived. Tank
answered her
"I know,Angel, But I want you to promise me something."
May looked into his eyes again, and asked
"What is it?"
Tank sighed and answered
"I want you to promise that whatever happens will happen to me, and not you."
May was assuming the worst when he said that, but she'd give anything to continue this moment as it is.
She know that he cared for her more than anyone in the world, so she hugged him tighter and said
quietly
"I promise,Tank."

Skate was walking back to the hospital, thinking about how much he hates Bull and his tricks. He
secretly hated himself for being so gullable.Skate hadn't thought much about his past, but while he was
unconcious, he remembered a lot of it. Like when he got his name, after he was diagnosed from
amnesia.

(FLASHBACK!)

Skate walked down the streets of Evergreen City, not knowing who he was or where he was going. His
right arm was broken, and he was covered in cuts and bruises. Suddenly when he walked into an alley
he saw a man with various cuts and bruises like he did. Skate couldn't see his face but asked
"Do you know who I am?"
The man stared at him, and tossed him a skateboard, and as Skate caught it he simply told him
"Skate."
Skate didn't understand. The man wanted him to skate on the board, so he got on it and rode around,
discovering that he was very good at skateboarding. He turned around and said
"Wow, thank-"
But the man had disappeared, leaving skate to say his name aloud
"Skate...Skate........Skate."

(END FLASHBACK)
Skate never knew what his real name was, but stuck with his nickname.



Skate arrived at the hospital and burst in, yelling out
"Bull,you jackass! I'm here and now I'm gonna-"
Skate stopped when he saw everyone huddled around an unconcious Carlos, looking at him making a
fool of himself. Bull sighed and said to Midnight
"I will take care of him, Master. Continue with your initiation."
Bull started to walk towards Skate as Midnight began to explain the details of this initiation. Bull thought
to himself ("You won't be my master for long. Once I acquire Tank once more, I will create an army and
overthrow you, so everyone will bow to me in my new world order!")
Bull stopped in front of Skate as their eyes met with an intense glare from Skate. Bull spoke to him in his
sophisticated, but distorted voice
"Let us talk outside, everyone is busy inside."
Skate nodded, and said
"Yeah, I wouldn't wanna let everyone see you get humiliated."
Bull smirked, and walked through the doorway, with Skate following after.

Meanwhile,(DON'T CALL IT A COMEBACK!MEANWHILE'S BACK!)
Eric is wading along the path of memories, they were mostly of her family and friends, the agents. The
memories were basically extremely faded screens, most likely faded due to her incredible age. He
watched in silence as he saw her mother,Agent Z, and her father, Agent A, appear in front of him on the
path. Eric went into a fighting pose and asked
"Who are you?"
The people didn't say anything, but only brought out knives. Eric knew it, they were shades taking over
her thoughts. Eric would only have to defeat them to break the hold on them.

(FIGHT SCENE)

Eric ran at them without transforming, running with his fist out, but Agent A grabbed his fist and
squeezed it in his hand. Agent A tossed him into the air, and Agent Z jumped up to him. She wrapped
him in bandages so tight that he couldn't move, and then stabbed him in the heart. She kicked him to the
ground, where he crashed and bled insanely. The two agents laughed, but then the boy exploded into
dust. The agents covered their eyes as Agent Z/Shade said
"What? But I stabbed him!"
Eric called from behind them, and he seemed to be holding his hands against their heads
"Just an illusion, Agent X gave me a few smoke bombs earlier, so I thought I'd put on a show. When you
were wrapping me up, I touched the back of your head and put you into an illusion. Now that I have you
both in my control, there's only one thing to do."
Eric strained his mind as he pulled the shades out throught the back of their heads. The memories fell to
the ground and disappeared,as the shades were tossed away from Eric. Eric continued
"Now that you two are out, we can have a real fight."
Eric grabbed a few more smoke bombs out of his pockets and threw them on the ground. The shades



could no longer see anything, but Eric could telepathically locate them. Eric came up from behind one of
them, and held his arms behind his back. The shade tried to grapple out and eventually did, but went off
to find his partner. The smoke cleared and the second shade saw Eric standing a few feet away from
him with a grin. The other shade walked towards the second shade, and stabbed him through his chest
with his arm/dagger. The second shade exploded into liquid, and Eric ran into the first shade who was
snapping back to reality. Eric grabbed him on his forehead and strained his mind more by sending a
mentally induced charge to his nervous system. The shade immediately exploded into liquid, and they
both dissolved. A bright light came from a hole a fem yards away, and Eric ran towards it.

(END FIGHT SCENE)

The shades' hold over both of them had been broken, and Agent X and Eric were released. Agent X
hugged Eric and said
"Oh thank goodness! I don't think I could take another day in there. My body feels so stiff."
She let go of him as Eric went to the door. He could hear the villains in the other room. He said to Agent
X
"We're not out of the park yet, we have to think of a plan to get past the villains."
Agent X went up and listened as well. She nodded and asked
"We cannot recklessly fight them, I can hear at least 5 of them."
Eric thought to himself
("We were taken out by a single member on several occasions, these guys are too powerful. But wait,
maybe the others can help.")
Eric brought out his cell phone to call for his allies as Agent X asked
"What are you going to do with that?"
Eric answered
"The others are probably at home, planning a new move, I'm going to call Tank and see if he can-"
Eric was interrupted by a loud gunshot from the room.

SUB-PLOT (Setting:In the loby of the Evergreen Care Facility)

Midnight began to explain
"You simply have to kill your old partner, breaking your ties with the city, and proving your allegiance to
us."
Agent M had to think about this, but IFRIT walked over to her and said
"Don't worry,Ash. Look on the bright side, You'll be here with me, and (whispers) I'll make sure that
crazy Midnight guy doesn't try anything."
Agent M liked to hear that, and Agent Y said to her
"It's your choice, just watch your back. This place is crazy."
Agent M looks at him, and pulls out another one of her silver pistols. She whispered aloud
"Blooming Iris."
The gun transformed into a purple shotgun, covered in iris petals. She pointed it straight at Carlos' face,
and wondered what her life would be like if she hadn't gotten her self into this situation.....She decided
that she didn't care anymore.



A gunshot was heard, and then there was complete silence.Midnight simply said
"Congratulations."

Tank, May, Brandon and Christina all walked towards the Facility, only to see Skate arguing with Bull
outside. They noticed each other and stopped. Skate said to them
"Looks like we got a couple dumbasses here. Get lost, we're busy here."
Tank replied
"I don't care.(turns to Brandon and Christina) You two, transform at the top of the building and enter into
the lobby through the roof."
They nodded, and ran past Skate and Bull. Skate said
"Where do you think you two are goin?" and was about to go after them but Bull stopped him. Bull said
to him
"No,we have enemies of our own."
Tank opened his indigo trenchcoat to reveal a grenade. He pulled the pin off, and tossed it at them,it
landed on the ground, with Bull just staring at it and Skate diving out of the way. May held up a bolt of
Zeus' lightning, and hurled it at the grenade, causing a HUGE white flash and the front entrance to be
blown up. Tank and May walked inside and saw all the villains, Bull completely
unharmed and back in the lobby, and Skate brushing himself off. The villains got in a fighting pose,
except for Midnight, who walked towards them saying
"We have visitors, I see."
Tank and May stopped to see all of them. Suddenly, the door to the side of the lobby was kicked down,
and Bio and Agent X came walking out. She-Devil looked angry, and said
"More pests!?"
Just after she said that, a hole was made in the ceiling above the villains, and Spike and Crystal fell
through it, crashing and making a cloud of dust. Spike cleared it with his spike swords, saying
"You guys weren't gonna start the party without us,were you?"
Midnight said aloud
"The gangs all here. Well, it looks like today will be a fun day after all."
IFRIT put his hand on Agent M's shoulder as the villains and heroes glared at each other, and said to
her
"You probably shouldn't get involved, head back to my house, I'll meet you there. This is kind of
personal."
Agent M nods and says
"Okay, good luck.", kisses him on the cheek and runs out.

Bio and Midnight say simultaneously
"Let's begin."
and the clock tower strikes 12:00 midnight again.



HOLY CRAP! This really is the biggest chapter so far. This took several hours, so please enjoy.
Wow,things have really heated up! Next chapter is the end of Part 2, so get ready!



30 - An Android's Lament

Well, this is it everybody, the end of Part 2 of The Story Of Heroes. I'm sure your all happy, and I have
some shoutouts to give out.
1.As part of my little joke on the 20th chapter, SilverGirl13 gets my special shoutout for being very
supportive during these times of writer's block.
2.Nextguardian for advising/inspiring me to write better.
and 3.My sis, just cause she's cool.
Well I don't wanna bore you with my intro too much this time, but I suppose I'll save the break
information for the outro. HERE WE GO!!!

Bio and Midnight glare at each other as the clock tower's bells outside ring loudly. They simultaneously
say
"Let us begin."

(Fight SCENES! Yea, this chap is a lot of fight scene action, so you're welcome!)

Bio and Agent X rush at Midnight and She-Devil, Agent X grabs the sword off her back and hands it to
him, knowing that she wouldn't need it. Bio holds it in his right hand, and it glows green and purple, and
mixes the colors to form a sort of spiraling tornado of colors around the sword. They continue to run at
them, until Midnight makes the first move, and lifts his hand up to their faces. They stop in their tracks,
not knowing what he was going to do, but as he glared at them both, She-Devils claws grew out, and
she said aloud
"This should be real...exciting."
Bio held the sword at Midnight, and Agent X drew a few shurikens out of her left and right pockets. Skate
couldn't just stand there and wait, he worked up a battle cry and yelled
"ATTACK!!!"
Skate and IFRIT charge at Brandon and Crystal first. Brandon charges back at Skate, and they begin to
clash their spikes and claws. When IFRIT gets to Crystal, she speaks to him
"I wouldn't attack me if I were you, foolish man." and began to walk towards him in a dignified manner.
IFRIT walks towards her slowly, and pulls his lighter out of his pocket. He asks
"Yeah? Why shouldn't I? After all, you're just a little girl."
Crystal stops, as does IFRIT, and she slams her scepter on the ground. She walks up to him slowly, and
he isn't able to move for some reason. IFRIT sturggles to move his legs, but they act as if they're frozen
in place. She holds her hand over his cheek, and says to him
"Because I've dealt with your kind before. It only leads to trouble, for you anyway."
Crystal lets go of his cheek, which begins to freeze his entire face, and within a few seconds his entire



body is encased in ice. Now, Crystal looks back to the centre of the room, seeing Carlos, dead, and
Agent Y seemed to be missing. A young boy's voice called from above
"Hmph, fools get what they deserve."
Crystal looks up to see Agent Y crashing down with his fist aimed at her. She picks up her scepter, and
dodges out of the way quickly. Agent Y crashes onto the floor, and leaves a huge hole on the ground,
and he steps out, looking at Crystal as the dust clears. Crystal asks Agent Y
"So, Who might you be, a boy knowing nothing of my work?"
Agent Y replies
"I know who you are, I'm just surprised you don't remember my face!"
Agent Y runs towards her and is able to grab the sceptor from her. Crystal asks him nervously
"Wha-What are you going to do with that!?"
Agent Y answers
"Something I should've done 1500 years ago!"
Agent Y breaks the scepter in half, and a turquise aura around Crystal becomes visible, but disintegrates
and she drops to her knees. The aura makes a sort of screaming noise and leaves her body, which falls
to the floor like a ragdoll. The broken scepter and crown also disintegrates. Agent Y walks over to her,
seeing her lie down, unconcious but still breathing. He thinks to himself
("I never wanted to hurt anybody. I have a different target, so I should at least leave this girl with the life
she had. If the queen had her body any longer, she would have been fully taken over. Alright, I might as
well get her out of here.")
Agent Y picks her up, and begins to carry her out of the facility. He blushed again and thought
(I-It's a good thing the queen didn't take her body over, she needed to help the other heroes in their
purposes.") Trying to push aside his other thoughts.

Midnight held his hand to their faces, as if he's telling them to stop, and they did. Midnight put his hand
down after a long time, and Bio decided to strike immediately as he did so, and ended up stabbing him
through the chest. He did not bleed however, as he appeared to only be made of shadows, so the blade
just went right through him. However, the colors seemed to whirl around inside, and Midnight's body
began to shake, until there appeared to be an image of a person, flashing between Midnight and the
Person every few seconds or so. Bio wondered what it was, but Midnight quickly smacked him away and
got angry. Bio landed on his feet, apparently being very agile. Midnight yelled
"These emotions around the blade, does he know what I am? No, the boy has forced this upon me, so I
will force it right back!"
Midnight held out his hand, and shadow energy formed around it, into a shape like a blade. The blade
was made with shadows, and Midnight gripped it in his hands. Bio asked
"Just who are you anyway?"
Midnight responded
"Would you care to find out!?"
They both dashed at eachother, clanging the blades together and clashing the colors black against
green/purple. Agent X was rooting for him in her head, but she was quickly scratched across the face by
She-Devil's claws. Agent X was very angry, and glared at her as She-Devil asked mokingly
"Aww, did you forget who you're fighting?"
Agent X smirked, and She-Devil looked confused and asked
"What's funny?"



Agent X threw some shurkiens at her, which just barely grazed both her arms. They didn't particularly
hurt, and She-Devil asked
"Was that supposed to DO something?"
She-Devil heard someone behind her, and looked to see It was another Agent X, holding the shurikens
she threw. They had drawn a little blood, and she looked at the shurikens, to see the blood was black.
She was very shocked at this, and a bit frightened as She-Devil walked over to her saying
"First sight at demon blood,hm? Oh well, it IS quite a sight. Too bad you won't see anymore of it!"
She-Devil ran at her, but she felt a few shurikens hit her back, and she stopped to pull one out, revealing
them to be the same shuriken she threw at her, only with Agent X's blood on them as well. She-Devil
looked over to Agent X, who was now behind her, and explained to her
"Now we are bound by blood."
She-Devil didn't understand, but Agent X continued
"Let me illustrate my point."
Agent X threw another shuriken, this time aiming right across the side of She-Devil's face, this drew a
line od blood, only this time the blood was red. She-Devil rhetorically asked
"I'm...Mortal?"
Agent X explained
"Yes, my father taught me this technique before he went off to the war that killed him. He said that the
user mixes his blood, with the target, thereby making your blood match mine. This makes you human,
and if one of us dies, we both die!"
She-Devil was highly shocked, but confidently said
"But you wouldn't kill me, you value your relationship with Eric too much to let yourself die."
Agent X replied
"True, that's why I've set up a plan while explaining this to you."
She-Devil asked
"What are you talking a-HUH!?"
She-Devil stopped and looked around her to see that the shurikens were also rigged with incredibly thin
wire,comingfrom different sides around her. Agent X held a shuriken and said
"The moment I let go of this shuriken, you get hung where you stand. The good thing about this is that
no blood is spilled, therefore I won't die with you."
She-Devil said
"Well, that's a well thought plan of yours, but I'm not stupid. Miskas! Cut the wires!"
Very quickly, a bunch of what appeared to be flying demons, cut through all the wires so that the plan
was ruined.She-Devil laughed and said
"Well, what now?"
Agent X said
"Well,I always have another option."
Before She-Devil could say anything, Agent X appeared behind her, covering her mouth with chloroform.
She-Devil quickly fell unconcious, and Agent X stared at her, and kicked her once. Then she
remembered that Bio was fighting Midnight and went to help him out with whatever she had with her.

Bull looked to see May and Tank, glaring back at him. Bull asked
"Well, did you finally come to accept your fate as my android to create my army?"
Tank walked forward to him, and Bull smirked as Tank hung his head low. May was concerned and said



"No,Tank. You can't do this. Not to us, not to yourself. What about what you said earlier?"
Tank lifted his head in front of Bull, to see his eyes had already turned pure Indigo. Tank said
"I never go back on my word."
Tank ripped off his trenchcoat, to reveal his chest, and he opened it up to reveal a red button and a
deactivated timer. Bull quickly realized what was happening, and tried to run, but Tank chased and
tackled him to the ground, pushing the button and activating the timer. The timer started beeping and
flashing 20 minutes and counting down by the seconds. May realized what he was doing and said
"Tank! You can't give up that quickly!"
Tank replied
"This is the only way I can get rid of him forever! Like I said, I won't allow him to ever hurt you! Now, Go
before this place is destroyed!"
May was tearing up, as she didn't wanna let the only boy she loved die in front of her. May ran over to
Tank, and wrapped her arms around his head, saying
"I won't let you die here, Tank!"

Bio continued his fight with Midnight, trying to get a look at that person who was flashing in his sight.
Eventually they met at a deadlock, and held their sword against the others to see who would lose. Bio
reached a grabbed Midnight's forehead, allowing him to clearly see the figure, in Midnight's place...It was
his father. His father quielty called to him
"...Help....me."
Bio couldn't believe what he was hearing, but was blasted away by Midnight's force into the wall and fell
unconcious. Agent X ran over to him, and called to him
"Eric! Eric!" but he was inconcious.
Agent X picked him up, and looked around to see Brandon and Skate still clashing, waiting to see who
was stronger. Then she noticed May crying over Tank and she decided to walk over there. Midnight
knew what was happening, and created a shade to carry She-Devil. He and the shade left the building
out the back entrance. Another shade was dragging the frozen IFRIT along too.
Agent X walked over to May and Tank, to hear the beeping noise and nervously asked
"What's that sound?"
May let go of him and turned around to tell her
"Tank is trying to self-destruct and destroy this base, Bull, and himself in the process."
Agent X was shocked, she knew how it felt to lose comrades. Agent X asked
"The countdown has already started?"
May nodded as they both heard Bull trying to get free from Tank by punching his face, but it only made
clanking noises as he held his grip on Bull. Tank yelled to them
"Get out now! I'm making this sacrifice so that you'll all live to fight another day! (Tank releases a coil
from his back which wraps around May and pulls her close to whisper to her) Don't prove me wrong and
die with me." and let her go.
May didn't want to leave him, and instead tried to pray to god, there were only 5 minutes on the timer.
She knelt on her knees, and Agent X went to get Brandon out of the fight. May began to pray
"Oh lord and savior, I wish there was another way to keep Tank alive after this."
However, there ws no answer this time. Of all the times she prayed, there would be someone accepting
or declining her request.
May thought to herself
("This probably means I can't save him.....Why do I have to go through these hardships?")



May turned Tank's face around so she could see his face 1 last time, and said to him
"You'll never know how much I love you."
Tank replied
"Angel.......I've always known."
They share a passionate kiss, and Agent X cries for them. They leave Tank alone with Bull and run as
far away as they can from the building. As soon as they leave, Tank turns his attention to Bull and asks
him as the timer winds down the last 30 seconds
"Why? Why would you do all this to me?"
Bull answered
"I never had the chance to love, to know what it feels like to be in power for once. But now my delusions
of grandure will end here, as will our lives."
Tank nodded, and as the timer went over the last 5 seconds he said
".........I love you, May." and shut his eyes.

The entire building exploded and burst into flames, destroying Tank,Bull, and Carlos's body, never to be
seen again.

Whew! Thank god! That sure was hard to get out, but I got over my writer's block, and got it to you all
before thanksgiving. Now, this usual break information I'm giving you all might upset you, but if you
REALLY like/support this story, you'll understand.

Part 3 will commence on JANUARY 1ST,2009.

I wish to give us all some time to cope with holiday frustration, and I wish you all happy holidays. I want
you all to recomend this story to anyone you know, and send them this link via e-mail, whatever. 
http://www.fanart-central.net/story-50089.html
This will raise my self-esteem(I kinda need it) knowing that you all care as much to tell people about it.
I'm glad you understand, and thanks for getting me this far everyone! See ya JANUARY 1ST,2009!

http://www.fanart-central.net/story-50089.html


31 - Part 3: Old Surroundings

Well, I hope you all had a Happy New Year and Christmas, cuz I sure the hell did. Now that I'm back in
the groove, it's time for another recap of what happened through all of the (critically acclaimed) 2nd part
of The Story Of Heroes. This is the final Part of TSOH, so I'm sure you all will love it as much as I had
writing it. This recap is much longer as Part 2 had a lot more than part 1 story-wise.

Part 3:Recap

After Agent Y was brought back to the villain's headquarters, now being known as the Evergreen Care
Facility, he joined them on the knowledge that he would get revenge on his older sister Agent X, for not
saving their family millions of years ago. It was then revealed that the Agents indeed have a weakness
which lead to their downfall against God's Soldiers. The agents have a Wutos, an invisible sheild which
can only be broken on a few conditions. They either break it themselves to allow full power, or heavenly
power can destory it in one shot. We return to the heroes, now beaten and sicussing becoming stronger,
and a topic arises which considers why May wasn't affected by the toxic waste. May is revealed to be
extremely religious, and prays to god for powers to aid her teammates. Apparently, god grants her wish,
and she is endowed with heavenly capabilites, including a large set of wings. She earns the nickname
"Angel" from a few boys in town as Tank and May start to develop a relationship. Ashley, supposedly a
police officer who had romantic entanglements with IFRIT, is worried more than ever after pondering
how they first met. Eric decides to save a bank from being robbed, and turns into a real superhero by
doing so. However, the main robber is just a man being posessed by a shade. Bio fights with the
shades, and safely gets his way home. His teammates did not fare so well, as they were attacked by
She-Devil in their dreams, but eventually, they were all able to hold her off somehow. After such a bad
week, Christina and Brandon meet up at the mall, only to find that Bull and IFRIT ambush them. They
fight in a tag-team match and Christina transfroming apparently turns her into a completely different
person. She ends the battle by crushing Bull and IFRIT under a giant ball of ice. Afterwards, Agent X
apparently goes missing, but Bio is captured by the villains as it was a trap. Tank also goes missing, so
May and Agent X go looking for them seperately. Tank is revealed to be locked up at the villains hideout
by Bull. It is then revealed that Bull made Tank from a dog into an Android, supposedly creating him.
After realizing the truth about Bull wanting to clone him into an android army, Tank breaks from the
chains and fights Bull. May saves Tank from him at the last second, and they.....see for yourself.
Later,Agent X finds Eric has been brainwashed by She-Devil, and Agent X fights her. She loses
somewhat, and pulls Eric out of his trance via a kiss. Eric knocks She-Devil unconcious but Midnight
wraps them in a shadow hold and they become shadowy statues for a while. Asheley is revealed to be
another agent who survived,Agent M.Skate and Bull leave to find Agent M's initiation, but Skate is
betrayed by Bull, and Skate's past is revealed in his unconcious state.Agent M and Agent Y return to the
hideout to initiate her into the group. However, it is revealed that she must kill her partner in the precinct,
Carlos.Tank and May decide to formulate a plan for attacking the base by teaming up with the members
who are left at home,but May wishes he didn't go. May and Tank share a few loving moments, but Tank
contacts Brandon and Chrsitina to tell them about the attack. Eric and Agent X decide to break the



shades' hold on their conciouses. He defeats the shades in their minds, and frees them. They try to
contact Tank, but they are already there, but too late to save Carlos, who was blasted straight in the face
by Agent M. Tank,May,Brandon, and Christina arrive at the base as Agent X and Eric break out of
Midnight's room. They surround the villains and all transform, but IFRIT sends Agent M home so she
doesn't get hurt. A battle between the heroes and the villains begins. IFRIT is frozen in ice by Crystal,but
she is revealed to be a former ghost that was posessing Christina, via her scepter. Agent Y breaks it,
releasing the hold on Christina, but causing her to revert and fall unconcious. Agent Y, who doesn't wish
to hurt anybody, takes her home as the battle continues. Bio fights Midnight with a sword, forged from
his and Agent X's energy. When he attacks Midnight with it, an image of his father appears, performing
Midnight's actions. They clash blades, and his father asks for his help, however Bio is knocked
unconcious. Agent X fights She-Devil, and hits her with a binding blood technique, forcing She-Devil to
become mortal, as she cannot become an Agent. Agent X puts She-Devil unconcious via chloroform,
and her battle ends, but she tends to Eric's wounds. Tank decides to end his quarrel with Bull by
activating his self-destruct, but May tries to talk him out of it. He pins Bull to the ground so he cannot
escape, and everyone rounds up around Tank, except for the villains, who leave the building
immedately. May begins to cry, she doesn't want to let him go, but on the last few seconds, they rush out
of the building as it explodes with Tank and Bull being destroyed.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is now daylight, and all of the heroes are seen at a large oak tree, which looks to be covered in lillies,
and there is a tomb in front of it which reads
"Here lies Tank, friend of the angels."
They all mourn in silence, until May walks up to it, lays a feather from her left wing on the top and says
"Tank, I knew you were watching over me ever since I met you, and I know your death isn't in vain.
You're helping us save the city, and...you saved me too many times to count. I'll never forget you,Tank."
They all start to leave the tree, and after they are gone May's feather begins to fly off the tombstone and
onto the ground where Tank is. The ground begins to light up with a bright white light. It seems to be
coming from the clouds, and a round object follows through the light and into the clouds. When it
reaches them, the light disappears, and the feather floats upwards into the clouds, following it.

Midnight has been leading She-Devil(who's carrying the frozen IFRIT) and Skate away from the building
for several hours now, and Skate continues to ask
"Where the hell are you taking us!? Are we at least there yet?"
Midnight stops, as do they, and turns around to tell them
"Yes, We're here."
They look around to see they are stadning in the middle of a closed off road. She-Devil asks
"Where are we? This can't be a new base, it's miles away from the city."
Midnight starts walking down a hill, away from the road, where tire tracks o the ground seem to curve



towards. They follow him, and he replies to She-Devil
"This isn't a base, it's my origin...and my demise."
They find a crashed '67 Impala, with the door opened and blood-stained footprints leading off towards
the city. She-Devil and Skate look horrified and Skate asks
"So, you're actually a dead guy?"
Midnight answered
"Necessarily, yes. I'm not just a "dead guy"(finger quotations), I am a master of the cruelest emotions of
a human being.I feel the need to rid myself of them every day, but to do so, we have to change unto a
new target....Eric Psyria."
She-Devil is confused and asked
"Why are you so intent on killing that boy?"
Midnight turned to look at them and laughed maniacally. He answered
"He's the key. He started it, and I'll end it."

Eric walked everyone back into a large building, and a teenage boy with red-streaked hair and smoking
a cigarette welcomes him in with a simple
"Hey Psy,you goin to use the big room?"
Eric opened the doors and kept walking inside, but replied
"Yeah, I'm bringing my friends in for something. We'll be out by 5 o' clock."
The teenage boy says
"Okay, whatever."
Agent X asks
"Why are you taking us here, Eric?"
Eric stops when in the middle of the giant, empty white room and answers
"Well, the only thing we can do now is train to get better. So I asked my friend Gus to rent out this room
for honing our skills. I know that we can't possibly beat them now, but in time, I'm sure that we'll beat
them and save the city."
Brandon asked
"Since when were we in charge of saving a city?"
Agent X said
"Maybe it's not about the city anymore, maybe it's about you and that Midnight guy."
Eric nodded and replied
"Yeah, I saw something when I hit him...it looked like my dad."
May curiously said
"I thought you didn't have a dad."
Eric thought about it, and started to remember what had happened...

--------------------------------------------------------------------------



Well, it's not exactly perfect, but It's a great start on the final part. This part is more about Eric and
Midnight's quarrel, and who Midnight really is. The conflicts tighten, emotions are shared, and the city of
Evergreen will never be the same. Well, see ya next chapter!



32 - A Repressed Disaster

Hope everyone enjoyed the last chapter, but I think it could've been better. So enjoy this HUGELY
important plot point, and pay attention. Also, notice how I've started lining my intro's and outro's away
from the story, to help you(the viewer) to not be confused.

-------------------------------

*Eric narrates this flashback cuz it's his, just like Agent M did. However, he's not saying it aloud to
everyone.

-Flashback-

It was a long time ago, I was riding with my father in his black '67 Impala. He called it "The Shadow",
probably because it was invisible at midnight. He told me we were going to visit my grandmother, and I
was glad because I didn't see her often as she had lived up in the mountains. We were riding down a
long road around the mountains, and we had to take a tight turn around a side. He started to tell me that
he would always take care of me, and I believed him. When he went to pat me on the shoulder, the car
veered off course. We crashed into a large hill and I fell out of the window, breaking all the glass. When
it was all over, I woke up with a headache as my head hit the ground pretty badly. My father was in the
crashed car, his face shoved into the wheel, and his arms broken. I gasped in horror, and backed away
slowly. I was all alone now... forever. I walked back into town for several days, and tried to forget all
about the disaster. I sent all the feelings of rage, depression, and all of my negative emotions to the back
of my head. I was adopted by a nice old lady, she was really nice, so I began to accept her as my
mother.

-End Flashback-

Eric looked at them, and said
"It doesn't matter, all that matters...Is that we beat them, and stay alive."
They all looked around them, they saw some weights, targets, and a large monitor in the back. Tbey
were all pretty impressed and started to look around. All except Eric, who went back into his own
thoughts, with a very worried expression on his face. Agent X noticed this, walked over to him, and
asked
"Eric, are you alright?"
Eric looked into her deep purple eyes, sensing trust and another emotion he couldn't pinpoint. He
grabbed her hand and said



"Come with me, I have a lot to catch you up on."
Agent X followed as he tugged her and her arm out of the room.
Brandon began to ask aloud
"So, where do we start Psy?.....Psy?"
Brandon turns around to see that Eric and Agent X had left. He continued to himself
"Fine, I guess I'll just help myself."
Brandon cracks his knuckles, and heads straight for target practice.

Agent M sits at home on her comofortable couch, not knowing what to do after she was forced to resign
from police duty. She wanted to at least know where IFRIT was, so she stood up, and walked for her
front door. When she opened it, she found IFRIT staring her straight in the face. She lunged at him in the
form of a hug, and wrapped her arms around him saying
"It's good to see you again! Where were you?"
IFRIT answered calmly, but in a strained voice because of the hug
"Well, apparently our hideout was destroyed, Bull with it, our leader is actually a corpse, and I was in a
frozen block of ice."
Agent M let go and replied confusingly
"WHAT!?"
IFRIT didn't know what to say, that pretty much summed it all up. He said
"We have a little free time off because our boss is looking for a new base."
Agent M looked at him and said seductively
"Well, if we have a little time off why don't we (tone change to incredibly happy) go shopping!"
IFRIT replied confusingly
"WHAT!?"

Midnight and She-Devil were walking around a large empty space around the city, and Midnight was
looking for something soecific. She-Devil said
"You're lucky that I don't have anywhere to live right now, or else I would've been gone by now."
Midnight jokingly replied
"Don't you have an Apocolypse to start?"
She-Devil was offended, but remembered and replied
"Well, YOU promised to help me but all you've done is slow me down!"
Midnight stops in a large empty area and says
"Fine, leave then. Go start your Apocalypse and leave me out of it."
She-Devil stutters but replies
"I-I can do what I want! Besides, I still have half a year left."
Midnight says
"Then quit your arguing, I found a good spot."
Midnight then begins to swarm shadows around him, and the large shadow eventually grows HUGE. He



takes the shadows, and forms them into a makeshift base in the middle of the area, with doors, and
furniture. She-Devil gapes at it and asks
"How were you able to do that!?"
Midnight pants, and replies
"It's not easy, but I've used my powers to make a temporary base for our operations. It can only appear
at night, because during daylight, it would just burn away, as with all shadows of no objects. With no
object in light, there is no shadow to be cast. I'll mark an X in the middle of the ground, so we'll know
where to find it."
Midnight goes inside the base while She-Devil begins to think to herself
("Crap, I forgot. I have to cause an Apocalypse in 6 months! But I suppose this idiot only cares about his
own goals. He may be weird, but he has serious power. The only thing I can do now, is find I servant I
can use to take my place while I start. Hmm.....AHA! [starts speaking aloud, unknowingly] Skate can
help me. His mind is weak, and he'll easily be mezmerised by my feminine charms.")
Midnight is out of the base and next to her and asks
"Did you just say "Feminine Charms?"
She-Devil turned to him quickly and replied
"What? No way would I say something as stupid as that. Anyway, I gotta go...check up on those teens."
Midnight agrees
"Ah yes, that's a good idea. I have had no idea what they've been planning these past few days."
She-Devil grows her wings out again, and flies towards the city.
Midnight watches her leave, and says to himself
"Hmph, that foolish woman. It's enough just be around her, than to hear her ridiculous planning." and
attends to his base.

-------------------------------

I'd say this turned out a lot better! Now we're cooking!(metaphorically, OF COURSE)



33 - May And Tank's Spiritual Journeys

Alright, if you don't notice the reference in the title, it's Bill and Ted. Now that that's outta the way, I would
like some of you to... you know what. I 'll save it for the end of the story.

--------------------------------

- Tank's Journey -

The clouds above Tank's grave begin to gather and circle around it. Tank's spirit suddenly appears on
top of a large cloud, and we can see that he is surrounded by angels. He begins to ask
"Where am I?"
A quiet, yet booming voice responds
"You are in Heaven, my child. Your case will be decided here in this Angelic Court."
Tank asks
"Why is it being judged? Haven't I sinned by committing suicide?"
A light, beautiful voice calls from behind him
"I brought your case in because you saved lives in the process."
The booming voice continues as Tank begins to think about this
"Our decision will be to keep you in heaven as a Watcher, or you can be Reincarnated, or we will send
you to the underworld. This case will be tried tomorrow, as we will allow you to speak with your lawyer,
Angelica Ferrial. She is standing behind you."
Tank knows he has heard that name before, and he looks behind him to see a beautiful angel with long,
flowing blonde hair and gorgeous light blue eyes. He walks towards her and asks
"You...You brought up my case because-"
She holds her index finger to his mouth to quiet him. She finishes his sentence
"Because I know about your problems. This time, they won't have to be taken into your hands."
Tank looks into her eyes as the voice finishes
"The trial will be held tomorrow at noon. Until then..."
All of the angels except Angelica disappear and Tank is left with her on the floating cloud. Angelica
begins to walk onto a seperate cloud and says to him
"Follow me, I'll take you to my favorite cloud."
Tank follows and carefully avoids falling off the clouds, but Angelica knows he can't fall off (being a spirit
and all) and giggles a little. Tank thinks
"(Even her giggles remind me of May. Why didn't May tell me she had parents?)"
Angelica reaches a cloud which is hovering high over May's house. Tank realizes it too, and asks
"How are you able to watch over her?"
Angelica looks at him and answers politely
"Luckily I got a job as a watcher in Heaven. We are allowed to wacth over certain humans and prepare
them for their judgement. We are even allowed to interfere....(looks around for anyone) Come closer."
Tank leans in and she whispers



"After I left May in the care of a nice old lady, She died and no one was watching over May. I pleaded my
case, and he let me become her Guardian. Guardians are those who give luck to the unfortunate. I
watched over May until she made friends with Eric, and then, I set her free and am simply a watcher
now."
Tank sees how much she cared for May as he did, and asks
"That voice back there, he mentioned another option. What's Reincarnation?"
She answered
"Reincarnation is for those who cannot be in Heaven or...the underworld. It's when a person deserves to
be sent back as an animal related to their actions or personality."
Tank gets an idea and asks expectantly
"Isn't that possible for me? I could be sent back as the dog I was born as!"
Angelica replied, smiling
"That's a wonderful idea! That is a definitely an option! I can focus our option on that if you would like.{"
Tank smiled, happy that he had a chance to go back to the way it was, but forgot about May. His face
turned to a slight worried expression, and asked quietly
"Will I...remember my past life when I am reincarnated?"
Angelica's smile turned to a worried expression as well. She looked to the ground and replied
"Unfortunately, no. You can't remember any past lives. It's against the rules...but I'm sure I can think of
something for you."
Tank was happy, but decided not to spoil her surprise. Angelica continued
"How about we just go to my home to discuss your case more personally. After all, the angelic court
considers your past more than anything."
Tank nods, and follows her as she walks towards a large white house.

- May's Journey -

May decided to leave earlier than the others, and goes home for the night. She walks the dark streets, a
little scared but not worried. After about 20 minutes of silence in the streets, she reached her home. May
got into her room, and prayed
"O lord, I know I am faithful to you and your Guardians. I pray that my sleep will be a peaceful one, In
your name I pray, amen."
She lays down on the bed, and doesn't bother to put her blanket over her. She cannot stop thinking
about Tank and his sacrifice. Slowly she drifts to sleep.

(DREAM)

May finds herself walking through the same dark streets from earlier that night. However, it was
completely dark with no streetlights. She was reallly afraid, and began to call out
"Who's there? Anyone!?"
A dark voice answers
"You remember him, don't you?"
May turns around to see Midnight standin in the abyss. May tightens up and gulps. She asks
"Wha-What are you doing in my dreams?"
Midnight assures her



"Relax. I have a proposition for you. It's in your...Best interest."
When Midnight says that, Tank comes out from the shadows as well, apparently with his mouth taped
over and looking very angry. May quivers and says
"T-Tank!?"

-----------------------------

Gotta go to school, no time for outro.



34 - Dark Angel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJI_pTR_B34

Go watch the greatest naruto shippuuden ending! It's the best one evar!!

BACCHIKOI!!!
----------------------

May yells out
"Tank!?"
Midnight smirks and asks sarcastically
"Oh, is this what you want?"
May's eyes widen and she walks towards him, but Midnight throws him back into the shadows and she
stops. Midnight says
"If you want to be with him, I'll strike a deal with you. I'll let you stay in this dreamland for as long as you
want with your beloved Tank. However, when you wake up, you will grant me a meeting with Eric, just
the 2 of us."
May knew that she would be leading Eric right into a trap, but her grief -roasted mind kept her from
thinking about anything but Tank.(note: wow, that's probably my first actually poetic sentence.)She
hesitated but answered
".....I'll do it. Just leave us alone."
Midnight laughed a little and Tank flew out of the shadows at May, who caught him roughly. Midnight
calls out and echoes through the streets
"Oh don't worry, I won't bother you at all!" and disappeared from her dreams.
Tank ripped the tape off his mouth and looked up into her eyes and asked
"May? Is that really you?"
May was bursting with tears, and hugged him tightly.

We now see May soundly asleep in her room, but it is raining a fierce storm outside her window.
Suddenly, lightning flashes, her window becomes open and Midnight is standing in front of her bed. He
walks over to her, seeing her face, and touches it gently with his hand. He says quietly
"Such a beautiful face for a little girl, that dog picked a good one. Hmm hmm, but so did I."
Midnight grasps her entire face in his palm, and she becomes engulfed in shadows. Midnight turns into a
shadow himself and covers May's body, and the bed shakes and stirs the room in a small quake. After a
few seconds the room is silent, no pitter patter of rain, but May's eyes flash open, revealing them to be
pitch black as the tunder roars again. May stands up from the bed and looks down at herself, moving her
fingers and feeling fine for once. She says to herself

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJI_pTR_B34


"Well now, isn't this body just so perfect. Maybe she was blessed after all. But these wings won't do, and
this outift.I need something much.........DARKER."
Shades begin to fly into the room and swarm around May, who stands still in waiting. They engulf her
clothes and her wings and begin to change them. Her shirt becomes an all black and reveals more of
her shoulders, her long jeans become all black shorts, and her heavenly angel wings become black,
sharp, and arched up. She also gains earrings and black armbands with spikes. May looks at herself
after the transformation and says
"Now this is much better. I guees I can't do anything about this flowing blonde hair though. Oh well, I
think I get the point across. Now that I've got this body, let's go have a chat with our friend Eric, shall
we?"
May flies out the window and into the rain.

Tank is looking down at this sight and watches in horror, he asks Angelica
"Is there anyway to stop him!?"
Angelica replies
"Well, we can't do anything as Watchers, but we CAN intefere in dreams and send subliminal
messages."
Tank thinks, gets an idea, and snaps to show it. He asks her
"Can I enter Eric's dream and warn him about Midnight?"
Angelica realizes what he said and replies
"Yes, you can! However, you only have a 2 hours until your trial starts."
Tank runs across the clouds and yells back
"That's enough time for me!"
He eventually stops at a cloud above Eric's house and realizes
"Wait, How do I even do this?"
Angelica races up to him and answers
"Just imagine yourself down there with Eric, and instead of appearing, you'll be in his dream, but his
dream will look like reality."
Tank looks down, and closes his eyes to think hard. He suddenly appears in Eric's room, and Eric wakes
up to see Tank and yells
"Ahh! T-Tank? Aren't you dead?"
Tank runs up to him, and Eric backs away a little against the wall, but Tank assures him
"Eric, it's alright. I'm trying to tell you that that Midnight guy-"
"Is Here!"
Suddenly, Eric wakes up to see May in her gothic attire standing in front of his bed.
"Let's take a walk, shall we?"

-------------------------



35 - Power Struggle

Okay, new chapter, later than expected but still here. I'm using my wii which I haven't used in a while.

--------------

May has lead Eric up to the roof of his house as the rain drenches them in water. However, neither
seemed to mind as they stared each other down. Eric asks her
"What do you think you're doing in her?"
May responds sarcastically
"Whatever do you mean? It's all me, Eric. 100 percent angel."
Eric closes his eyes slowly and flashes them open, revealing his pupils to have changed to bright green.
He looks at her to see only large shadows and a wave of darkness around her. He says
"Your aura of shadows say otherwise."
May smirked and replied
"I think it looks great on me, but I guess not everyone appreciates beauty. Let me show you what REAL
beauty is."
Eric looks at her, and sees her eyes flash eclipse black. They flash an incredibly bright light through her
eyes, and loud screaming burrow into Eric's ears. He covers them, and the lights blind him. When he
opens his eyes and un covers his ears, the entire Evergreen city is engulfed in huge flames. Eric falls to
his knees in horror. Midnight holds him up by his neck and chokes him. His voice echoes through the
destroyed city
"All of this can be avoided if you just give in and DIE!"
Midnight drops him and the illusion disappears. May is back in Midnight's place, and is smiling at Eric in
pain. Eric coughs and chokes, but gets up slowly. Eric brings up his hand, which starts to glow green
and grabs May's shirt tightly, saying
"It's time I show you what I can do."
May looks shocked as Eric and May teleport away.

Tank re-appears in front of the Angelic Court after being forced out of Eric's dream. The voice calls to
him
"Your trial starts now!"
Angelica appears next to him with a briefcase, and whispers
"Everything is all right, just let me do the talking."
Tank began to yell
"I don't have time for this! People's lives are at stake!..." Tank calms down, and says
"I need to talk to my lawyer."
The voice says
"You have 30 minutes."



Tank and Angelica disappear and re-appear at her home. She asks
"What were you talking about back there?"
Tank clasps her gentle hands in his, and she blushed a little. He speaks to her
"I have to go into May's dream. If I wake her up, she'll break out of that hold Midnight has on her."
Angelica puts her left hand on her cheek, and says
"Now I see why May finds you so charming."
Tank lowers his eyebrows, and stands up to face her. He grabs her by the shoulders and says
"Take me into May's dream!" and kisses her passionately on the lips. She looks shocked at first but
thinks to herself
"(He's quite determined to see her again...I guess I'll help him this one time.)"
Angelica and Tank disappear from the clouds, and leave behind a single feather.

Eric and May appear on a cliff,300 feet off the ground. Eric coughs a little as he holds May over the cliff.
Eric glares and threatens her
"Tell me what you want with me. I swear I'll throw you off."
May smirks and answers
"You wouldn't hurt your childhood friend, would you?"
Eric glares at her, lifts her up, and tosses her back on the ground behind him. May stands up slowly, and
says
"It's not that easy to kill me."
May is revealed to be a shade, and melts into the ground. Eric teleports back to his roof and looks
around. He turns, but May knocks him over the head with a shade-transformed bat, leaving him
unconcious.

Brandon is still training in the white room, and Christina is sitting on a bench in the corner. She asks
"Come on, Brandon. It's been like 6 hours." Agent X comes down from the stairs in the back room. She
walks into the room, somewhat depressed, and hears Brandon yell back
"I need to be a lot stronger! Haven't you noticed that Eric and Tank are the only ones that've-"
Brandon stops as Agent X walks by. Christina asks
"What's wrong?"
Agent X sits on the bench next to her, and answers
"I keep losing people who are important to me. Tank, the Agents-"
Agent X is interrupted when the whole entrence is destroyed. Dust and debris fly at everyone as we see
a small figure walks in. It clears all the dust, and is revealed to be Agent Y. He begins to walk towards
the group in anger.

---------------

Whew, that took an hour! My hand really hurts from clicking so I'll leave for now.



36 - Tank: Fully Loaded

I don't have much time to explain, as I only have about 40 minutes to write this out. This is a sub-plot to
Tank as evrerything else was happening. You'll LOVE this if you love badass androids.

---------------------------

Tank and Angelica appear in what looks to be a HUGE city covered in darkness. Towers engulfed in
shadows and no one is walking the streets. Tank asks
"Where are we?"
Angelica doesn't answer, as she is still blushing in shock. Tank looks at her and asks, this time a little
frustrated
"I said Where are we?"
Angelica snaps out of it, and replies
"Oh, umm, we must be in May's dream. However, her mind has been altered because she's being
posessed."
Tank looks around, and says confidently
"Well, if she's being posessed, we just need to kill the guy from in here."
Angelica gulps, and asks
"K-Kill? I don't believe in violence."
Tank looks back at her, at smirks a little
"You remind me of May a lot. I'll set an internal timer of 25 minutes."
Some beeping is heard, but it quiets down. Tank opens his chest container, and pulls out some black
sunglasses. He puts them on his eyes, and changes his hand into a 22 pistol. He starts walking in the
middle of the street and says back to her
"Don't worry, I'll take care of the violent stuff."
Suddenly, they both hear May's voice giggling behind one of the large tower buildings. Tank runs
towards it, to see May and Tank laying down in the middle of the street, kissing. Tank puts down his
pistol, and Angelica gasps. Tank walks over to her and pulls her off, to reveal May's face to have turned
into Midnight, as well as the Tank that is there. Midnight laughs and and says
"I'm busy in the real world, so I'm afraid you'll have to get out!"
Both Midnights grow fangs, and lunge at Tank. Insanely quickly, both his hands turn into pistols, and he
shoots a hole through both their heads, revealing them to be shades, as they melt like normal. Tank
sighs, and says
"I guess I have to deal with this if I want to find May."
Tank starts walking through the streets again, and Angelica follows close behind.



After about 20 minutes of pure shade killing, Tank and Angelica stop at a park bench. Tank sarcastically
says
"Great. How are we going to find her if there are shades everywhere blocking our way? We only have 5
minutes left."
Angelica said
"Well, you know where we are, don't you?"
Tank asked
"What are you talking about? We've been in May's dream this whole time."
Angelica pointed behind him, and he turned to look. He gasped as he saw the giant oak tree where he
was buried. Tank walks slowly up to it, and hears some giggling from behind the tree. He looks around it,
to see May being tickled by another Tank. Tank shoots the Tank in the face, only this time, it was
destroyed into dust. May was shocked and looked to see the real Tank holding his hand out to her. He
said
"May, you really need to wake up."
Immediately May snapped out of her sleep, and found herself standing over Eric in the rain, who'd been
knocked unconcious. She was back to her normal self though. She asked
"What am I doing up here?", looks down and says
"Eric! What happened!?"
She picks Eric up and returns him through his window and into his bed. She whispers in his ear
"I don't know what happened Eric, but I hope this will make up for it."
May pulls a small ring of white beads out of her pocket. She ties it around his wrist, and it turns green.
May smiled at this, and flies out the window.

Eric wakes up at what seems to be a giant mountain. He recognized where he was, and it was where
the accident took place, only high up at the mountain instead of where the road was. He was looking
around when he heard a strange voice from behind him, a quiet, and peaceful voice saying
"It's beautiful isn't it?"
Eric turned around to see a tall man wearing some ragged old clothes and a long cape going down his
back. His clothes were flowing in the wind as he looked up into the sky. Eric hesitantly asked him
"...Who are you?"
The man looked at him, and replied
"Who am I?...huh, I guess I never really thought about it. I only dreamed of who everyone else was."
Eric walked up to him and asked
"What do you mean by "Everyone else"?"
The man says
"My story is too long to tell, but your story is jsut beginning. You have to find your love, she will guide you
to the place where no one has been."
Eric was very confused by his logic, what did he mean by a place where no one's been? Eric asked him
one last question
"Who-...Who is my love?"
The man smirked and said
"I think you already know."
Eric woke up, looking around his bedroom. He said to himself



"My story, huh?...I guess I better start writing it."

---------------------------------------

Huh? So what do you think? Not bad for a sub-plot. I bet you're all wondering who this mystery man is.
He kinda looks like Eric, if he was older, but if you're guessing that, you're WRONG!



37 - The Agent's Prophecy

I'm sure you all must be glad that the Dark Angel arc is over.

--------------------

Agent Y walks towards Agent X while stomping, and his stomping is making the place crumble around
them. Brandon launches a spike at him from his palm, but Agent Y catches it, reverses it, and throws it
like a javelin and it lands in front of him, causing an explosion with destructive force. Agent Y continues
walking through the dust and debris, and Christina decides to attack next, however, without her powers,
she simply lunges at him. He grabs her and chokeslams her into the ground, causing another explosion.
Agent X is horrified at his power as he gets closer and closer to her. His power literally emanates from
him as he stops right in front of her. He speaks to her in a quiet, yet furious tone
"1346, The black death began to spread around Crimea, killing the family that had refuged me. Just a
mere example of my many families dying around me. I continued to strive on, in the hopes that you
would one day wake up,...and now that you have, it's time to fufill my part of the prophecy."
Agent Y's energy bursts around him, and he walks menacingly toward her as she backs away in terror.
She asks
"Prophecy? W-What prophecy?"
Agent Y stops, and smirks. He replies
"I was hoping you would ask that."

*FLASHBACK*(Agent Y's flashback, but he's narrating it to Agent X)
"You remember our father, don't you?"
We see Agent Y walking into a large white room, and a tall, skinny man wearing pure white battle armor,
standing in the corner, looking at Agent Y. He says to him
"Today is a good day, son. I only wish I wouldn't have to fight for us."
Agent Y asked him refusingly
"You shouldn't have to fight, dad! You're the one leading us, and...I don't want anything to happen to
you."
The man walked over to him, and stared into his light, green eyes saying
"This world isn't enough to be left to just me, I have to share it with the others."
He walked past him and out the door, stopping to speak again.
"Once I lose everything, it will become apparent that the world around me no longer exists....You and
your sister, you are the ones who will save us. It may not make sense now, but it will........It will."
Then he walked out of the room, leaving Agent Y to wallow in his self-pity. Agent Y stood tall, became
confident, and put on some strong battle armor.
"I wanted to win-"



*END FLASHBACK*

"...for my family."
Agent X looked down in disappointment, she knew what she was going to hear next.
Agent Y continued
"Of course, the day of the battle came. Our mother, our father, our entire family was wiped off the face of
the earth. All because of you." Agent X looks up in disbelief, and shouts
"No! You're wrong! I went missing because I was looking for you!"
Agent Y dismissed her words as lies, and yelled out
"SILENCE! I didn't understand why he was telling me that we were special, and that we would survive
the Great Angel Attack, but now I understand. I will betray you, here and now, and kill you so that I will
become the final Agent!"
Agent X's eyes widen, showing fear in her deep purple eyes as they shed tears which stream down her
face. Suddenly, A noise comes from behind them, some rustling from in the debris, a hand breaks out, a
fist encased in crystallized material. The body breaks out, revealing it to be Christina, who looks at them
and says
"Well, aren't you two showing some sibling rivalry?"
Agent Y's energy goes away as he asks
"Agent C!?"
Agent X looks at her and says
"I knew I recognized you. You ARE Agent C, aren't you?"
Agent C smirks and answers
"In the flesh. I guess that bonk on the head must've triggered my memory."
A huge blast from the exit blows the emergency door opens as we can hear a woman shouting
"Who's in there!? I heard explosions!"
The dust clears and it is revealed to be Agent M, holding up the Blooming Iris(shotgun). The agents look
at eachother and Agent X asked Agent Y
"If we're the prophecy, then why did all of us survive?"
A strange voice calls back
"There's a not-so-simple answer to that question."

She-Devil seems to be in a large building, and it turns out to be the HQ that Midnight made. She-Devil
holds up a mirror to her face, but in the reflection behind her is revealed to be a small boy with bloodied
horns. She-Devil gasps, throws the mirror at the wall, and looks behind her. The boy says
"You only have a litle while to cause Armageddon, if you fail me I will have no choice but to refer to Plan
B."
She-Devil smirks, and flaunts her tails in front of him saying
"Don't worry, i've been conning all these fools for awhile, and I'll use the power to start up the big one."
The boy walks up to her, stops, and holds out his palm, aiming at her face saying
"I gave you this power, and I can take it all away."
She-Devil's body begins to ache and bleed, she moans in pain and curdles into the fetal position on the
ground. The boy lifts her face up to his, and speaks in a darker tone
"You may be cocky now, but I know that inside, you just a little girl, crying for mercy."
He kisses her on the lips, and she wakes up, apparently asleep in the headquarters. She rises from the



ground and speaks aloud
"Man, he always picks the child form. He knows it scared the crap out of me when I first saw it. Oh well, I
wonder what he means by Plan B?"
She-Devil walks out of HQ, apparently carrying a weapon of some strange sort.

---------------------

Not bad, I'm really rolling out the red carpet for these plot developments.



38 - The Final Five

In case you haven't guessed, here's a really cool person you all should notice.
I wanted to get this on earlier, but my comp got a virus and crashed. I took care of it though.

frack YOU, VIRUSES!

----------------

The agents turn to look at where the voice came from, and it is revealed to be the tall man from Eric's
dream, still wearing the ragged clothes and cape. He opens his eyes, revealing them to be pure white.
The agents walk towards him slowly, and Agent M hugs him tightly, crying and saying
"I knew you didn't die, sir!"
The man lifts her chin up, kisses her on the forehead, and eplies
"I'm not your commander anymore, M. At ease."
Agent M lets go and faints, blushing insanely. Agent C says
"Yeah, I'm not surprised by that."
The man looks to Agent C, and states
"I see you still haven't lost your attitude, Agent C. Make sure you don't lose your individuality."
Agent C smirks and replies
"No worries there."
Agents Y and X stop in front of him and Agent Y asks
"But-But aren't you dead?"
Agent A nodded and said
"Oh yes, I am dead to you all. I am just wandering around, I cannot be an Agent anymore you all know
about my problem, correct?"
Agent C answers
"Yeah, I researched it a few years ago when I woke up. Solipsism, right?" (here's a link
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solipsism )
The man nods, and says
"Yes, I'm only able to you Agents and..."
Agent X asked
"...and who?"
The man spoke quietly
"A boy named Eric."
Agent X gasped at this, as well as Agent C. The man continued
"For some reason, he gives off an aura which is rather similar to mine. Agent X, I need you to talk to him,
to see what I see."
Agent X asked



"Wh-Why me?"
The man appeared behind her and answered
"You're the only one who can connect with him, do you wish to see him now?"
Agent X looked at her feet, she had always been nervous when talking to Eric. She wanted to talk to him
truthfully though, so she answered quietly
"Yes, I do."
The man slightly smiled, but it changed quickly. He spoke to the other agents in his unemotional tone
"You all must be more careful about your place in the world. Agent Y, the world isn't enough for just you,
you must share it with everyone. I must leave you for now, but I'm proud of you."
Agent Y felt so much guilt, he was about to kill his sister for his own selfishness. He knew that he would
follow his father til' the end of the earth, so he bowed in respect. The man spoke again
"As the leader of the agents, I dismiss you all."
The man disappeared along with Agent X. Agent Y rose, and thought to himself
("He may be Agent A, and my father, but he's still one powerful man. I hope that this doesn't upset
Midnight. *gasp* Midnight! I know I have to quit the group now. I better get Agent M too.")
Agent Y walks over to Agent M, who is still passed out. He lifts her up and over onto his shoulders. He
looks at Agent C, who's giving him a strange look and smirking. Agent Y asks
"What?"
Agent C says
"Don't think I don't remember you rescuing me like I was a damsel in distress. I remember what
happened in that hideout."
Agent Y blushed a little, and asked
"What are you talking about? I didn't do anything like that."
Agent Y disappeared from the spot, and Agent C smiled a little. Sh walked around the destroyed
building, and suddenly remembered
"OH CRAP! Brandon!"
Agent C ran over to Brandon, who had apparently been smashed into the wall, with his legs hanging out.
She asked him
"Uhh, are you okay, Brandon?"
Brandon replied
"I'm...okay." and falls out of the wall.
He continues
"What was all that about ou being...something?"
Agent C didn't want to tell him and just said
"Oh nothing, but that little kid was pissed, sorry about that, man."
Brandon looked up at her and said
"Geez, what's with that kid?"
Christina thinks to herself
("Foolish Brandon, I guess I'll just have to help him through all this crazyness. I hope the other agents
will be okay.")

Agent X appears on Eric's rooftop, staring out at the sunset, and seeing Eric on the edge doing the



same. Eric notices her, and she walks over to him, and sits next to him in silence. Eric aks her
"What is it?"
Agent X looks at him, into his eyes, and they are their normal bright green color. She says
"I need to talk to you,I need...the truth from you. I need to feel what you feel."
Eric looks at the sunset, ignoring her beautiful, deep purple gaze. He answers
"Why? I have nothing to tell you."
Agent X looks at him sadly, but says
"You don't have to tell me, just..."
Eric looks back at her struggling to finish, and they look at eachother with a strong connection. She
stares into his eyes as he does the same and finishes
"Show me."
Their eyes somehow link, and they turn that weird mix of green and purple that Eric used to fight
Midnight. A huge series of flashes of both of their memories flash in each other's eyes. They both feel
each other's sadness from their memories. After about 20 seconds their eyes revert to normal. Agent X
finds herself crying from it and says
"Eric...I had no idea."
Eric was just as sad, remembering his horrible memories again, when he had tried to push them away
all these years. Agent A was watching from afar, and thinks to himself
("This is truly only the beginning for them. I still have work to do.")
Agent A disappears from the tower as the sun goes down.

------------------------

WHEW! That took a long time, anyway, good luck with all your things. We're getting close to the end
now aren't we? Put a lot of focus on the Eric-Agent X pair, cuz they're the main one.The Tank and May
one was focused on in Part 2, but remember, we're focusing on the main characters now.

The virus came back, I'm screwed.



39 - Agent A's Mysteries

Here's a good chapter idea in my opinion. I don't really feel like writing right now, but once I get into it, I
should be just fine. I'm really tired, though.

------------------------

Agent A appears on top of a fluffy white cloud, and it immediately starts to disappear under him. He
walks slowly and the clouds he walks over disappear into the air. He looks towards a huge gate, which
seems to be many angels sitting in benches and a judge in the back. The judge sees him, gasps, and
stands up to yell
"It is him! He has returned!"
The rest of the angels look at him in horror as his image is reflected in their eyes. A brown-haired angel
wearing battle armor flown down from higher up and stopped Agent A in his tracks. Agent A spoke
solemnly
"I need to find someone, stay out of my way."
The man was angered by this, and shoved him backwards saying
"I don't care. We're holding a trial soon, so I'm afraid you'll have to wait until the case is dismissed."
Agent A looks into his eyes and the angel backs away in fear. The blank look in Agent A's eyes was
horrifying, and he replied
"I'm afraid I don't understand you. You're just a faceless, pathetic person to me."
Agent A then pushed the angel back, and all his force went into it, sending the angel soldier flying at the
gate and crashing into the court. The angels hide in fear, but one angel steps up and runs at Agent A. A
voice calls back
"Don't touch him!"
Angelica runs towards Agent A with Tank, and stops a few feet away. Angelica saw him look back at her
with his blank stare. She asked him
"You...You're already Immortal, aren't you?"
Agent A walked towards Tank and said
"Tank, just the person I wanted to see. We need to go on a little field trip."
Tank shook his head and asked
"Who are you?"
Agent A stopped right in front of Tank, looked into Tank's eyes as Tank saw his empty, white eyes.
Before Agent A said anything, the booming voice called out
"Where do you think you're going Agent A!? I allowed a few of your servants to live and forgot about you
over the milleniums. Why would you come to Heaven and disturb our peace?"
Agent A answered
"First, they're not my servants, they're my family. (Agent A looks down to the Earth) Heaven, or Hell,



neither matters to me. You didn't start me, and even I can't end me. For me, there's only one road,
there's just too many twists and turns."
Agent A then grabs Tank by his side, and jumps off the cloud, flying towards the ground at incredible
speeds. Tank is frightened by soon appears back at the park, next to the oak tree in a flash of white
light.

Agent A is standing by the tree and asks
"So this is it, huh?"
Tank turns around, confused, and mumbles
"Bu-How did you-"
Agent A continues
"This is where you were buried? Well, what's left of you."
Tank remembered now, he HAD exploded. Tank quickly asked
"What do you want with me?"
Agent A corrects him
"It's not what I want with you. It's what you want to get BACK."
Tank is confused and asks
"Why are you giving me more riddles?"
Agent A chuckles, and replies
"Well, I suppose I do speak in riddles, but that's just how my life is,...or was. What happened to me was
terrible, so I vowed never to return, to let the living agents assume I was dead. To carry on, into the
future, but I could see rough waters ahead. Instead, I want you to get back what you long for more than
anything, your love."
Tank's eyes opened wide and asked
"You mean May?"
Agent A smiled and answered quietly
"Yes, but it will not be easy, for we will have to find you a body soon. Spirits cannot stay on Earth very
long."
Tank asked quickly
"Isn't there something you can do?"
Agent A flashed a bright light again, and suddenly, another Tank was there, fully built and ready for
activation. Tank was surprised, it looked just like him. Agent A said
"It didn't take as long as I thought it would, but now all you have to do is posess it, and I've already taken
care of the long-lasting effects."
Tank asked
"What are you talking about?"
Agent A answered politely
"Well, I had to consult the creator on some of the designs, and had to purposely go through the events of
your life up to the explosion. As with my death, I pulled a Dues Ex Machina on the timeline, and escaped
with your old body, just de-activated."
Tank decided to go along with what he was saying, and just entered the body in his spiritual form. The
new Tank turned on and Tank began to speak and look at his hands saying
"I can't believe it! I'm back!"
Agent A said
"If anyone tries to take your body away, don't worry. I have completely taken care of the security



function."
Tank turns around to ask him another question but he has disappeared.

-----------------

I know it's short, but something important doesn't really relate to this chapter. Anyway, here's an Agent A
biography.

Agent A Biography
Gender:Male
Age:???
History:Agent A was the leader of the agents when they were around, but when the war came, he let his
family think he was dead by pulling a model of himself from the future to take his place being impaled.
He now is watching over the heroes and Agents for some reason. He shares many similarites with Eric,
as Eric reminds him of his past life. All agents had some sort of power that was unique to them, but in
A's case, it was Time Travel. This allowed him to access many other abilities over the milleniums that he
has lived. In a sense, he has become immortal due to his quick reflexes and "lone wolf" persona. He has
a problem with his eyes, which are empty and white. He cannot see anyone who is not giving off any
sort of psycological energy from their minds, a.k.a an AURA. Eric and he are the only two who give off
the most powerful auras. As a side-note, Agent A does not have a wutos like the other agents, his aura
is so strong that it broke his wutos.

Whoah, I guess I like this character too much. :)



40 - Rebelling Agents

Sorry, I've been so busy, but I want to finish this chapter. By the way, prepare for drama, because one of
the characters you love...IS GOING TO DIE!!!

Heh, seriously though. Silvergirl13 won the contest. Sorry everyone, but here's a link to the entry for any
fan to view. http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-737168.html

I think she captured the evil feeling well, and will deinitely notify you all when the next contest starts.
probably in a year or so, for ominous reasons :3

-----------------------

Agent Y and Agent M walk towards the Midnight's new base with She-Devil following them closely
behind. It is late at night, and raining onto them, but they pay it no mind. Agent Y calls back to She-Devil
"Are you sure this is the place?"
She-Devil sarcastically says
"No,i'm sure there's some OTHER building made entirely of shadows. Let's head back."
Agent Y was a bit angry at this, but hid it greatly. Agent M brought out two pistols and shouted
"Burning Roses!"
The two silver pistols turned into blood-red twin revolvers. Roses flew out from the transformation and
everyone stared at her in silence. Agent Y asked
"Could you be any more obvious?"
Agent M replied
"This is a criminal, I'm pretty sure he'll get agressive if we try to quit his little gang."
Agent Y walks in as She-Devil follows, but Agent M takes caution and runs up to the wall, hiding out of
anyone's sight. She points the revolvers into the shadows, and Midnight is immediately shown when
lightning strikes and flashes his face in the light. He asks them quietly
"Well, what are you all doing here?"
Agent Y calmly says
"Me and Agent M are quitting your group. I may have lost to She-Devil but I never agreed to permanently
stay with you all."
Midnight asks arcastically
"Now why would you want to leave? You have everything you want here. What happened to the hatred
you had for your sister?"
Agent Y clenches his fist at this, and responds
"I've gotten over my anger, and I don't think it's any of your business."
Midnight persisted, angering him more by saying
"I know all about you. You know it was never any prophecy that you were mad about. You were jealous.

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-737168.html


You had to suffer throught the centuries while your sister lay peacefully underground and you knew it."
Agent Y became enraged at this and shouted
"I said it's none of your business!"
Agent M held him back, pointed one of her revolvers at Midnight and said
"Freeze! I don't think you should anger my friend here. I've had enough of your bullshoot, so we're
quitting! Got that?"
Midnight bowed his head and agreed, saying
"Maybe it is time for you to leave..."
Two shades leap out from the shadows behind Midnight, tackled Agent M, and held her to the ground.
Midnight continues as the lightning strikes, revealing his face and what looks like a Eric's father. Their
voices mix, forming a distorted noise of both of them saying
"...But not in the way you think."
Agent Y leaps at Midnight, Agent M blasts the shades off of her with the revolver, setting them on fire
and them disappearing into ash. She-Devil looks at them, and smirks, holding what looks to be a spear
behind her back.

(Fight Scene)

Agent Y tackles Midnight into the darkness but quickly is thrown back out. Agent M begins to shoot at
Midnight with the revolvers, he dodges the shots but they singe his sides with fire and he begins to flash
as Eric's father a few times in pain. Agent M puts her revolvers back as pistols and takes out another
one. The pistol transforms into a purple shotgun, and she shouts
"Blooming Iris!!"
Iris petals fly towards Midnight and begin to circle around him as he staggers. She points it at him and
says
"Looks like i'll need a bit more power to take you down. Eat this!!"
She fires it off while Midnight is trying to excape, but the iris petals hold him in place. Many iris petals
detach from the oncoming bullets and Midnight can no longer see with iris petals surrounding him.
Bullets fire through him and pierce the shadowed body. However, he feels no pain from this, and
Midnight quickly regenerates the wounds, and he laughs at this, mockingy saying
"You're guns have no effect on me!(flashes to Eric's father) HELP ME! (flashes back) No one can hear
you fool. Let me take care of this nuisance."
Midnight starts walking towards her slowly, but Agent Y appears beside him, screaming out a battle cry
and punches Midnight square in the face. This knocks him out the wall of the HQ, and backwards 200
feet. Agent Y pants a little, but then runs after Midnight at high speeds. Agent M is surprised, and says to
herself
"How come he gets all the super strength?"
She-Devil rolls her eyes, grows out her claws and smacks Agent M on her cheek and she falls down.
She-Devil said
"I've had my eye on him for a while, don't get in the way."
She-Devil then runs after Agent Y at high speeds as well. Agent M said
"God damn it! Am I the only one who can't run like a cheetah on crack?"
Agent M then runs out the door, and enters her car, her old police car apparently, and drives after them.



Eric walks down the streets of the city, past all of the people, still feeling left out. He stops walking, and
looks ahead, to see the burning buildings he had seen in Midnight's premonition. Midnight spoke to him
in his head
"All of this can be avoided if you just give in and DIE!"
Eric shook his head, shaking off what could be possible. He worries about his friends, where had they
been? Why had he been left all alone? Suddenly, Agent A appeared in front of him, asking
"You can't possibly be giving up that easily can you?"
Eric looked at him and demanded
"I've got some questions, so you better give me answers. No more riddles!"
Agent A nods, and Eric continues
"...Why have you suddnely start appearing in my life? What did I ever do to make this Midnight guy show
up and start to turn my life into a nightmare!?"
Agent A frowned, and sighed, desperately wishing he didn't have to tell him anything. He began to spoke
"I used to be the greatest Agent ever. I lived a good life, had a beautiful wife, and two children that were
to become heroes. However, We agents were faced with battling god's soldiers. I knew we were walking
into a death trap if we fought them, but I only encouraged everyone, seeking out those who would
become heroes in due time. Time is my cruel mistress, Eric. That's how I found you, the agents, and
your friends who would one day save the world. Starting with your city is always good though."
Eric was confused, and asked quietly
"I'm...a hero?"
Agent A smiled, and replied
"Of course, to everyone you care about. However, sometimes you have to let people go. I learned that
lesson when I was forced to send my family to their demise. I was left alone, for years upon years. So I
decided to speed things up a little by waiting. You see, when I wait, time moves faster, and when I
disappear and appear in another time, time skips an event. I learned to control my powers over the
years, but that's not important right now. What IS important, is that you gather your friends, meet me at
the clock tower in 3 days, and when you are ready...we will face Midnight together."
Eric begins to glow with such bright energy that Agent A has to sheild his eyes and Eric says
"I have some loose ends to tie up with my team then."
Eric then disappears in a large green flash that makes all the people around start to wonder what just
happened. Agent A says to himself
"He's a good kid, but he's still naive." and disappears into the wind.

Agent M opens her car door and runs out, pointing her gun at the bowled-over Midnight saying
"Freeze! Don't make this any more violent. Let us go, and this'll all be over."
Midnight begins to laugh and stands up slowly saying
"Let you go? I'm afraid this isn't going to end peacefully. I will make sure you die here."
Agent Y is angry at this, and lunges at Midngiht again, fist out. She-Devil quickly slams him on the
ground with her spear, and holds him down with incredible force saying
"You can't interfere with this, Agent Y. It'll be over soon."
Agent Y struggles to get out, but cannot lift the spear as it is somehow paralyzing him. Suddenly, IFRIT
appears from the sky yelling



"Ashley! I'm here!"
IFRIT lands in front of her, holding his lighter and shouting to Midnight
"Stay away from her!"
Agent M was surprised and asked
"How did you know where I was?"
IFRIT turned back to her and explained
"This tall guy showed up at my house and took me to where you were, saying you were in danger."
Midnight yelled at IFRIT
"This isn't the time for a knight in shining armor. I'm going to end this once and for all!"
Suddenly, the dark sky above got much darker and started to cover over everyone. Midnight rose to the
sky and merged with the darkness. The sky then began to literally fall down of them, bringing doom on
their heads. No one could see anymore and eventually they were all seperated from each other. Agent
M tried to look around for him, but could not see anything. Eventually, she heard an echoing voice from
everywhere around her saying
"These shadows will be the death of you,after all...they were the death of me." and began to laugh
maniacally as shades began to topple and completely conver Agent M's body. She opened her eyes, to
reveal that the shades had bound her arms via chains, and her waist paralyzed, covered in shades.
Midnight is walking slowly towards him, and his arm turns into a blade, pointed right at Agent M. She
tries to struggle out of the chains but it is futile. Midnight raises the blade and says
"It's too bad you can't kiss your boyfriend goodbye. They say your last moment is reflected in my
eyes...let's see about that."
Agent M sees the blade stabbing towards her chest in her eyes, and tears run down her face. Midnight
continues harshly
"I have no more use for you anymore...you're fired."
Midnight then impales her through her chest, piercing her heart and hears her scream intensely.
"AHHHHHHH!!!!!" and she falls liimp to the ground.

Everyone hears her scream, and the cover is lifted, revealing Agent M's body laying on the ground,
blodd streaming to the ground. IFRIT sees this, and runs over to her. He picks her up and cries,
remembering all their times together. Their meeting at the starbucks', their first kiss in the park, and now
she was dead in his arms. He picked two pistols out of her pockets, transforming them into the red
revolvers and he shouts
"Searing Thorns!"
He points them at Midnight and says
"This isn't over. I'm not IFRIT, anymore. I'll find you, and I'll kill you for what you've done!"
Somehow, IFRIT disappears in a ring of fire. Midnight no longer cares about Agent M, and looks towards
Agent Y, who's staring at her body her horror. Midnight walks over to Agent Y, and shades begin to
surround his body as he lays under She-Devil's spear. Midnight says
"You've been through some traumatic events, and that makes you vulnerable to me. I'm afraid I'm going
to need your body."
Agent Y screams back
"Never!"
Midnight shakes his head and continues
"I didn't ask for permission."



Midnight then engulfs Agent Y in complete shadows and eventually posesses his body, revealing his
eyes to be pure black. She-Devil holds the spear on him, and he calls to her
"Lift off the spear, you fool! I've succeded."
She-Devil says
"Not so fast. I've got a deal to make with you."
Agent Y asks in Midnight's voice
"What kind of deal?"
She-Devil said
"I need you to fuse my spear with a shade, in other words, I need a portion of your power."
She-Devil leans in close to his face, and he replies
"I'm suppose I'll have to, fine. Just seal the deal."
She-Devil smiled evilly at this, and says
"Oh, I've been waiting for this."
She kisses him on the lips and draws some of his power out through his mouth. She-Devil released him
off the spear when she was done, and she wiped some blood off of her lips saying
"Well, that was surprisingly good. Maybe he was a better kisser after all."
Agent Y got angry at this, and threw She-Devil backwards towards the city, 50 miles away. He looked at
his hands and clenched them a few times. He said
"This power, and this hatred. I could work very well with this."
Midnight then ran towards Evergreen City, thinking of a plan. They leave Agent M's body there, and we
can see the tears still streaming from her face.

---------------

Whew, long chapter. All for you fans. Well, looks like an agent's dead, and another's posessed.
Speaking of agents, I wonder what Agent X has been up to? It's powerful stuff to write someone dying,
but I had to do it.



41 - Agent Y's Rampage

I've been so busy in school that I can only bring in new chapters on the weekends. Sorry about that, but
I'm sure you all understand. Anyway, Skate's back, and so is Agent X.

--------------

Skate stands on top of the clock tower in the rain, looking down on Evergreen City in despair. Thunder
flashes, and Agent Y is standing behind him with an evil grin. Skate asks
"What do you want?"
Agent Y speaks back in a solemn tone
"I've taken care of one of the agents. The girl was of no more use to me. The time has come where I
have no more use for you either."
Skate turns around and angrily asks
"What are you saying!?"
Agent Y continues
"I'm afraid you're being fired. I have no more use for you, you incompetent fool!"
Skate turns back and looks at the city below him again, and begins to speak aloud
"I don't remember much about my life. In fact, I've been a loner for my whole life. Skating isn't my only
passion, revenge isn't my only option! I won't succumb to your evil deeds anymore!"
Agent Y shoves Skate off the tower and jumps after him. They fall speedily towards the ground as Skate
tries to maintain balance. They land stealthily on their feet as Skate faces Agent Y in a rage. Skate
shouts
"Everything's a part of YOUR plan,huh? Then why don't you just tell me what you plan to do? After all,
you're just a pathetic loser who keeps draining others of their emotions and mentally scarring others!"
Agent Y went into a fighting stance, and answered
"My plan is no longer any of your concern. I'll defeat you here so you won't get in my way!"
Agent Y ran straight at Skate, who stood there, mindlessly, and Agent Y punched him, knocking him
clear across the city and into an office building. Destroying the ground in a straight line, Agent Y ran at
high speeds, caught up to Skate, and threw him back towards the clock tower, crashing into the
foundation and destroying a large chunk of the bottom. Agent Y yells back at him as the rubble crushes
Skate under it
"You cannot defeat me now! I've become so powerful that I won't have to deal with ANY of this anymore!
(A sharp pain shoots throughout Agent Y's body, and he succumbs to the pain) Aggh!"
Skate walks slowly out of the dust and towards Agent Y, covered in bruises from the crashes and said
"You're feeling the pain now, and that just means you're weak!"
Skate grows his claws out and lunges at Agent Y as he is kneeling on one foot. Just before Skate hits
him, Agent Y holds back Skate's fist, letting the claws impale his hand. Agent Y looks at Skate with his
pitch black eyes, saying
"Pain only makes me stronger."
Agent Y recovers quickly and kicks Skate in the stomach, forcing Agent Y backwards and a few feet



away from Skate. Skate feels the pain, but refuses to fall down, forcing his body to endure. Skate walks
slowly towards Agent Y, holding his stomach with one hand, and wiping the blood off his chin with the
other. Agent Y walks towards him slowly, only without a single scratch on him, beside the bleeding hand.
Skate asked angrily
"What do you hope to accomplish by killing everyone!?"
Agent Y spoke solemnly
"I'm not purposely killing people, they just interfere and cause me more misery, and I'm at my limit with
that."
Agent Y stands in a strange kung fu stance with his index and middle fingers pointed out like a knife.
Skate smirks and asks
"You know kung fu?"
Agent Y smirked as well and answered
"This boy does, he's been through a lot more than I have, and this power gives me a huge advantage
over you. If you want to stay alive, leave now while you can."
Skate looks straight at him as they stop about 10 feet from each other in fighting stances.

(Fight Scene)

Skate runs at him at a high speed but Agent Y stands still in anticipation. Skate throws a punch but
Agent Y cathces his fist, tossing him behind him with minimal effort. As Skate lands safely, Agent Y is
able to uppercut him into the air, and jumps after him. Agent Y grabs him by the head and throws him at
the ground like a missle. Skate crashes into the ground, head first, and Agent Y lands next to him,
laughing. Agent Y pulls him out of the ground and holds him up by his collar as his head bleeds and
says
"Strength is not deserved, it is earned."
Agent Y then punched him in the face and he flew across the city again at an incredibly fast speed.
Agent Y then smirks and runs after him.

(pause fight scene, a.k.a meanwhile,)

Agent X paces around Eric's room, clearly worrying as he sits on his bed. She asks him in disbelief
"So you're saying we all have to band together, and fight Midnight together?"
Eric replied
"Yeah, that's what we have to do if we wanna end this once and for all."
Agent X stopped and looked at him, saying
"Well, what are we waiting for? Let's get everyone together and start getting ready!"
Eric sighed and said
"It's not that simple. We can't just round up our friends and expect to beat this thing. You don't know
what it's capable of!"
Agent X shouted
"And you do!?"
Eric rose up from his bed quickly and said
"Of course I do! Nothing we can do can stop it because I couldn't stop it before!"
Agent X pulled back and turned around from his outrage.Without turning around she calmly asked



"What do you mean by that?"
Eric sighed, deeply this time, and shuddered at the harsh memories he had tried to repress. Eric replied
"When my father died, I tried to forget what had happened, but it came back to haunt me. This..thing IS
my father."
Agent X turned back but refused to say anything. Eric looked into her eyes and decided to tell the only
truth he knew
"What I had repressed before has taken my father and twisted him into a horrible monster. I don't know
why he's trying to kill me, or to destroy my city and my friends...but I'll be damned if I let him live any
longer."
Agent X suddenly hugged Eric tightly, feeling what he feels, her past has come back to haunt her,
maybe in a different form, but she won't let it overcome her. Eric was a little surprised by this, but slowly
wrapped his arms around her, consoling her and saying
"Don't worry, this'll be over, and we'll be free from this nightmare."
Agent X cried and the tears streamed down her face. In this moment of silence, a man suddenly burst
into his room via window, and landed onto the bed, fairly ungracefully. He stood up and tried to speak,
but couldn't. Eric and Agent X pulled off and asked simultaneously
"Who are you!?"
The man spoke
"No time, My...My...My grilfriend's been killed!"
Agent X asked
"What!?"
Eric noticed something and asked
"Haven't I seen you before?"
The man answered
"Yeah, I'm IFRIT. I used to be a member of that stupid group trying to kill you guys. But...Ashley got
killed by that guy!"
Eric was angry at this, and Agent X asked
"Ashley? *GASP!*"
Pictures of Agent M flashed through her head and she dropped to her knees, holding her hands over her
eyes, solemnly saying
"Another agent's dead."
IFRIT continued
"Yeah, it sucks. Then that bastard posessed the kid!"
Agent X raised her head and asked
"The kid!?"
Pictured of Agent Y flashed through her head and she stood up angrily. Eric said
"Hold on a minute, Agent X, you can't stop him when he's-"
Agent X shot back a glare and cut him off, saying
"He's my brother. I'll stop him."
Eric's ring (bracelet, really) began to glow and activated his latent powers, teleporting Agent X
somewhere. Eric and IFRIT were shocked, and Eric said
"Damn!, I gotta find her!"
Eric ran out of his room and left IFRIT alone, with him asking
"...What the hell just happened?"



Agent X appeared in the middle of the street, looking around as she saw the clock tower ahead of her
had been damaged at the foundation. She saw a boy heading at her like a torpedo, and she dodged,
matrix-like, and saw another boy chasing after him, but he stopped in front of her. It was Agent Y and he
said
"Well, well, well, look who we have here."

--------------------------

I'm SO SORRY this has taken so long. Gotta get off so Chap 42 will have to wait. Sorry it's kinda short
too.



42 - Sibling Rivalry

Yep, i'm off school for this EPIC blizzard. 10 INCHES OF SNOW! This is freakin awesome, so I wanted
to give my people something for their waiting. I hope you guys didn't give up on me. Also, I'm going to
stop noting fight scenes, you'll know they're there when they're there.

--------------------------

"How DARE you posess my brother!"
Agent Y laughed at this slightly, saying
"Please, this boy was already angry with you. I say it's about time I let out all this stored rage."
Agent X said
"I'm not going to hurt my little brother."
Agent Y laughed maniacally this time, and shouted
"More fun for me, then!"
Agent Y lunged at her, fist out, but she disappeared. Agent Y landed and looked around, asking
"Where'd she go?"
Agent X appeared behind him, wrapping him in a thin trip wire, and holding the end of it inbetween her
fingers. She spoke quietly
"I refuse to hurt my little brother, but if you don't get out of him, I won't be responsible for what happens
to you."
Agent Y's voice suddenly changed to a young boy voice pleading
"What are you talking about, sister? Why have you tied me up?"
Agent X heard his voice and remembered that he used to sound like that when they walked together in
their childhood. Agent X let him go, but he smirked, punching her in the face and knocking her down to
the ground. Agent Y spoke to her in his angry voice
"You're a sucker for past memories, aren't you? If you're going to give up, do it then. I have no time for
you."
Agent X stood up slowly, and said
"I won't let you kill Eric. That's what all this is about, isn't it?"
Agent Y rolled his eyes and said
"Of course it is. Everything's about little Eric. Why do you want to protect him?"
Agent X refused to answer, but instead yelled
"Just stay away from him!"
Agent Y smirked but he quickly felt a huge pain from his back. He was shocked to hear Skate's voice
behind him
"Heh, you forget something in that stupid plan of yours?"
Agent Y looks down to see that Skate has impaled his stomach with his claws. Agent Y pulls them out,
and blood spews out, Agent X and Skate become shocked as he turns around to face Skate with his
pitch black eyes saying



"Of course, How could I forget?"
Agent Y kicks him and he flies away, but he lands and runs back to him. Agent Y focuses on Skate but
Agent X holds him back by his arms. Agent Y struggles to get free, and Skate slashes him with his
claws. Agent Y takes too much pain, and decides to break his Wutos, and it forces Agent X and Skate
away from him with his power unleashed. Agent X looks to see him and he is covered in his armor and
glowing dark green. He says
"I can work with this."
Agent X suddenly screams
"X!!!!"
This breaks her Wutos and she gets covered in her armor as her sword appears in a sheath. She stands
still, covered in a different, purple light as opposed to Agent Y, and they lunge at each other
simultaneously. They clash, and try to overpower another, as debris from the ground flies all over the
town and at Skate, who jumps away to avoid any more damage. The two agents continue to match
eachoter's punches and kicks, clashing with incredible force and making waves of pressure fly from each
attack. Eventually they push each other back, and Agent Y can see that Agent X is crying. He feels this
urge to rid himself of Midnight, but he loses his grip and Midnight remains in control. Agent X discovers
that she is now wearing Eric's ring (BRACELET) on her left wrist and it glows purple. She knows what
she has to do, and Agent Y lunges at her with full force. Out of nowhere, Agent X catches him in a tight
hug, and he tries to struggle yelling in Midnight's voice
"AGGGHH!!! Wha-WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO ME!?!?"
Agent X replied quietly
"I'm saving you."
Midnight was forced out of Agent Y's body and flew into the sky where he disappeared. Agent Y fell
unconcious into Agent X's arms, as their wutos' slowly regenerated. The rain and thunder had finally
stopped and Agent X said
"It's almost over."

She-Devil was now talking with the boy back in Midnight's hideout, angrily saying
"I can't do anything if you keep breathing down my neck like this!"
The boy disregards her statement and replies calmly
"I would not have to if you would simply do something instead of waiting and watching. You only have
one month left before I sentence you to-"
She-Devil stops him and say
"Yeah, yeah I know. Look, you don't have to worry, I'll start soon."
The boy turned away from her, saying
"You had better. Or else I will resort to drastic measures."
She-Devil asks
"Like what?"
The boy snaps his fingers and a tall teenager with silver hair, wearing a black robe (not wearing the
hood), and carrying a scythe appeared in flames next to her as the small boy said
"You will be monitored for the rest of your task."
She-Devil, without looking at the other boy, angrily asked
"Monitored!? I don't need to be moni-"



She-Devil turned around and gazed into his pearly white eyes. She couldn't avert her eyes as he
introduced himself
"I'm afraid I've been ordered to watch you, miss She-Devil."
She-Devil nearly fainted at his beautiful face, dazzling silver hair, and sophisticated voice. The small boy
said
"We'll meet again soon to discuss any problems."
The small boy disappeared, but the teenager stayed. She-Devil tried to speak but only muttered barely.
Suddenly black, feathered wings protruded from his robe and he flew backwards out of the hideout, to a
safer location. She-Devil said to herself
"I think I'm in love."

-------------

Heh, it's great to see that She-Devil has a new love interest, quote "NEW". There's a hint right there, but
I digress. Who are these mysterious strangers working with She-Devil? What happened to Midnight after
he was forced out from Agent y's body? Good luck figuring them out.



43 - Preparations

I'm continuing on the whole She-Devil love interest thing, because that guy will definitely become a
reoccurring character.

--------------------

The teenaged boy from earlier watches She-Devil typing on her laptop through binoculars from a small
patch of grass about a football field's distance away, while he finds it fairly degrading to watch over her
like this. It is late at night, there is no rain but still there is thunder. The boy finds this quite strange, but
he focuses on his mission. He begins to hear the bushes behind him rustling around. His white eyes
closed as he sighed, and spoke aloud
"You're not going to be able to hide there forever. Why don't you come out here?"
Suddenly, a woman lunged out of the bushes and tackled the boy, holding him to the ground. She
looked into his eyes, saying
"You still have that charm, don't you?"
She started rubbing against him in a seductive way and smiling evilly. He turned away, but replied
"I am immune to all of your temptations, Lust. Remember? You and your gang have no way to infect me
with your sin."
He holds out a medallion that quickly shines red in the woman's face. The boy then pulls out what looks
to be a large scythe off of his back. He stabs her in the chest with it, and she screams and bleeds
heavily. She jumps away and rips the scythe out. She angrily yells back
"Well that may be, but you can't resist me forever! We'll ruin your plans, there's no way that she can
cause armageddon in time. Our master will be displeased, and we will roam the earth once more!"
The boy frankly did not care about this, and replied by chanting in german
"Ich, der ich aus gesunder Geist und Körper erkannt und vertreiben diese Dämon zurück ins Reich der
Hölle!"
(In case none of you know german, this boy's native language, here it is in english: "I, being of sound
mind and body, hereby expel this demon back to the realm of hell!")
The woman started to feel an immense pain in her chest, but smirked and replied
"I love your accent, Raven. It's so sexy when you talk like that."
She quickly ran up to the boy, now called Raven, and kissed him passionately. He expressed no change
in his eyes, nor body movements, but merely accepted it as her body started to glow red. She let go of
him strongly and black smoke came sprawling out of the girl's mouth. After a lot of it was gone, the
smoke dissolved into the ground beneath them. The girl fell to the ground, unconcious, leaving Raven to
look at her body. It had suffered some wounds, indicating a struggle before posession, but nothing
serious. The only serious wound was the gaping hole in her chest, it wasn't bleeding, as it only hurt the
demon inside, but it did LOOK painful. Raven sighed, and picked up the body, carrying it in his arms. He
spoke aloud quietly



"Always leaving me standing here with another innocent. I'm not surprised she went for the beautiful
one. It's not long before She-Devil loses her chance and Earth is bombarded with the full strength of the
seven deadly sins once more. I can't let that happen."
Raven walks back to the patch of grass and looks over to She-Devil's headquarters, only to see that she
has disappeared. He frowns, not angrily, but still upset, and says
"Damn, I can't let her out of my sight!"
Raven's wings come out of his back, and he jumps into the air, taking flight towards the city. He is
determined to find She-Devil, and flies at fairly high speeds, but cautiously, as he is holding a body.
Suddenly, the girl wakes up and sees Raven flying, she was a bout to freak out and scream, until she
saw him look at her with his hypnotizing white eyes. She said nothing, only muttered and gazed into
them longingly. He said
"Good, you're awake. I'm taking you to a hospital, and you should be fine."
The girl thinks this is a dream, and blushes incredibly, only to faint a few seconds later. Raven keeps his
eyes ahead of him, focusing on flying but secretly thinks
("Why must I be so charming? It really is a hassle.")
Raven flies toward the nearest hospital a fair distance away at a higher speed.

Midnight is shown inside an abandoned library, with all of the book cases knocked over and paper
scattered everywhere. Midnight grunts, and says to himself
"This isn't getting any easier. Their wills are getting stronger by the day. If I'm going to do anything, I'll
have to break Eric first. He's my main objective after all. Such a foolish boy can never be what he wants
to be."
Midnight sees the lightning outside fade in and out through the windows, sometimes shining brightly on
Midnight, revealing Eric's father pleading out
"He's just a boy! I won't let you do this, It's my fault all of this happened!"
Midnight returns in control and shouts
"I am the one in control here! I cannot live like this any longer! This anger, this misery, this betrayal, this
horrible feeling of power that cannot be controlled...It is all Eric's fault. If we kill the source, Eric himself,
we will cease to exist, so that we can live in peace, forever put to rest with the rest of Eric's emotions!"
Midnight laughs maniacally and the lightning flashes and booms outside of the library, as we can see
Raven flying overhead.

Meanwhile, Eric has called his friends over. Tank, being reborn, is standing in the corner with May by his
side, while Christina and Brandon are sitting on the couch in front of Eric. Agent X is sitting on one of the
arm rests, and watching Eric closely. Skate and Agent Y's bodies are lying on a mattress in the back of
the room, with Skate drooling. As they are sitting or standing in the living room like before, he begins to
speak to them
"Alright Everyone, I finally know what we have to do, but it will take almost 3 days to accomplish."
Tank calmly asks
"Eric, I understand that we have to save the city, and all of us from certain doom, but what could we
possibly do to beat Midnight?"
Brandon assures everyone by saying
"Don't worry, guys. I'm sure Psy's got a plan. Now, go ahead buddy, we're up for whatever we have to
do."



Agent X nods in agreement and adds
"Yes, I am willing to try anything."
Eric sighs, and continues solemnly
"Midnight is my father, I am the only one who can defeat him. This has to be left up to me, but I have
seen what he is capable of, and only one of me is not enough. So I got to thinking, If we were all on the
same wavelength, that is, if we could all perform actions at the same time in synchronization, and-"
May askes quietly
"Could you make it a little simpler, Eric?"
Eric nodded, and shortly said
"We will merge our minds together."
Everyone gasps, except Agent X, who asks
"You mean like when you and me were in that base together. Why must it take longer than that?"
Eric was about to answer, when Christina burst out, saying
"When were you two alone together!?"
Brandon laughed a little as Eric and Agent X blushed. Eric coughed, maintaining his posture by ignoring
that question, and answered Agent X instead
"Because this is more than just me and you now, this is all six of us, working in perfect harmony and
understanding. Together, although it's a longshot,...we CAN beat Midnight."
They cheered and clapped for Eric, Agent X blushed a little and saw the confidence in Eric's eyes. She
thought to herself
("Eric seems stronger than ever now. It's hard to believe we would end up like this...But still, Eric is
always someone I can depend on. For some reason, I feel so flustered when I talk to him, and my heart
pounds when we get close. What could all of this mean?")
Eric looked into Agent X's eyes as she looked into his, and they felt that 'spark' between them start, but
quickly turned away. Tank saw this, as did May. May pulled Tank by his collar and into a kiss, and let go
after a few seconds, saying
"You shouldn't have left me alone for that long."
Tank smiled, and replied
"I'm always here for you,...Angel."
This time Tank goes into a kiss with May, and they share it passionately. After all the claping died down,
Brandon asked Christina

"Hey Christina, do you think things'll go back to normal when this is all over?"
Christina looked towards Agent X and Eric, and saw the true Agent in herself for once. She replied
happily
"There's no such thing as 'Normal', Brandon."
Christina got up and walked to the kitchen, leaving Brandon with a confused look on his face, asking
aloud
"What's that supposed to mean?"

Suddenly, A man bursts through the window, revealing himself to be IFRIT. He stands up straight, and
walks over to Eric pleading
"Hey kid, I know we had some problems in the past-"
Brandon bursts into the conversation by yelling
"You're the guy that attacked me and Christina at the mall!"
IFRIT ignores him, continuing
"But I'm gonna kill that Midnight bastard, and one way or another, I guess I'm working with you guys."



Eric puts out his hand, and says
"Welcome aboard, what's your real name?"
IFRIT grunted, but angrily said
"No, I'm not giving you my real name, It's stupid!"
Brandon mocked him childishly
"You're gonna have to say you're real name if you want to fight with us!"
Everyone seemed to gather around at this point, and IFRIT waited a while before muttering
"Fine! My real name is...dgvkfrdhb."
Tank asked
"What was that?"
IFRIT found no way out of this, and finally sais
"My real name's James,...James Bond."
At first no one says anything, but then they burst into laughter, even Agent X. Brandon says
"You've gotta be kidding me!"
IFRIT was angry at this and said
"But you all aren't gonna call me that! I can't be called IFRIT anymore, I have to take what I have left of
Ashley,"
IFRIT holds up the burning rose that he got from Ashley after she died, and continues
"and use it to kill that bastard. My name is...Inferno!"
Eric looks at his rag-tag group of friends, and thinks to himself
"I can do this...We can do this."

------------------------

Whew, That took a while. Sorry it took so long. and for some reason the format changed in the beginning
and it wouldn't let me change it back. I'm glad you all like Raven, as he is one cool customer. I can't
believe how far I've gotten with this story. Thank you all for supporting me.



44 - Working Together

Everyone just has to have some sort of scheme or something, so this chapter has a lot of dialogue and a
new plot twist. Thank you for being loving fans, here ya go.

--------------------------------------

It is near nighttime, as the sun is setting majestically outside the heroes home. Through the side window
we can see that Eric is talking to the other heroes, and Brandon is bickering with Skate as Agent Y
simply stands in the back holding his hand over his face, clearly annoyed by the situation. Outside the
window, however, is She-Devil, holding binoculars and spying on them. She speaks to herself
"This is getting annoying, can't they just do something cool instead of arguing all the time? I don't have
much time left, I only have 3 days left!"
From behind her we can hear Raven's voice asking
"Yes, and they're getting shorter every second."
She-Devil jumps around, surprised, and fixes her hair a little. She looks into his eyes and wags her thin,
demonic tail in front of him, trying to seduce him but failing, and asks
"What are you doing here, tall, dark, and handsome?"
Raven is not amused by her attemps to seduce him, but merely says
"You're in danger, She-Devil. I don't have time for your tricks."
She-Devil stopped her tail and sighed, asking him
"You mean that Plan B thing? Why does he have no faith in me? I'm just in this for the free ride."
Raven rolls his eyes and grabs her shoulders, forcing her to look into his eyes. She cannot handle this
strange, lovely pressure she's feeling and feels as though she is going to faint. He tells her angrily
"Satan knows you aren't going to be able to cause Armageddon. The Plan B he has planned is to
release the 7 deadly sins from their holding pens and drag you back to hell!"
He lets She-Devil go and turns away, so She-Devil snaps out of her trance, gasping and looking very
worried. She-Devil tries to remain calm as Raven calms and says
"Look, I've already organized a back-up plan. I know that what you're trying to do is hopeful, but you
cannot go against lord Satan like this."
She-Devil smirks, apparently calm and says
"Don't worry, I have a plan."

We now switch to a view of Eric, talking to his friends, and past enemies, as Skate and Agent Y are now
awake. He says



"Alright, now that we've got the formalities out of the way, I say we-"
Eric is cut off when Raven abruptly crashes through the window. They all look towards the window,
seeing it had broken, but not seeing anything on the floor. Raven stands up, shaking the pieces of glass
off of him, as the teens stare blindly into thin air and wonder what's going on. Tank begins to smell
something, and lunges at Raven, not knowing he's there. Raven jumps back out the window before Tank
lands onto the floor. Raven flies high onto the roof of the house, seeing She-Devil and asking
"Just what were you trying to accomplish!?"
She-Devil is confused and asks
"What? Why weren't they able to see you?"
Raven simply answered
"We cannot be seen unless we are in physical contact with humans. Otherwise, we are invisible. I am of
a higher rank than you, She-Devil, but if you're going to throw me through windows like that, then I will
remain afar, watching in the distance."
Raven flies off towards the center of the city, leaving her angry, and instead decides to watch the heroes
plan from the window she broke.

May helps Tank to stand up, and Tank asks her
"May, Did you see it?"
May didn't know what he was talking about, be answered
"I saw something, but it was just some sort of silhouette."
Eric decides to ignore what just happened, and continues, saying
"Alright everyone, I'm gonna try working us all as a group. I want you all to get in a straight line, so I can
better line up the wavelength of my thoughts."
They all do what they are told, some a bit less entusiastic about it, and get in a straight line, with Eric at
the far right. He asks them
"Are you all ready?"
They all nod somewhat, and Eric begins to send out some sort of green energy from his mind, and it
begins to link from person to person up until Christina(the 5th one across), and the wave breaks as the
mental pressure cannot be sustained by Eric. He falls onto one knee and tries to stand up, but can't.
Agent X runs over from the thrid position and tries to help him up, asking
"Eric, you don't have to try all this at once."
Eric suddenly turns and shouts out
"We only have 3 days, Agent X!"
Agent X backs up in fright, as she has never seen Eric this worried. The others look towards him as well,
but everyone begins to hear a voice calling to them from the back wall
"True, the pressure must be devastating, Eric."
They look towards it, and we can see Agent A in Eric's eye's reflection. Agent A walks towards Eric
slowly, and assuring him by saying
"You won't be able to defeat Midnight if you try to use too much power at once. Controlling people is
tough, I should know. I had to make the harsh decision of the Agents."
Eric stands slowly and faces Agent A as he stops. He asks him angrily
"Then what should i do!?"
Agent A simply suggests
"Well, I am merely geussing, but I suggest that it is much easier to synchronize your mind with a person



that knows you better than anyone...Agent X. After all this would be easier to accomplish if you mastered
one person and move on from there."
Eric looked back towards Agent X, who was now blushing a little and avoiding Eric's stare. Eric blushes
a little too, and decides to take his advice, walking over to Agent X and puts his hands on her shoulders
saying
"What do you think, Agent X? Should we do it?"
Everyone seems to look towards Agent X, wondering what is she going to do. Agent X looks at Eric, into
his eyes as they feel that spark that they always do, and replies
"Yes, I'll help you however I can, Eric."
Agent X suddenly hugs Eric, and Eric holds her tightly in his arms. He thinks to himself as his heart
pounds
"Agent X...Soon enough I will defeat Midnight. You let your past haunt you, but I won't let my past hurt
my friends."
Brandon begins to make a studio audience-like sound effect
"Ooooo-OW!"
However, Christina smacks him in the back of the head, merely sighing and asking
"Do you have to do that?"
Brandon rubs the back of his head as Agent A disappears before everyone else. Eric decides to bring
Agent X up to his room, so that they would work in peace, however Tank pulls May, Brandon, and
Christina aside and says
"Look, I know I smelled something that crashed through that window earlier. I think we should go and
find it."
Brandon was immediately excited and said
"Hell yeah! I haven't gotten any action in forever!"
Christina once again hits him in the back of his head, asking Tank
"How do you suppose we find this thing?"
Tank answers
"I can still pick up his scent if we leave now."
May agrees, having complete faith in Tank, saying
"I think we should go. If we don't, I'll just keep wondering."
Tank is glad, and says
"Alright, I'll follow the scent out the window."
She-Devil hears this, and quickly flees from the window and into the city before she is noticed. Tank
trails the scent, jumping out the window and following it across the ground until he notices that the thing
can fly. Tank turns to them, and asks
"May, could you fly us through the air?"
May, unsure about the weight, replies
"I don't know."
Christina quickly freaks out and says
"No way! I am not flying through the air without any safety! I'm staying right here."
Skate calls back to Brandon, yelling
"Hey Brandon! We still haven't finished our rematch!"
Brandon shouts back
"Bring it on!", and runs back towards him.
May now knows that the two of them could definitely fly just fine and says
"We can go now, just the two of us."
Tank agrees, and asks



"Alright, grab hold."
May does what he says, and grabs onto his back, wrapping her arms around him and blushing through
every second. May quickly flutters her angelic wings and lifts them off the ground with strong force. Tank
begins to point in directions as he follows the scent through the air.

"Face it, you're just too weak, Raven."
We can see a young woman, dressed all in black with boots, a hairband, sharp red eyes glaring at
Raven, and similar large black-feathered raven wings. Raven is sitting in a corner of what seems to be
the remains of Midnight's old headquarters (The lobby of the Evergreen Hospital, in case you forgot)
while the girl stands tall over Raven with her hand on her hip. We can hear some loud hacking noises
coming from the other side of the room, and a man's voice agrees with the girl, saying
"Yeah Raven, we can't get involved with the humans while we're up here on Earth."
Raven retorts back
"Says the man who continuously chops up girls and drinks their blood afterwards."
The man turns around, stained with blood with a crazy look in his eye, and replies
"There's no crime in enjoying what I do."
Raven rolls his eyes as the man goes back to his chopping up what looks to be dead women's bodies.
The man has white hair, but so stained with blood that it is now crimson red, black eyes with a red pupil,
wearing a torn-up red business suit with no tie, and dress pants tore at the knees to appear as shorts as
he is carrying a bloody scythe to chop up the bodies on the floor in front of him. Suddenly, Tank and May
land outside of the building and begin to listen in to whoever is inside. The girl continues
"I know that we all feel sorry for She-Devil. After all she was human, like us. I mean it's not that we have
any other options but to help her, but what are we gonna do? Go against the seven deadly sins in their
re-incarnated forms?"
Raven looks up to her and confidently says
"That's exactly what we're gonna do."
Raven stands up abrubtly, but the girl holds him back where he stands, saying
"Whoa, hold on there, tiger. We're Satan's crows, the elite team of Grim reaper's here to handle the case
of She-Devil's resurrection and any meantime affairs. We are not, I repeat, NOT allowed to go against
Satan's next plan or else we're more fuel for the fire."
Raven pulls her hand off him, and shouts
"What are we supposed to do, Demise!?"
Raven walks into the back area as the girl, apparently named Demise, takes a step back and gives him
some space. Suddenly, the man stops hacking and sniffs the area, saying
"Hmm, Fresh meat."
The man runs towards the side of the building, Tank hears this and says to May
"May, Run!"
Tank runs away from the building and May follows, but as Tank gets too far away, May gets grabbed by
the man and thrown into the building by herself. May lands on her back, looking up to see the man now
standing over her with his scythe in his hnds. May looks in terror at his face and he sees the bright light
shine emanating from her body, apparently blinding him. He shouts
"It's her, It's The LIGHT!"
The man and girl fly right out of the building to avoid the immense light, while Raven comes out from the
back room slowly. The light goes away as Raven says



"Don't be alarmed, most of my humanity is still intact, so the light will not harm me."
May stood up carefully, asking him
"Who are you?"
Raven answered her
"My name is Raven. I am a Psychopomp, a grim reaper who escorts souls to heaven or hell. You must
be' the light', the angel sent to earth as a human. You're only talked about in legends."
May asks
"The Light? My name's May Ferrial."
Raven tells her seriously
"I'll let you go, but my team won't hesitate to kill you. Big things are coming, May, and I don't think either
of us are prepared for it. Go."
May flies out of the entrance, still looking back at Raven, and no longer seeing anything but a white
silhouette. Raven watches her leave with a hopeless look on his face and turns around to see Midnight,
glaring at him in anger. Midnight throws a shade at him and the shade quickly pins Raven against a wall
as Midnight shouts
"What are you doing here!?"
Raven struggles to get free, but recognizes him and tries to explain
"Case #425: She-Devil's Resurrection, you were She-Devil's accomplice, Midni-AGHH!"
Raven is crushed more by the shade as Midnight yells back
"Acoomplice? (flashes of Eric's father in Midnight's position, but more spastic now) I am no mere
accomplice!"
The sun begins to rise in the background and we can see the number 2 appearing on Raven's forehead.

------------------------

Holy crap, that took over 10 hours of procrastination and soda, but it's done. I had a lot of hero and
anti-hero talk in this chapter to balance things out, but I'm glad I squeezed a little Midnight at the end for
the beginning of next chapter. I'm so glad I'm getting towards the end of the story. It's a lot of work, but
I'm glad I'm doing something I love! Btw, The Lonely Island just gets funnier and funnier 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NisCkxU544c .

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NisCkxU544c


45 - The Ultimate Weapon

This chapter introduces the last member of Satan's Crows. It was very untested and has been locked in
the back of the hospital for a week. Also, I'll have a nice quiz in the outro.

--------------------

Midnight keeps the pressure on Raven, squeezing the life out of him slowly, but Raven begins to writhe
around strangely. He begins to feel a great pain on his chest as a scythe begins to shoot out from his
chest. The scythe begins to fly around on its own and slashes the shade holding him down, making it
liquify instantly. The scythe flies back to Raven and lands in his hands as the hole in his chest
disappears. Raven begins to run down the hallways of the hospital, as Midnight unleashes sever custers
of shades to chase after him. Some shades turn into weapons, while some run forward and explode into
shadows which fly towards Raven. Raven runs back and escapes into a room, out of breath, and
hurriedly locks the door behind him. He looks forward to see a small body held in a large glass tube filed
with green water. Raven slowly walks towards it and begins to type at the keypad next to the tube and
say to himself
"I can't believe I have to resort to this, but we can't take on the sins by ourselves, and I won't be able to
get out of here without her."
A shadow begins to seep under the door to the room and shapes back into Midnight, who asks
"What do you think you're doing in here!?"
The tube begins to open slowly and the water flows out of the tube, but the body is caught by Raven in
his arms. Raven stands up and holds the body in his arms, and now that the hood is off it's face it is
revealed to be a young girl, about 10 or so, with the black-feathered wings sticking out from the robe.
Her eyes slowly open, and look at Raven, who is confused as he thinks
"A little girl!? This is the ultimate weapon?"
The girl looks into his pearly white eyes and blushes heavily, asking
"Who-...Who are you?"
Raven does not know what to say, and merely mumbles
"Uhhhh..."
Midnight points at her and asks
"What is that?"
Raven looks at her and feels for some reason that he can't look away, so he merely puts her down,
allowing her to stand. She turned towards Midnight, and Raven saw that she had a chained-up scythe
on her back. Raven notices this, and thinks to himself
"What was Satan thinking when he locked her up?"
The little girl tilted her head at Midnight and asked
"Why are you filled with such anger and hatred? Your aura suggests that you are practically made from
these emotions and nothing else."



Midnight throws a shade at her, saying
"That's because that's what I am!"
A small flash of blackish light appears before the little girl and the shade appears on the ground in front
of her, slashed in half. They can hear a chain rattling as Raven asks
"What was that!?"
The little girl turns around to face him and asks
"What was what?"
She smiles in glee, while Raven tries to figure it out. Midnight does not care, and instead flows out 3
shades from the ground, which begin to dash at the girl. The girl hears this, and says to Raven
"Excuse me for one second."
The girl turns to face the shades, and Raven watches extremely closely on her. He can see her whirl a
chain in front of her which has the sycthe on the end of it very quickly, which slashes the shades in half.
The shades liquify and return to Midnight along the ground. Raven asks her
"What kind of weapon is that?"
The little girl turns around and shows him the chained sickle, saying
"It's called a Kusarigama, basically a sycthe on a chain. The weight on the end balances it out, but
sometimes it's hard to use. I've gotten used to it though, are you impressed!?"
Raven sees the excitement of wanting his approval in her eyes and replies
"Well, yes. Your speed and technique are amazing."
She jumps up and down, quite giddy, and asks him
"If I get this meanie away from you, can we...maybe..."
She begins to blush a little, and Raven sees her embarassment, saying
"Sure, whatever you want, but I need to take care of something too, so I'll see you later."
Raven begins to fly out of the building through the open roof, and Midnight tries to go after him, saying
"Hey! Get back he-"
Midnight is stopped when the girl whirls the sickle at him, holding him in place and launching him behind
her, crashing into the wall. The little girl holds the weapon in her hands in a striking position, saying
"Hi, I'm sorry that I have to do this, but you're kind of in my way."
Midnight tries to stand but he sees the sickle suddenly, impale his chest and knock him down, the girl is
now behind him, shoving the sickle into his chest. She begins to run away, dragging Midnight by the
sickle painfully on the ground. She runs at high speed, hurting Midnight as the sickle rips through his
insides, until she arrives at what seems to be a large cave on the outskirts of Evergreen City. She stops,
at launches Midnight into the cave, watching him fling through the air and crash into it. The girl assumes
victory, and turns to walk away but Midnight stands saying
"I am anger, little girl(coughs blood)...I cannot be stopped."

The girl is frightened at this, but regains confidence and replies
"Oh you'll be stopped alright. I can't have you get in my way for a while."
The girl launches the sickle into the darkness of the cave at Midnight, but the shadows of the cave seem
to catch the sickle and hold it in place. The shadows grab the chain and pull her towards him, holding
her in place, hovering above the ground in front of the cave. He walks towards her slowly, as the hole in



his chest regenerates, and his arm turns into a sharp spike as he says
"You're the one in my way."
He stabs her in the chest, and she is taken aback by the intense pain. The shadows drop the sickle,
dropping her with it, and she begins to bleed heavily on the rocky floor. Midnight's arm reforms, and he
simply walks away in silence, leaving her to rot. Suddenly, she stands up and says
"Oww, that wasn't very nice!"
Midnight is shocked to hear her voice, and turns around to see her already throwing the sickle at him.
The chain wraps around his waist, and she kicks him in the face, knocking him over. She holds her hand
over his face, and he begins to feel immense pain as light emanates from her hand. She begins to chant
"que ce piège à lumière, l'âme de ce mal, laissez-lui que le châtiment de la porteuse de lumière!" ("let
this light trap this evil soul, let him feel the punishment of the light-bringer!" note:it's in french)
Midnight suddenly freezes up in a glass of pure light, and is flung back into the cave. The girl slowly
stands up, now very exhausted, and lowers her collar to show a strange seal on her skin. She says to
herself
"Carrying around power like this is too much, Master, but I'll bear the seal for you."
She walks off towards the city under the sunrise and soon starts flying using her wings.

It is now much later at night as Eric finishes up a training session with his friends. He has apparently
gotten the hang of synchronizing movements, as we can see he and his friends are able to move
simultaneously, kicking and punching the air at the same time. He stops his movements, as everyone
else does, and severs his mental ties. Everybody relaxes, and Brandon is trying to catch his breath.
Christina said
"We've only been trainig for an hour!"
Brandon simply replies
"Shut up. *pant* I'd rather not get insulted a few days before we have to kick some serious @$$."
Agent A appears behind Eric, and claps for his efforts, saying
"Bravo, Eric. You've come a long way, but I have something that should help you in your battle. Come
with me."
Agent A stands by Eric, and snaps his fingers, disappearing from the spot with Eric. Everyone wonders
where they went, while Agent X and Agent Y are sure that Agent A knows what he's doing. Agent A and
Eric arrive at what appears to be a small cave in the mountains, where Agent A lived out the milleniums.
He walks into the cave and shows Eric what appears to be some strange suits, saying
"These are the battle suits that we Agents wore into our battle with god's soldiers. I want you all to wear
these when battling Midnight."
Eric walk towards the one in the back, looking pure white and not old at all, asking
"Who's suit was this?"
Agent A notices this and replies
"That was my suit, I kept it in good condition because I wanted a new hero to wear it with pride....and
that hero is you, Eric."
Eric looked back to him, and nodded, saying
"I'll be ready in two days,...we'll be ready."
Agent A says
"There'll be one last surprise tomorrow, but until then, you need to rest. Midnight is someone that only



you can take care of. He is part of you, after all."
Eric thinks about this, and agrees
"You're right, and I'll do whatever I can to stop him."
Agent A sees how much he's grown and thinks to himself
("Eric cares so much for his friends, he reminds me a lot of myself. We have less and less time each
day. Midnight has to be stopped.")
Agent A and Eric teleport back to Eric's house, leaving the cave with the suits teleporting as well.

---------------------

Here's a few questions to test your knowledge of TSOH, no cheating! The answers wil be on my profile.

Question #1

-Who was the first recruit on Midnight's team?

Question #2

-What is IFRIT's real name?

Question #3

-How did May get her wings?

Question #4

-Name all the Agents who are still alive.

Question #5

-Why was She-Devil resurrected by Satan?



If you can answer 1-3 questions, go read the past chapters! If you can answer all questions, I'm glad you
love my story enough to pay so much attention! Btw, this is the seal on the girl's chest 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sigil_of_Lucifer.svg .

Also, I'm hoping I can get my other stories off the ground, i'd appreciate it if you read them!

Resurrection - http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56046.html

Twisted Metal:Oblivion - http://www.fanart-central.net/story-55832.html

Sho's Tale - http://www.fanart-central.net/story-55578.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sigil_of_Lucifer.svg
http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56046.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/story-55832.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/story-55578.html


46 - A Chance Meeting

It is morning, and Eric is walking down the hallway of his house towards his room while Brandon,
Christina, Agent X, Skate, "Inferno", May and Tank followed behind them. Brandon is not sure where
he's leading them at this hour, and asks
"Hey Psy, what's the big idea?"
Eric reaches his hand for the doorknob and turns around, answering
"I've found something that'll not only ensure our victory, but also make our synchronization even better."
Christina merely asks
"What could do anything like that?"
Eric smirks, and replies
"See for yourself."
Eric opens the door to reveal 6 colored pillars with matching suits of battle armor in front of them. In the
front, there was a white one, to the left, there was a gray one and a golden one. To the right, there was a
light blue one and an orange one, and in the back, there was a purple one. Each of the heroes, except
Inferno and Skate, walks slowly up to their pillar and suit, and they all notice the unique qualities of each
suit. The white one has two green gloves and the letter "A" marked on it's helmet, showing that it was
apparently Agent A's old battle armor. Eric continues
"These were the Agents' battle armor in their fight against the angels. I spent the night fixing them up."
Agent X remembered the battle, and looked behind her to see her brother, who had disappeared. As the
heroes looked over their suits, Agent X asked Eric
"Eric, Where's my brother?"
Eric looks back but does not see him either, and replies
"I don't know. Where could he have gone?"

Agent Y is seen standing over a tombstone in front of the barn that he and She-Devil fought at. He thinks
silently to himself, brooding slightly
("Thank you for sheltering me in the past, the least I could do is prevent more innocent lives like yours
from being taken. Your death will not be in vain, Farmer Br-")
Agent Y stops when he hears rustling from the debris of the farmhouse behind him. He turns and walks
towards it, asking
"Is anyone there?"
The rustling stops, and the little girl is seen falling out the front doors of the farm house in slow motion.
Agent Y sees this, and immediately catches her in his arms as she falls. However, instead of dropping
heavily, she floats gently into his arms like a feather. Agent Y holds her up, and sees that she is blushing
intensely and passed out. He thinks this is peculiar, and looks into the farmhouse, but sees nothing but
debris and hay. He decides to carry her into the farmer's home, and lay her on a soft bed until she
wakes up. He thinks to himself as he opens the front door
("There's something oddly familiar about this girl.")
As he walks in, we can see older and taller versions of Agent Y and the girl in their places for a quick
moment.



We can see that Agent Y is sitting in a chair in front of the bed, staring at the girl in the bed and he
notices that she is a bit sweaty and her clothes are wet. Agent Y continues to think to himself
("What could she have been doing to pass out like that? Did someone do this to her?")
She moved a little in the bed and slightly revealed her shambled clothing. Agent Y could see her
undergarments (holy crap, i'm using that word!?) and quickly covered his eyes. The girl woke up
suddenly, and saw him holding his hand over his eyes. He heard this, and took his hand off, to see that
the girl was now awake and he asked
"Who are you?"
The girl stood up from the bed and asked
"Who are you?"
The girl reached for her weapon in her back pocket, but noticed it was gone. Agent Y held up the sickle
wrapped in the chain and asked her
"Looking for this? Seems you already want to fight."
The girl felt her heart pounding strangely, and slight stimulation. The seal on her chest was glowing red
as she blushed, trying to hold an angry face, and replying
"I can't do much now, but I can take you out anyday. Mind handing that over?"
Agent Y tossed the weapon to her, and she caught it with less than ease. She unraveled it and
immediately dashed at Agent Y with the sickle out. Agent Y stands, waiting, and catches the chain of the
weapon, taking it out of her hands and throwing her against the side wall. She hits the wall roughly, and
Agent Y holds her against it. He looks straight in her eyes, and asks her
"Tell me, just what do you want?"
She feels more stimulation from the seal as it continues flashing red more and more, but is able to ask
him
"What I want isn't important. It's what my master wants, and what he wants, he gets."
Agent Y merely ignores the last remark, and she suddenly kisses him on the lips. He is a bit confused at
this, until she lets go and feels her arms limp around his back. She whispers into his ear
"You can't stop what's already begun. Nothing can stop the horror that's coming to this world, and this
town is its first casualty. I have to go, he can't wait for me any longer. Take this."
She lets her arms off of him and brings the kusarigama to her hand somehow. The girl puts it in his right
hand and closes it with her soft palm. Their older forms can be seen once again, but disappear in an
instant. A strange black vortex opens around her and she disappears inside it. Agent Y jumps back to
avoid it, but knows what she was speaking about. Agent Y walks out of the house, saying to himself
"Obviously she doesn't know me that well."
Agent Y turns to look behind him, and could swear that for an instant he saw a glimpse of the future
rising above the hill overlooking Evergreen City.

The girl appears in a large fiery room in front of a throne wherein a man wearing a black cape and sleek
red hair begins to yell at her
"Treachery!? You of all people should simply do your job and report to me."
She simply stands in awe of the man, blushing, and still feeling the pain of the signal warning. The man



simply walks over to her and asks
"What do you have to say for yourself?"
The girl cannot make out any words, but he continues
"I'm afraid I'm going to have to replace you."
She gulps, and says out loud
"Replace!?"
The man snaps his fingers, and the seal on her chest lights up an extremely bright red. She feels
extremely intense pain and pleasure at the same time that she can barely stand. The man commands
her
"Bow before me!"
She can only do what he says, and slowly bows as her legs give out. He grabs her chin and forces her
to stare into his eyes, while she can only cry from the torture. He continues
"You will now be stripped of your powers and placed as a human until your time period is up. Then I will
decide what to do with you."
She cries and gasps as the seal on her chest painfully burns off of her chest, as she says
"Yes...Master."
Another black vortex appears behind her, and the man lets go of her, throwing her into its depths. The
man reclaims his seat at his throne, saying to himself
"A few nuts and bolts going haywire will not stop the next phase of my plan. You are merely a pawn in
my plan, Grimm. Not even the Agents can stop me now, especially that meddling one."

Now, much later in the evening, She-Devil can be seen traversing the old, destroyed headquarters of
Midnight and saying to herself
"Man, this place really went to hell."
She-Devil goes down the hallway and into the containment facility to see a teenaged girl with black hair
wrapped in a black cloak, lying in the fetal position on the floor in front of her. She-Devil is confused at
this but merely says
"Oh, this should be interesting."

-------------------------------

Whew, that took a long while. I'm sure you like Grimm as much as I do, cuz she is such a cool character.
She had to put up with Satan's "pleasure is pain" torture for a while and she gives into temptations so
much because of it. I really wanted to signify her devotion to him and being rejected at the same time.
and yes, Satan takes different forms depending on who he's dealing with.



47 - Your Responsibility

I have been so friggin stuck, lately. I've had writer's block for so long but I wanna finish this before
summer, so I'll wrap this up at chapter 50. Btw, I have been COMPLETELY AND UTTERLY ADDICTED
to the Mega Man series for some reason lately. Anyway, I'll try and write this chapter as best as I can.

-----------------------

She-Devil can be seen following a trail towards a cave, with two flying demons carrying the unconcious
girl by her arms. She-Devil said to herself
"Well, this girl's a little mischeif-maker, isn't she? Oh well, as long as I can find Midnight and he can fulfill
his stupid wish, I can take his powers and cause Armageddeon before it's too late."
She-Devil arrives at the cave with Midnight buried under the rocks and snaps her fingers, saying
"Drop the girl and start digging, boys."
The demons immediately follow her orders and drop the girl onto the ground rather harshly, ignoring the
thump and hovering over to the cave. They begin to pick up the boulders covering the entrance and,
one-by-one, drop them by the side of the cave, slowly revealing the entrance. She-Devil begins to walk
into the cave as it is, rather quickly, fully opened by the demons. She notices the crystal-encased
Midnight, frozen in place by some sort of light seal. She-Devil turns and asks the demons
"So, she was already powered by him when she did this?"
The demons slightly nod their heads, agreeing. She-Devil turns back to face it, and merely flicks the seal
in the center, seeming to do nothing at all. She turns and walks out of the cave, while the crystal
encasing Midnight collapses behind her, freeing Midnight. He pants, and angrily asks
"What took you so long!?"
She-Devil, not even turning around or stopping, merely replied
"It's not my job to worry about weather or not you get in random fights."
Midnight follows her, and asks
"Well, what shall we do with the girl, then?"
Suddenly, above the cave, we can hear a familiar voice saying
"You can let her go."
She-Devil and Midnight stop, and look above the cave to see Raven, under the light of the moon with his
black-feathered wings. His forehead now burns the number 1. Raven continued
"She has nothing to do with the plan She-Devil. Just let her go."
Another voice could be heard off in the distance
"She's not someone you can toy with!"
From about 50 feet away, we can see Agent Y dashing towards She-Devil at great speeds with his fist
out. Just as he arrives, She-Devil quickly grabs a hold of his arm and locks it between her arm, staring



him in his angry eyes. She mockingly asks him
"Aww, what's wrong? This little girl's on your mind? Well then, just take her. It's not like anyone needs
her anymore."
She-Devil lets Agent Y go, and walks over to Midnight, whispering in his ear
"C'mon, let's head to the mountaintop. We can talk in private there."
Midnight simply nods, as his shadow turns into a wormhole, sucking them in and disappearing. Raven
jumps off of the cavern and kneels down to the girl, putting his hand on her forehead to feel how she is.
He stands up after a few seconds and says to Agent Y
"She'll wake up soon, but there's no major damage. However I'm afraid that she won't be able to
remember anything with this new body. How do you know her?"
Agent Y looked to her, and even though she was older, he knew that he recognized her. He replied
quietly
"I'm not sure, but I know that I've seen her like this before. In her cloak."
Raven is confused at this, but accepts his statement. He begins to hover using his wings, and says to
him
"Well, she doesn't have anywhere to go now, so I suppose she's your responsibility now."
Agent Y looked towards her beautiful face and thought to himself
("My responsibility?")
Raven continues
"I'll leave her to you, I'm sure she will be fine under your care." and starts to fly towards the mountain
where She-Devil and Midnight left to. Agent Y continues to look at her face as he sees that her eyes
slowly open, revealing them to have two different eye colors. Her left eye was a very bright and beautiful
blue, while her right eye was a very dark and intimidating red. She sees Agent Y above her and sits up,
asking him
"Who are you?"
Agent Y does not answer but instead quickly picks her up and carries her in his arms, looking her
straight in the eyes and saying
"Your different from the last time I saw you."
The girl blushed incredibly at seeing Agent Y's face and could feel her heart-pounding immensely. She
slowly grabbed one of his palms and held it over her heart, asking
"Can you feel it? My heart's pounding."
Agent Y could feel it, and closed his eyes, saying
"Yes...I can feel your heart."
He takes his hand away and begins to turn towards the city, carrying the girl with him. She asks him
"Do you know who I am? I can't remember anything."
Agent Y looks into her innocent eyes, seeing her crying out for help inside, and simply answered
"Mandy....That's your name."
The girl, now called Mandy, smiled at him and said
"I like that name."

Meanwhile, Eric is laying on his bed in his room, looking up at his ceiling and thinking to himself
("Now that our suits are ready, I think we'll stand a chance against Midnight. But even so, It's still up to



me to put a stop to Midnight by myself. I just hope I'm strong enough to face-")
Eric is interrupted when there is a knock at the door. Brandon says from behind the door
"Hey Psy, I gotta talk to you."
Eric sits up and replies
"Sure, come on in."
Brandon opens the door slowly and peers in to see Eric for a few seconds. He then opens the door fully
nd walks over to Eric, saying
"Look man, I can't have you always worrying about these past few days. I'm not lettin' some jackass ruin
my summer or our city!"
Eric smiled at Brandon's bravery, replying
"Brandon, I wish it were that simple, but until this is over, we can't really do anything."
Brandon didn't frown at this, but simply yelled back
"Well, then let's go kick his @$$ today!"
Eric chuckled a little, and stood up, telling him
"One Day, Brandon, that's all the time you have to wait."
Brandon turns around and leaves the room, still impatient and hating to wait. Eric lays back down on his
bed and turns off his lights via a remote control on the side of his beds. He lays his head on his pillow
and thinks to himself
("I still feel like I won't be prepared for tomorrow. I guess I'll just have to keep hope.")
Eric closes his eyes and starts to fall asleep, in a state of self-doubt.

Raven arrives at the mountaintop, and hides behind a large rock, seeing She-Devil and Midnight on the
tip of the highest mountain talking. She-Devil asks him
"What do you plan to do now, hot-shot?"
Midnight angrily replies
"It's about time I pull out all the stops. Tomorrow, hell will visit this town and set it aflame!"
She-Devil smirks at this, saying
"That's what I'm talking about! Now you're taking initiative. Still though, we only have one day, so now,
as you promised, you gonna have to be sealed up with a timer."
Midnight puts out his palm and She-Devil lengthens her index fingernail. She-Devil begins to carve a
circular seal on his palm in blood, and when it finishes, it quickly bursts into small flames and
permanently marks his hand with the seal as the flames go out. He feels no pain from this, and merely
says
"Alright, after I've killed the brat you will gain my powers and begin your devastation of this world."
She-Devil nods and replies
"Good, now that that's been settled, I'll leave you to your work."
She-Devil's wings grow out of her back and she flies back to the new headquarter's just below the
mountains. Raven thinks to himself
("Dammit! Time's running out faster than I thought! It seems She-Devil is already about to exchange
power with Midnight, so armageddeon might have already started. I have to stop Midnight.")
Midnight begins planting his feet in the ground and stretching his arms out. He begins to yell
"Let the final attack begin!"
Darkness and shades spread all over the place around Midnight and begin to form with tremendous



weapons and evil faces. Raven does not see this, and bursts out from the rock, flying at Midnight with
his fist out, only to be slammed down by a shade before he gest there. The shade holds him down by his
neck, as shades begin to surround him as Midnight says
"No one can stop me now, you fool! You will be a fine example of the horror this city will face! Now,
destroy him!"
Raven sees the shades jump at him and closes his eyes, only to hear slashing sounds all around him,
and Midnight's voice screaming several times. He opens his eyes, to see his partners Demise and
Blood, standing on the sides on him with their scythes out and the shades have dissolved into liquid.
Demise says to him
"C'mon Raven, We gotta get out of here!"
Blood agrees and says
"Yeah, There's been a development in the plan!"
Raven jumps up from the ground and flaps his wings, flying off with the other two towards the bottom of
the mountain and out of the shades' sights.

----------------------

I'm being rushed off the computer right now so I'll have to talk to you all later.



48 - Unexpected Surprises

Is it me? or is british hip hop really good? cuz lately,(the past few years, if that counts) I've been listenin'
to some great "BritHop." Most notably, Akira The Don (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akira_the_don), Lady
Sovereign (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_sovereign), and Dan Le Sac VS. Scroobius Pip
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Le_Sac_Vs_Scroobius_Pip). I don't know what it is, but it's much better
than hip hop here in the US (In My Honest Opinion). Anyway, besides me being a commercial whore (as
always) I'm hoping to finish the story soon, so enjoy this chapter as much as the others, please.

Also, time is of the essence here because summer is coming soon (and I couldn't be happier). I want to
finish the story so you can all re-read it as a complete book and you won't have to wait but fret not. at the
end of this story I will give you a choice, and only you will have to make it. so please comment, it's very
important to me.

----------------------------

It is now sunrise, leaving only half of a day until the foretold events will play out, and we can see Blood,
Demise, and Raven all standing in front of Midnight's new HQ, at the bottom of the mountain where
Midnight is currently atop. Demise immediately starts to speak
"Listen Raven, She-Devil's already too late. Master doesn't have faith in her anymore, and has already
released (finger qoutes) "Plan B."
Raven is surprised at this, and questions
"Already? She doesn't have enough time as it is!...(thinking) Hmm, well I guess we have no choice to
protect her."
Blood rejects this idea right away, saying
"No way, Raven. I'm in enough trouble as it is, causing chaos and enjoying the sweet nectar of flesh, but
this is going too far. This is She-Devil we're talking about here. We try and save her from her
punishment, and we'll just end up as a pile of feathers."
Raven yells back
"I don't care! If plan B gets to her, WE WILL STOP IT! Am I clear!?"
Demise and Blood look to each other and then unwillingly salute Raven, shouting
"Yes Sir!"
A voice comes from the back of the room saying
"Well, aren't we such loyal soldiers?"
They looked to see She-Devil in the back of the room, leaning on the wall and looking towards them.
Raven knowingly asked
"You know the plan has already been released then, huh?"
She-Devil walked towards them and replied
"Yeah, I know this was going to end badly the second I made that deal with Midnight. I just wanted to
ride my time on Earth until I find Ben."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akira_the_don
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_sovereign
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Le_Sac_Vs_Scroobius_Pip


She-Devil stopped standing side-by-side at Raven, and he whispered
"Still looking for him? A past love won't save you from damnation, Vanessa."
Raven reached his hand out, but She-Devil smacked it away, and looked at him, saying
"Only Ben can call me that. Until this is over, I say you just leave me alone. I'll call for help when I need
it."
She-Devil grows out her wings and flies out of the main entrance towards the top mountain again. Blood
merely remarks
"I told ya. There's nothing we can do for her, Raven."
Demise looks at Raven's face, concerned, and lays her hand on his shoulder, asking
"Are you alright, Raven?"
Raven looks at her, gloomily replying
"I'm fine. We'll just have to keep a close eye on her and protect her from danger until her time is up.
Then she'll be fine."
Raven walks out of the entrance and flies after She-Devil, leaving Demise's hand by its lonesome, and
Blood still unsure of Raven's idea.

Later, Every hero who has a suit has suited up and transformed so that they look as powerful as they
can be. Eric sees how Agent A's suit looks in a mirror, only to see Agent A behind him, jokingly saying
"It's like I can see myself."
Eric chuckles a bit at this, and turns to see him, replying
"Like a spitting image, aren't I?"
Agent A smiles, and says
"You sure are."
Agent X speaks to Eric while blushing
"Eric, you look really nice. I'm glad we all get the chance to work together today."
Eric was about to speak when Agent Y walked through the front door with Mandy and interrupts
everyone. Agent X is the first to notice this, asking
"Who is that, brother?"
Mandy stepped in front of Agent Y, stopping him from replying, and introduced herself quickly
"I'm Mandy. Who're you?"
Before Agent X could reply, Mandy was already walking in another direction and looking at all the
heroes, questioning everything around her with a lot of curiosity. Agent Y merely told them
"She can't remember anything, so she'll be really curious as to what all of this is."
Agent A said
"She seems fairly off. Maybe you should take care of her for the time being."
Agent Y was already thinking of that, agreeing by saying
"Yes, I'll take her to my place for a few months, she probably neds to recooperate."
Agent Y shouts to Mandy
"Mandy! Come on, we have to go now."
Mandy immediately stopped what she was doing and returned to Agent Y, and they both walked out the
door without another word. Eric thought this was peculiar, but instead forgot it for a more important
matter, turning to Agent A and saying
"Anyway, What are you here for, Agent A?"



Agent A looks back at Eric, and remembers instantly what he had came there for, replying
"I've seen more of me in you every day, Eric, and I think you won't be able to handle the pressure of
controlling your friends as a super group. Being in control doesn't guarantee teamwork."
Eric was not sure what Agent A was getting at, but he agreed that even though he had perfected his
method, the aches in his mind would still hurt during training sessions. Eric merely asked
"So then what do you suggest I do to make sure we win this battle?"
Agent A frowned, and quickly replied
"Winning a battle isn't the same as winning the war. This will go on, Eric. Maybe in a different form but
there will always be something threatening your city. Then again, maybe it's that courage you have to
save your friends that makes you who you are."
Eric agreed, saying
"If I had to choose between my sanity and my friends, I'd have to choose my friends. As I would never let
them go without a fight."
Agent A smiled at this, thinking to himself
("He's ready now more than ever. I suppose it's time to make his decision.")
Agent A looked towards Agent X and said to her
"X, would you mind leaving the room? This is a private matter now."
Agent X didn't want to leave Eric, but she needed to do as she was told, and answered
"Of course, Father."
Agent X stood up and left through the doorway, closing it behind her and leaving them to themselves.
Eric immediately spoke to Agent A quieter now, so she could not hear them from outside
"We're into serious times now, I suppose. It's time you tell me what you've got up your sleeves, A."
Agent A sighed, and quietly replied
"Me and you are one in the same, Eric. I can tell that you will relive what I have went through. The only
way I can change your outcome is for us to work together in the closest way possible. You and I will
become one, and merge our minds into one."
Eric was shocked to hear this, as he had only studied this sort of thing in practice, not in reality. He
quickly retorted
"As one, we wouldn't be operational, our minds would destroy each other and leave us with just empty
bodies."
Agent A put his hand on Eric's shoulder merely saying
"Eric, our minds are so close that you are reading my thoughts as I read yours. A wise man once said
'It's easier to worry about the future than it is the present. That's why people never think about what's
right beside them."
Eric turned his head away from Agent A, asking
"Who could've said that?"
Agent A merely made Eric face him with his thumb, replying
"You did Eric. So focus on me, and let us become join forces to conquer your enemy together."
Eric did as he said and focused on his thoughts as well as Agent A's thoughts and merging them
together. A burst of light fired out from Eric and Agent A's foreheads, carving an insignia that is shaped
like a flying Eagle. Agent X sees this from under the doorway, and goes to get May, Tank, Brandon, and
Christina. She runs downstairs and yells
"Quickly everyone! Eric and my father may be in danger!"
Agent X runs back upstairs while the rest of them follow, confused at what she is talking about, but still
concerned.
Eric and Agent A then become large shapes of green and white lights, respectively. The lights begin to
merge together as a new being is being forged in the middle. Agent X opens the door, clearly



concerned, yelling
"Eric! Are you oka-"
Agent X stops and stares while Christina and May peek inside, only to end up staring like Agent X is. We
now see Eric, taller, older (maybe by a few years, 2 or 3) and having a small goatee with his hair now
just a tiny bit longer. His eyes are now fully green, and with very pure, white pupils. He is still wearing
Agent A's old suit, only it is filled out more now, and he is almost a mirror image of him. He stares
towards Agent X and the others, only to see them drool over Eric's newfound handsomeness. Eric can
hear Agent A's thoughts inside his head, hearing him say
("Well, I suppose you've gained my good looks as well. Don't worry about women swooning over you, it
happens.")
Eric was surprised to her Agent A in his mind, but understood after thinking it through. He replied in his
mind
("I understand now. We now permanently share a mind, and I can hear your thoughts as well as mine.")
Agent A continued in speaking to him in his mind
("Be careful now, this can be a bit jarring at first but you will learn to accept it. We can beat Midnight as a
team once we rally everyone and head for the clock tower now.")
Eric believes him and speaks in his now slightly deeper voice
"Pick your chins up ladies, it's time we take down Midnight and save our town!"

We can now see an army of shades destroying the buildings in Evergreen city and now Midnight is
perched atop the city clock tower. We can also see two figures in the middle of the city staring up to
them. They are revealed to be Skate and Inferno, sitting in the middle of the road leading to the clock
tower, with Inferno saying to Skate
"Alright, man. I'd had enough of this betrayal bullshoot. We're going up there and kicking Midnight's
@$$, you hear me!?"
Skate angrily yelled up to Midnight
"Hey jackass! You against us! We're gonna take down you and your whole pathetic army!"
The army of shades started to march towards them now, as Inferno and Skate pulled out their weapons
and ran straight at them.

---------------------------

I'm getting closer to the end people, and if you're wondering why this story is mostly dialogue, is that it's
a PROTOTYPE, not the real thing yet. Now, here is your choice.

Once this story ends, I will give you all a choice of either me remaking the story into a real book, or
making a sequel and remaking the book later. Don't answer now, but save your comments for at the end
of the story.



49 - The Beginning of The End

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6KMAm_228s&feature=channel

what?...WHAT!?!? THIS IS ACTUALLY REAL!? AAAAAAHHH!!!!(jumps out window)

(walks back to computer, covered in shards of glass and blood, sits in the chair)
Sorry about that, but this looks SO FREAKING AWESOME. How come fans can make such awesome
things that huge corporations can't even touch with a 40-foot pole? Anyway, stories running down, so
enjoy this second-to-last chapter. Sorry this is so Infrequently-updated, but now that summer has
started, I'll finish it to let you get on with your lives (or will you!?).

------------------------------------------------

Inferno and Skate charge towards a massive army of shades charging back at them. As they reach one
another, they start to battle.

(Fight Scene)

Inferno weilds Agent M's Burning Roses (twin revolvers, now called "Searing Thorns") while Skate is
fighting with his speed and his claws. Inferno shoots down a few of the shades which instantly liquify,
and charges up a shot, releasing a large fireball, burning through a line of shades. Skate slashes and
dashes by each shade, slicing them horizontally, and ending at the furthest line, seeing the shades
slowly fall apart all at once. Inferno and Skate meet up and continue to dash through the shades towards
Midnight. Midnight sees them, smirking and makes a quick sweeping motion with his arms. Quickly, the
shades form together as a large arm and sweep Inferno and Skate off their feet, leaving them helpless
on the ground as the giant arm comes down above them and crushes them on the ground. Midnight
laughs at this, saying
"Pathetic fools! I had no use for you in the first place. Bull was a waste, you both were a waste, and
She-Devil can die for all I care! At least I got rid of that idiotic police officer when I had the chance."
There is suddenly a movement at the bottom of the arm, and a burning flame begins to arise. Inferno
speaks aloud
"Don't you ever insult Asheley! Our fire still burns in my heart!"
The fire then becomes huge and completely destroys the giant arm with flames, and there stands
Inferno, now completely covered in flames and pointing his revolvers at Midnight. He fires off a bunch of
shots from the revolvers at Midnight, who grows out a large hand extending from his arm and catches
the fireballs. The hand throws them back at him, and Inferno jumps at them like a bullet. Instead of being
destroyed by the fireballs, he absorbs them and becomes a large body of fire, continuing towards
Midnight at high speeds. Midnight sees this, and quickly makes a smacking motion with his right arm. A
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large arm made of shades then smacks down Inferno to the ground and then slams the arm down on
him, holding him down. Out of the arm, Midnight seems to grow out of the top of it, forming a shade next
to him saying
"You're all disappointments, you know. I never needed any of you. Your part in my plan is finished, You
shall die just like your pathetic girfriend."
The shade next to Midnight is absorbed into his arm, and his arm then forms into a long blade. He points
it at Inferno's neck, and says
"You're fired."
Midnight stabs forward, but suddenly there is a large slash that comes from beside them, which destroys
Midnight's arm-blade and throws him away, with him crashing into the clock tower and the shade-formed
arm disappearing. Inferno looks in awe in front of him as his flames extinquish to see Skate with his right
hand inside of a large metallic claw with a spiked grip. Skate is clearly angry at Midnight, and quietly
says
"I'm always denied by everyone. Even here, at all times, you reject me. Well, I'm sick of it! I may not
know what to do with my life, but I'm not gonna waste it being pushed around by you!"
Skate puts his left hand to his chest, clutching onto his torn t-shoot, shouting
"Well I'm not gonna be overlooked anymore!"
Skate thrusts his left hand away and another metallic claw forms around it, fitting tightly on his left hand.
Skate throws his arms down and drags them across the road towards Midnight, clawing through and
leaving trails behind. Inferno is impressed by this, and stands up, saying
"Holy shoot, the kid's a badass after all."
Inferno's flames ignite again, as he rushes after Skate towards Midnight, who is now standing back up,
impressed by the strength of Skate's attack. Midnight hides in the cloud of dust from the crash, saying to
them as they approach
"You two are still pupils. You will never surpass the master!"
Out of the smoke bursts out Midnight, now looking completely like Eric's father's corpse (just kind of
corrupted), carrying what appears to be twin daggers formed from shades. He kicks both of them in their
stomachs, and leaps bacwards, holding the daggers towards them as they fall. He says in Eric's father's
voice
"I may be losing my power, but it's almost time for them to arrive. I suppose I will fight with you losers to
kill some time."
The daggers start to suck out dark energy from the corpse, absorbing it and forming around the blades,
sharpening them. Skate and Inferno jump up, and look to eachother, nodding. They then dash
simultaneously at Midnight, and surround him from both sides. Inferno's fists turn into fireballs, and
Skate pulls back his claws, ready to strike, and Skate makes the first move. Skate slashes at Midnight,
only to see him move over slightly, and stab the dagger in between the sharp claws, stabbing Skate's
index finger. He then stabs Skates chest deeply and jumps backwards before Skate quickly slashes at
him with his other hand, merely slashing at air. Midnight lands in front of Inferno, who throws a quick
punch at Midnight, but he dodges it, sweeping Inferno off his feet and impaling him on the dagger before
he lands. Midnight throws him and the dagger away, which quickly reforms into a shade, pinning Inferno
to the ground. Midnight turns to face Skate, who is recovering from the stabs, and quickly tosses his
dagger between his two hands, finally deciding to lunge at Skate. Just as Skate prepares to dash at him,
two hands apparently hold Skate's legs to the ground, and he struggles to get free from what seems to
be arms reaching up from his shadow. Midnight appears in front of Skate and stabs him in the chest,
and Sakte feels another stab from his back. We see another shade behind Skate that has stabbed his
back with a dagger. Midnight stares at Skate as he coughs up blood, and says to him
"I am many, little boy. Your shadow may even betray you in this fight. It's about time I finish both of you



off before-"
Quickly, a tomboy-ish voice interrupts Midnight in his rant, shouting
"Before what? You bore everybody to death!?"
We can now see Christina, Agent X, Brandon, Tank, May, and Eric (leading them) walkting towards
Midnight and them in a group. Midnight and the shades disappear away from Skate, letting him fall to the
ground in pain, but Inferno catches him, looking for Midnight angrily and wiping the blood off of his chest.
Midnight reappears back on top of the crumbling clock tower, and shouts down to them as they stop, 50
yards away
"I've been waiting for you all to arrive! You've just barely saved these fools here from their destruction,
but nothing will save you all now that Eric has met his destiny! It is time to end all of your pathetic lives!"
Eric wasn't afraid of this, seeing his father's corpse standing on top of the clock tower did anger him
though, but he focused. Midnight formed a shade over his body to become pure shadows again, and
started to yell out
"The time for atonement has come!"
Midnight throws a large ball of shadows from his hand which splatters on the ground, and then unveils,
forming hundreds of shades which form their limbs into deadly weapons, prepared to kill the heroes. Eric
turned to his friends to say a last few words of encouragement in his now-deeper voice
"I'm not afraid of him, and none of us should be. It's time we finish this, once and for all."
Brandon joined in the excitement, shouting
"Finally! It's @$$-kicking time!"
Brandon put his hand in the center of everyone, and Eric topped that. Agent X slowly, but surely, placed
her hand on top of Eric's saying
"We can do this, I won't let you down."
Eric's eyes flared green and white, and Christina put her hand on top of Agent X's, saying
"This guy's pissed me off too many times, time to show him who runs this town."
May placed her hand on Christina's, adding
"Yeah, let's show him what we've got!"
Tank puts his hand on top of May's, seeing May blush as he says
"Auto-lock activated, weapons at full ammo. We are prepared to fight at full capacity."
Eric is the first to take his hand away, turning to face Midnight, as the others do so as well. Eric shouts
out loud
"Let's do this!"
Eric's eyes go completely white as Agent A speaks to him in his mind
("I know you can beat him, Eric.")
("We'll see. Merging minds takes a lot of energy.")
Agent A agrees, saying
("Then let's do it, together.")
Eric smirks at Agent A's mental image, and starts to charge energy in his mind.
The heroes feel the energy come off of Eric and begin to synchronize with it, merging their minds
together. After about 20 seconds, Eric stands tall, and the heroes mimic his movements and
simultaneously say
"Let's go!"
Meanwhile, about 200 yards away, She-Devil, Raven, Demise, and Blood are sitting on top of a large
office building, and Demise, clearly concerned, asks
"Are they gonna be okay?"
She-Devil smirks and replies
"Who cares? Anybody bring popcorn?"



Agent Y and Mandy arrived at what appears to be a small apartment in a building, and he says to her
"I'm renting this apartment building for now, as I know the landlady and she lets me stay for free. For
now, though, I need to ask you some questions."
Mandy looked around the apartment but there was nothing too exciting to be seen. His bed was neat, his
closet was empty, his bathroom was actually spotless!(hard to believe I know) Mandy then turned to him
after exploring and said
"What was that? I wasn't paying attention."
Agent Y walked over to his bed and sat down, and she sat down next to him. He repeated himself
"I need to ask you some questions to see if you remember anything."
Instead of replying to the question, Mandy was looking up and down at Agent Y, merely remarking
"You're kinda short, but there's something really manly about you."
Agent Y was surprised by this, and even more surprised as he saw Mandy slowly lean over him and
eventually end up on top of him. Agent Y was getting uncomfortable, and said
"Look, your memories are important. You have to remember who I am!"
She leaned in close to his face, and whispered
"It hurts to remember, make me forget."
Mandy quickly and passionately kissed him, and Agent Y rolled his eyes, seeing where this was going,
but thought
("Well, I guess I don't have much choice here. I can ask her later.")

Midnight stared down at the now-synched heroes while the shades formed their limbs into various
weapons. He laughed maniacally and shouted out
"Revenge! The time is now!"
Just as he said that last word, The shades and the Heroes dashed towards eachother like a war had
begun.

--------------------------------------

Just one chapter left, I'm glad it's almost over, but I'm so proud. Be ready for the last chapter, because it
will be a doozy!



50 - The Story Ends And It Begins

Well, I guess this is it. the last chapter of my masterpiece story. I can't belive I made it, also, here is your
choice again.
After the story is over, you can either choose for me to
A)Start writing the sequel, The Tale Of Villains
or B)Re-write this story into a full-fledged book and publish it in a few years.

The choice is yours so I want EVERYBODY WHO READS THIS TO COMMENT. Thank you for your
cooperation.

-----------------------------------------

CHAPTER 50 - The Story Ends And it Begins

"This was it... the moment that would end my suffering. That I won't have to worry anymore...but is it?"
After synchronizing with the heroes, and mentally fusing with Agent A's mind, Eric had become a whole
new person. Completely obsessed with destroying his hate, his anger, and his sadness that manifested
into the murderous creature they were fighting. All of it was his fault, he thought. Not only were his
friends and his personal life threatened, but his agonizing memories of his father's death pushed him into
this situation. For Eric, maybe it was better for him to simply "Forget."

Eric and his friends stood together in a group, synchronized to Eric's position, and stared up at Midnight
standing ominously at the top of the clock tower. Midnight raises his hands to the sky and shouts
"Revenge, the time is now!"
As Midnight finishes, the army of shades and the heroes dash at one another like a war has begun. The
two sides close in on each other as Midnight laughs maniacally at the carnage that is about to
commence.

(I think it's about time for a FIGHT SCENE)

Eric quickly punches the first shade and, without haste, the team of heroes splits into a horizontal line to
mimic the punch, knocking out 6 of the shades quickly. Eric then suddenly kicks high to defend against a



large mallet that a shade threw at him, this knocks him back a bit, and he loses control of his team for a
few seconds. Before Eric can retaliate, the shade with the mallet is impaled by Brandon with his right
arm sharpened into a long spear. Brandon throws the shade off of him, and spins in a circle, wiping out a
few surrounding shades. Brandon helps Eric to stand using his left hand, and quickly says to him
"This is a battle, man. Don't wuss out on me now...Get going."
Brandon pushes Eric back as a large group of shades lunge at Brandon from all angles, carrying large
blunt weapons. Brandon smirks, and he quickly brandishes his entire body in spikes, not damaging his
agent suit, thanks to the armor. The shades are punctured severely by the spikes, and they liquify as the
spikes retract in Brandon's body, he then lunges toward another large group of shades and manages a
battle cry on the way. Eric admires Brandon's bravery, and decides to step up his game. Eric quickly
takes his right hand and grabs his head, then runs towards the clock tower and Midnight at the top. Tank
and May are fighting from the sky, as May flies over a group of shades, and Tank's right arm turns into a
gatling gun. He begins shooting a long round at the shades, making plenty of headshots with precise
accuracy. May asks drops him onto the ground and starts flapping her wings heavily into the sky to
attain a greater height. As Tank falls to the ground, his arm reverts to normal, and his chest
compartment opens, revealing a large amount of explosives inside, and he reaches to grab out a large
grenade. He closes the compartment as he falls faster into a new group of shades, waiting for him on
the ground. He bites the pin off and and lands on top of a shade, holding onto him with his hands, and
shoves the grenade down the shade's throat. Tank then jumps off of the shade, just in time before the
grenade explodes, destroying many shades in a large group and blasting Tank right next to Agent X.
She is using her sword to slice through the shades and quickly lunges through a line of shades, slicing
them all horizontally. Tank changes his hands into dual pistols and begins to shoot rapidly at far-away
shades closing in on him. Agent X notices Christina nearby and asks her
"I can't believe you're an agent."
Christina crystallizes her right hand in a fist, and punches a shade into a group, freezing them and
breaking them all into pieces. She hears Agent X, and quickly replies
"Well, we both lost our memory, but that doesn't stop us from fighting the good fight, right?"
Christina inhales deeply, and then blows out freezing cold air in a circle freezing the shades surrounding
them quickly. Agent X speedily hits each frozen shade once and in the blink of an eye, they are in pieces
on the ground. She merely replies
"Right."
They both continue to fight through the waves of shades towards the clock tower, and we can see Eric
running through the shades towards the tower. Eric can hear Agent A in his head, saying
"Eric, are you ready? This isn't something we planned, you know? I mean, we'll lose all synchronization
with your team, and you worked hard to achieve that."
Eric stood still as he responded
"We can always start over later."
Agent A was impressed, and Eric begin to hold his head with both hands as he felt enormous pressure
from his brain. The shades surrounding Eric lunged at him with no haste, as they began to be pushed
back with a small force coming from the teenager. Eric yelled out simultaneously with Agent A's voice
"Time Frame!"
Immediately, the entire city froze in an instant, and when Eric opened his eyes, they were now pure
white, and he saw the city's colors as an inverted white. Everything around him, including the shades
and his friends, were frozen in time. Agent A spoke to him
"This is draining so we don't have much time, make your move now."
Eric replied
"Of course."



Eric closed his eyes again, and focused his mind on the shades around him and his friends, on all the
shades in the city. In slow motion, all of the shades liquified immediately. All the shades that they were
fighting had fallen to the ground, useless. When all of them disappeared, Eric let go of the mental
pressure he and Agent A were using, and time returned to normal as Eric was forced to kneel down. The
heroes were confused at what happened, but immediately noticed Eric was now panting and in pain.
Brandon was the first to yell out
"Alright, Eric! Way to go, man!"
All the heroes surrounded Eric, and helped him to stand up, and even Skate and Inferno congratulated
him. She-Devil and "the crows" watched from the office building in awe. Demise was very impressed by
his skill and said
"No one could have pulled that off. This kid's one of a kind."
Raven was also impressed, adding
"He sure is."

(End fight scene, I guess)

The heroes now heard slow clapping from Midnight, who began to say
"Bravo, Eric. You've done well, and all of your little friends too. Do you really think it would be that easy?
You'd just defeat all my copies and then save the city and your friends, hmm? Well, I don't think so!"
Midnight shoves his hands into the ground of the clock tower, and a long line of his shadow extends
down the tower and connects to the heroes shadows', everyone's shadow but Eric's. They wonder what
he's up to, but then quickly find themselves captured as their own shadows twiste around them and hold
them in place. Midnight pulls his hands out and he becomes Eric's father's corpse as he says
"This is our fight, Eric. Your little friends cannot interfere, now get up here and face me like a man!"
Eric sees his friends incapacitated and is quickly enraged. He knew that this is what he was fighting for.
Agent X painfully says to him
"You can do it, Eric...I know you can."
Eric smiles at her voice, but turns back to look at his father's corpse, remaining angry at his enemy. Eric
holds his left hand to his hand and yells
"Time Frame!"
Just as quickly as he had stopped time, Eric had appeared behind his father at the top of the
half-destroyed clock tower. Eric's eyes continued to remain pure white after the time altering. He and his
father began to strafe around each other like a showdown was about to commence. His father said
"So this is what I've become, what YOU made me into. I've become a monster because of you, but is all
this worth being happy!?"
Eric continued to stare down his father, replying calmly
"Memories can't be forgotten, I realize that now. I know what I've done, and it's about time I take care of
that remorse I felt long ago."
Once they had strafed enough to return to their original positions, Eric made the first move. He ran
towards his father who did the same. His father's corpse returned to pure darkness as he lunged at Eric.
Eric did not lunge, however, but instead continued running, only to grab Midnight and jump off the clock
tower. Eric began to think to himself, and spoke to Agent A in his mind
("I finally know who I am.")



Agent A could feel his emotional intensity, and, slowly smirking, asked
("Then Who are you?")
Eric answered
("I'm a hero.")
They plummeted to the ground at high speeds, and Eric grabbed his father tighter and began to cry,
whispering
"I love you, dad."
Midnight's shadow over the corpse began to seep into Eric's head slowly, and Eric's father replied quietly
"You've learned a lot, kiddo."
As soon as they hit the ground a large explosion took place, covering the entire city in a white flash. The
explosion seemed to take place in slow-motion, as the white flash engulfed Eric, his friends, Inferno and
Skate, She-Devil and the crows, and even the Evergreen hospital.

After a few minutes, the flash was over, and the heroes went over to check on Eric, now in a large hole
in the ground, laying next to his father. Brandon lifted him up and shook him a little, asking
"Yo Psy, you alright?"
Eric slowly opened his eyes, at first revealing them to be pitch-black. He blinked once, and then they
were pure white, but he blinked a third time, solidifying them as his normal green. He felt a little pain on
his head, but simply replied
"Yeah, I'm fine."
Brandon sighed in relief, saying to him
"You had me worried there, man."
Without warning, Agent X rushed over and hugged Eric from behind whispering
"I'm glad you're okay, Eric."
Agent A could feel some shyness in Eric's emotions, and spoke to him
("Are-Are you blushing, Eric?")
Eric blushed a little, but didn't reply. Agent X let go of him to see his friends gathered around him, glad to
see he was safe, and congratulating him one by one. Tank and May were happy, saying
"It's good to see you're alive. I won't allow our leader to perish so simply."
"I don't know what we'd do without you, Eric!"
Eric was happy to see his friends care so much about him, and decided that he was glad he was a hero.
Eric was hearing a sound from nearby, and saw it to be people safely coming out of their houses in
curiosity and news reporters coming thir way quickly. The reporters all gathered around Eric, and started
asking him quiestions about what had happened.
"Sir, could you tell us what happened here?"
"Why are you all only kids?"
"Just who in the world ARE you?"
Eric didn't know what to say, but was quickly interrupted when Tank pulled a pistol on the reporters,
saying
"This boy has been through a lot, can you not leave him with some peace?"
May yanked his arm away, whispering to him
"No Tank! It's not right to pull guns on people who don't deserve it!"
The reporters back off from Eric, who leans in to one of the microphones surrounding him and answers
"I'm a hero, but I'm also... a man."
Inferno sees this from afar, and helps Skate to stand. Skate sees the heroes getting publicity, and is



quickly jealous, saying
"Hey! I helped ya know! It wasn't all them!"
Inferno lets Skate yell, and starts walking away, and Skate follows, asking
"Hey where are you going? I wasn't done talking!"
She-Devil was fairly impressed by the goings on in front of her, and says to Raven
"Well, there goes my chance at staying alive. Looks like my time's up guys."
Raven calmly replies
"We'll do what we can to help you, it's not like master's rules prevent us."
Blood comments from behind him
"They will eventually when 'Plan B' comes up here and chases after her."
Demise shushes him, and She-Devil looks to the hill over-looking Evergreen City, saying aloud
"I may not have found Ben, but I'm pretty sure he'll show up one day."
Eric walks away from the reporters towards the hole in the ground and looks at his father, and the
emotions he had repressed are back in his minds, and no doubts are in him. Christina asks him
"So, what should we do with his body? We can't leave him here."
Eric looks to Christina, agress with her, and answers
"We should bury him, honorly, in the one place memories can't reach him."
Christina did not know what he was talking about, and asked him
"Where?"

Later, Eric and the heroes arrive at the cave Agent X was sleeping in, and Eric asks
"So this is it?"
Agent X nodded and answered
"Yes, this is where I caved in after my brother had gone missing."
Eric carried in his father's corpse in a body bag, and laid it on the cave floor. He unzipped the front of it
to reveal the face, which had deteriorated from the crash he was in. The wounds on his body were more
apparent after Midnight was absorbed, and Eric was finally happy to remind himself of bad memories.
Eric re-zipped the face on the bag and eft him on the floor, saying aloud
"Goodbye, Dad. You may have given me some bad memories, but at least you gave me some wonderful
new ones."
Agent X was glad to hear that this was all over and that she could finally learn more about this new
society she was in. All the fighting and drama left her no time to lolligag. Eric turned to his friends and
proudly proclaims
"Let's go home, guys."
Eric grabbed Agent X around the waist and held her tight as he walked back into the city. Brandon saw
this, and attempted the same with Christina, only to be smacked on the back of his head again. He
quickly retracted his arm so as not to get smacked again. May wrapped her arms around Tank and they
all follwed Eric back to his house. Everything was finally peaceful in Evergreen City...



...Or so they thought.
Over the horizon we could see 7 figures standing tall overlooking the city of Evergreen. They all walked
forward following the leader, a shapely woman walking towards a small barn next to a tombstone. She
stopped, and they all stopped as well. She kneeled down and inspected a large hole in the ground from
some incident that had occurred earlier. She said aloud to the others
"Yeah, she's definitely been 'ere. Someone toss me a pack of fags."
One of the small, lanky figures in the back reached into his left pocket and pulled out a pack of
cigarettes, giggling and repeating
"Heh, pack of fags."
The figure tossed the pack to the female, and she quickly pulled one out, and lit it with a lighter. She put
out the flame and started inhaling a large portion of it immediately. A large, burly man next to her asked
her
"You know those can kill you, right? We don't want any foolish mistakes keeping us from our primary
mission."
The female almost instantly tossed the cigarette on the ground, stomped on it with her foot, and retorted
to the man
"What do I care? It's not gonna matter when we're over this anyway, smartass! You might as well relax,
because I'm sure we can handle this."
The female did not care for her colleages, clearly, and went back to looking at the town in the new
sunset, loudly saying
"Boys, It's time to raise some hell."
She starts laughing maniacally and another man laughs behind them, in a very deep and maniacal voice
as well.

THE STORY OF HEROES:END
--------------------------------------------

That's it! I've done it! Oh thank god, I'm so happy I finally did it. You have no idea the joy in my heart for
this story. It was my masterpiece and one of my good ideas that stuck with me throughout my entire
childhood! I've so many people to thank, so let's get to it!

My sister, for reading every chapter and generally being extremely supportive and nice.

nextguardian, a user who kept me going in early times, due to me being down.

SilverGirl13, a user who commented on almost all of my chapters and was very supportive and I
appreciate that. Also the only person to enter the contest I had. I say "boo" to you non-participants.

My friends, who thought I was crazy but at least had SOME interest once I told them how much work I
had done on this.

My father, who now is forced to read the entire book, because he promised he would only read it once it
was finished...AFTER TWO YEARS OF TYPING.



and any people reading this now, I'm so glad people care enough, and once I get serious enough, I
PROMISE THAT THIS STORY WILL BE MADE INTO A BOOK AND PUBLISHED.

I'm so proud of myself, my dream actually came true for once. Now I'm going to rewrite it.

HERE'S A LINK, Y'ALL! http://www.fanart-central.net/story-56710.html

I love you all so much, and I'm not gay. I'm gay in the old sense, as in happy. You're awesome, I'm
awesome, and egotistical, :) now let's all go have some awesome pie!

WOO-FREAKIN-HOO!
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